the pretty picture, hesitating to
wake her, yet fearing that a gruff hallo
from old Dan might do it too suddenly.
Somehow lie hated to have her go, for the
gloomy foundry, seemed an enchanted sort
ot place this
morning, with a pure Heaven
and earth outside, and within the “little
mate’’ whom he fell a
strong desire to

enjoying

Farm, Garden and Household,
Household Hints.
Dolgiinvts Wirnoi'T Eggs. One halt'
teacup of buttermilk or sour milk, the
,ame ol cream, and ol sugar, one teaspoontul of saleratus, spice and salt to
ts-te; add a little yeast Hour enough to
mold, and let it rise before frying: or if
an egg can bo put in, the yeast can be left
,ut and the dough tried at once,
IIaked Indian Padding. Scald a ijuart
,t milk, and while boiling thicken it with
a
pint of corn-meal, remove from the tire,
thin with cold milk to the consistency of

well beaten eggs, a cup
a little salt, cinnutmeg, and bake two or three
moderate oven.

hatter, add

two

of raisins, sugar to taste,
or

namon

hours in a

Meal boiled tor table
Meat
should be plunged at once into boiling

Li,hung
use

water, as the heat contracts the outer snrlac, and coagulates the albumen, tuns prenting the e-cape of the juices. Prepared lor -took or broth it should be placed
,the tire in cold water, as then the uu•oiiliiied juices are tree to pas- into tin*
.,

iiptor surrounding it.

Niav Wav in v .>. Arri.Ks
lull howl with alternate layers of

I- ill a

thinly

sill apples and sugar; add half a teaup ,,t water, cover with a saucer held in
to a weight.
Hake slowly three
.. i.■
Let stand until cold, and you
in .ill's
will turn out a rounded mass of clear
hied in firm jelly. Cooked
sserts are more deliviou>.
W'mn'L Sot>.\.
;
,i\ >n ; J’t tuntsi
One pint ol milk, one-hall pound ot suet,
ped line; three eggs, well beaten;
i>i111' teaspooniul of salt; add Hour
gradually until you have made a thick
■, itt.■
Tie in a cloth which lias been
dipped in boiling water, and well sprink oil with Hour; let the watet boil before
lining in the pudding,and boil two hours.
1 o eaten with canned or preserved
L
truil.
Three eggs, well
milk, one-hall teacup Hour mixed dry with one teaspooniul
ist powder, uuip "f butler size of a
it. bake twenty minutes in quick
l’t ddinc.

alci;, one

pint

v.

serve

sweet

h"i

Nance

Tor same:

one

le tabc-poon corn-starch,
Uj -ii-1 o.
ha,, it as; ooatul of tart ilie acid, halt
1

in

•up <; water: boil together. If the
-taieh is mixed first dry with the
When liked, a
_rar it will not lump.
wine or
the Haver.
■

brandy

is an

improvement

All kinds of pottlin t iiuK l’'Hi.r:n.
and meat can be cooked quicker by
,,fling t the water in which they are
e.i a little vinegar or a piece of lemon,
lev the use of a little acid there will he a
•oi.siilerable saving ol fuel as well as
-in rtening ot time. Its action is benelicial
d tough meats, rendering them quite

Tainted
tender and easy of digestion.
and fowls will lose their bad taste
mil odor if cooked in this way; and. if
t used to.- freely, no taste of it will lie

meats

acquired.
It not imfrequently
PoTTFi) .Mi.vis.
in n family that quantities of
Such
'oked meats remain on hand.
should be potted. Cut the meat trom the

happens

nones, chop line and season high with
suit, pepper, cloves and cinnamon. Moistwith vinegar, sauce, or melted blitter,
recording to the kind ol meat, or to suit
our own taste.
Then pack it tight into a
ar, and cover over the top with about a
■

It
and always afford a
dish for the breakfast

uarter of an inch ot melted butter.

will

keep'months,
cady and excellent

•r

tea-table.

Conx-St AKi. ii Cake. This is a simple
ami digestible cake, easily and quickly
made, and generally liked. Hub well together one cup of butter and two cups ol
sugar. Add the white ot six eggs beaten
to a both,
‘stir in one cup of sweet milk,
two cups ot Ilnur in which have been
thoroughly mixed two tea-spoonfuls ot
aking-powder or two of cream of tartar
tnd one t soda, and flavor with one teaspoonful of extract ot bitter almonds (or
■liter flavor desired). Lastly, stir in one
up of corn-starch.which acts both as food
and shortening
Immediately bake in a

moderately quick oven.
1 he smoke front the wtck ot an extin-

guished candle is very deleterious, and
■reathing it in quantities would soon cause

Valentine mentions a case ot a
death.
'•ompany of eari.users who tricked a boy
sleeping in the corner of a room, by one of
their number holding to the boy's nose the
-moke of a blown-out candle. After half
an hour the boy tell into short breathing,
trembling and cramps, and died in three
the composition of this smoke is
day-.
arbureted hydrogen,carbonic oxide, burnt
ieirt, &c. When putting out a candlelight before going to bed always do it so
that there shall be no burning wick left 1o
poison tIre air of the room.

—

—

r——■

—.-

is also a model, being globular,
slightly flattened and lengthened to an
oval in large specimen
eves small and
prominent, not sunken, ns in tile Peach
Plow and many other similar sorts
Skin
while, thin, smooth, lmt of firm texture;
flesh white, floury, with no decided or distinct flavor.
It ripens a tew days later
than the P.arly Rose, lmt it is a tar better
keeper. In my groom1 t does not yield
as well as sorts; stili. after two year’s
trial, 1 put it down as the best of all the
new sorts
tested, and that is saying
enough in praise of any one variety. [Rural New Voi her.
IV11*111

Is

A

(.i/i iAi.n

keep "always alongside,”

There

Life

in

Other

subject of one ot I’rolessor Proctor's
lectures in liostou was the probability of
the existence of lile in other worlds than
ours.
Modern science, he said, does not
object, as many suppose, to the idea of a
scheme in the universe, but to the theory
that that scheme is one which men can understand. Fortunately, if a choice lay between two interpretations ol observed
facts, and one seemed to accord well, the
! other ill. with conception entertained respecting the ways ot Clod, the former was
accepted unhesitatingly, even though the
balance of evidence might be in favor ol
the latter.
Tims in astronomy it was assumed that the ei lestial bodies had been
all created either to support life as the sun
does, or to subserve the wants ol living
creatures as the moon does, or like our
own earth,
to be actually the abode of
living creatures. He said that in studying
the heavens we have to tare a seeming
mystery of nature, namely, the apparent
wastefulness ot the plan ol creation. In
illustration of this he said :
"All the planets together receive less
than the i’;!0 millionth part ol the heat and
light which the sun is constantly emiting.
In each second lie emits as much heat as
would result from the hunting of ll.liOO
millions ol millions of tons ol coal, and ot
all this amazing amount ol energy lmtone
part in :?:>0 millions falls on the members
ot the sun's planetary family.
Wlmt is
true of the sun is doubtless true of his
fellow suns, the stars. All the thousand
of stars we see. all the millions revealed
by the telescope, ami millions ot times as
many, which no telescope yet made by
man can reveal, as suns
similarly pouring
heat and light into space, and similarly
to
our
wasting, according
conceptions, the
Fite energy
energy which they possess.
wasted seems, in tact, nygrly the whole old
the inconceivable amount expended,
lint
it is not necessary to leave the study ot
our earth to liml evidences of
seeming
waste.
How many seeds are scattered
over the taco ot the earth to no visible
purpose, tor each one that grows to perfection ! How many creatures are
brought
to life that perish .before
they reach maturity ! This is true of man as of other races,
t rue of individual men, it is true of nations, of races Looking back at the past
history of our earth, we find even more
abundant evidence of seeming waste, until we reacii a time when the whole mass
ol the earth .appears as a mere waste. For
millions of years, the whole terrestrial
globe was the scene of processes of tremendous activity, yet utterly unlit to be
the abode of lile. So, also, if we look torwar.I. in a period incomparably exceeding in duration the life period of her history, s ie will circle around the central
sun, bearing only the records mid memories ot former tile, but to our conceptions
a useless, desert scene.
Jiut it we could
see the whole plan instead ot the minutest
portion; it we could scan the whole space
instead of the nearest corner: it' all -time
were before us, instead
of space, we

might indeed pronounce judgment.
as

we

do how little

we

Hut

really

perceive, with any clearness, we may
admit the truth of ail that science teaches
believing still that the scheme of nature
appears imperfect onlv because it i- seen
but. in part."

can

Love's

Young
1*

ruin

lii

Dream
Car
New

ia

Itr.ih'uad

a

l.lriean- Tilii*

They got. aboard tin: train

at

a

little

town between Canton and New Orleans,
and took, a seat in the lront e ui of the ear.
He was a young man with an independent “big enough to take fare of myself'
sort of an air, and she was a young woman apparently leg
enougli to help him
to do it.
He seemed entirely to overlook
the tact that there were any passengers
on the train, and
especially that several
distinguished St. Louis and Chicago drumRest 1 lK.xrixc. .Many cooks are troub- mers were aboard, lie was full to burstled to makegood frosting that will adhere ing with something to say, and the moveto tiie cake and not crumble to pieces ments of a race horse are tame in comparTo all such 1 wish to recom- ison with the way lie proceeded to say it.
when cut.
mend the following simple method.
It
During the first halt hour, with Lead
takes but a lew minutes to make the frost- and arms extended until they nearly touchIt is much ed the person ot the fair damsel at his
ng. and it is always good.
■otter than to beat the eggs to a froth: side, and utterly uncoils, ions that a dozen
I r one large cake use a pound of pul ver- pair ol eyes were watching him. lie pourged sugar, rolled or silted to free it from ed forth such a flood of words as must
uuips, and the whiles of two eggs. Some- certainly have overwhelmed any one unable to swim m the liquid language of
times the lrosting stiffens
up so that 1 do
love.
Once during the hall hour site
not quite use all the sugar. Stir the
sugar
gradually into the whites; when nearly seemed to rebuke him for some startling
still enough, squeeze in the juice of half a expression, and he tell back discounted
to his own end of the seat.
It was only
einon ; when all'the
sugar is in that is required, give it a good stirring; put the for a moment. Long enough, however,
trusting in the center of the loaf of cake, lor some rash individual to oiler a bet that
dip a broad-bladed knife in water and the maid would win, which was at once
spread the frosting, dipping the knife in accepted by all parties within hearing.
At the end of the first half hour she exwater often enough to prevent Sticking;
when spread put the cake on the stove- hibited strong symptoms of wilting, and
hearth or under the stove for half an hour Chicago bet ten to one on the young man,
■r thereabouts, till it
gets linn. The lem- which was taken by St. Louis. Things
on-juice gives it a pleasant flavor, while were now becoming intensely interesting
ihe acid acts upon the frosting, making it to all parties, and when at length tlie
whiter and nicer to cut.
young man ventured to put his arm
around the maid, with no sign of disapThe Best of' the Now Potatoes.
proval from her, signiiiceiit glances passed among tile crowd, a hundred to one
1 have tested some two hundred variewas offered with no takers, and all furties of the potato during the past five
ther betting was cut off by the maid pass> ears, and at least one half of the number
her arm round the young man, and
have proved good and worthy of cultiva- ing
her head on his bosom. They
tion, il one needed that number of sorts. dropping
had gone far enough. The climax was
Rose are probably as near perfection as
reached, the goal gained, the dear object
we shall be aide to reach in the
way ol won, and
they got off at the next station.
and
there
is
early sorts,
very little differ- 'They
out quietly and
passed
lovingly, not
ence between the Alpha, Extra Early Verthat the blessings of an entire
knowing
mont, and Early, all three being excellent ear load of
passengers followed them.
in quality and prolific.
In some soils the
Amid the general enthusiasm which folEarly Rose has a little too much of the lowed their exit, St. Louis, with a
long
pink color in the lace to look well when drawn
It is
sigh, was heard to remark :
brought upon the table, especially to those a
time
since
i
have
seen anything of
long
who delight in mashed potatoes and cream,
the kind.” And Chicago did not forget
as snowy whiteness is one ol its attractive
himself as lie replied: “Pshaw! We have
and appetizing features.
them every day with us.”
Among the "second early” sorts there
are
many noted for their excellence; but
The Harvest
Queen Lost.
I am not
disposed to run the risk of givThe X. Y. Herald contains a statement
ing an opinion of their varied merits except in two instances, and in this I may that the steamship Adriatic, which arrivbe accused of drawing the
point too line, ed in New York last Sunday, had her bulbut the reader should remember that there warks and how railing gone, and that
bettor
sorts
outside my two hun- great haste was made in having them remay be
dred than within, which of course are not paired. An interview with the captain of
included in the present decision.
For the yard, who was a passenger, brought
quality alone, 1 vote unhesitatingly for. out the following alleged facts: “The
It is by tar the Adriatic on the
Compton's Surprise.
night of Dec. doth, off the
whitest fleshed potato that 1 have ever coast of Ireland, struck a vessel. The enseen, and the flavor is unexceptionable. gine was at once reversed and the steamThe growth, yield and health of plants are er backed a little, and boats lowered, but
also all favorable, but the color of the as they rowed towards the
strange vessel
skin is decidedly objectionable, being a the lights sank lower and
disappeared.
dark purple, almost black. For bakiug it 1 he sailors say that the cries of the drownanswers very well, and if
men could he
ing
carefully peeled
distinctly heard. It was
before boiling, will do; but it cooked a starry night, and the vessel
appeared
whole they are like a snow-ball in an ink- to be a large ship or bark. The
ship Harand
one
vest
trial would be enough. The
Queen went irom San Francisco to
pot,
color of this potato is a barrier
against its Queenstown, where she arrived Dec. 20th,
ever
becoming a popular sort, either for thence she proceeded to Liverpool. The
market or home use,
although it is the officers of tlio Adriatic do not seem to
best potato lor quality alone that I have know anything about the affair.
One
SCCll.
dead body and a quantity of
wreckage
Next to Compton's Surprise in
washed
ashore near Wexford
quality, matter were
with the addition of beauty without and Ireland, Friday, and it is believed both
within, I must say that the Snowflake came from the American ship Harvest
comes nearest to filling the bill for a
per- Queen, as the wreckage has been identififect potato, of any variety that has found ed as belonging to that vessel.
its way into my grounds.
I used last
A discreet old bear near Duncan’s Hills, Cal.
year’s crop until long after the new crop
lias profited
the mishap of having lost one
was in condition for the table this
year, of Ins toes in by
a steel trap, and now
habitually
lor they were sound, dry and
nearly up draws the traps a short distance away by their
to the last
showing keeping qualities rare- ropes and devours in safety the bait which is
ly excelled even in the latest sorts. The placed beneath them.

Late.

1

know thou lov’st me still. It cannot be
Too late for me to speak and thee to hear!*’
Alas! no sound, no token answereth me,
1-Ycppt the echoes of my words—‘‘Too lute!**

Letty's Tramp
m

Worlds?

i he

knowing

lie spoke of liis clog; but the last word
There* is no cry in all the hitter earth
j was husky, ami he put his hand on Bran's
So hitler as the one which strives in vain
j head with a touch that won the good
To pierce a grave with its remorse and pain;
I creature’s heart entirely and made him
‘•Dear one, at last I know thy priceless worth; lick the downcast lace, with a little
|
death
to
love
its
travail
Thy
my
birth; whine of
brought
sympathy and satisfaction.
|
The far horizon of the loneliest plain
I seek, and soundless midnight on the main,
Betty's eyes were full, and Aunt Biddy
And stirless noonday in the desert’s dearth.
took snuff and* settled her footstool, feelTo call thv name. I know thou livest. Wait.
ing that something must bo done tor one
1 tear love,for God’s sake wait one moment near:
who showed signs ol' being worth the sav1
Too

LOUISA M. ALCOTT.

the

doorstep
breezy
day, looking down the road and
wishing with all her heart that something
pleasant would happen. She often did
this; and one of tier earliest delights
sat

J-etty

on

one

summer

when

a

a

fairy

lonely child

book

watching

in

was

to sit there with

upon'her knee, waiting and
all good faith for something

as

ing.

••Poor croeter! And you were fond of
him?” she said in a motherly tone; for
the man of live or six and twenty was but
a
boy to her.
"IM have been a brute i! 1 wasn’t fond
ol him, for he stuck to me when all the
other fellows cut me, and tried to drag
himself along with a broken leg rather
thau leave me. Talk about friends, (jive
me a dumb animal il you want one worth
hat ing.’’
A bitter tone was in the man's voice
and a wrathful spark kindled in his eyes
as it
wrong as well as want had made
him what he was.
"Best a little and tell us about California.
A neighbor went there, and wo like
to hear news of that great, splendid

wonderful to happen.
In those days Cinderella's goldeineoach
dashing round the corner to carry her
away was the favorite dream ; but at place.”
eighteen one thinks more of the prince
Letty spoke, ami the hall-eager, halfthan either golden coach or splendid ball. timid voice was
very winning, especially
15ut no prineo as yet had cut his. way t(f one who seldom heard such now. Seeof
the
round
through
grove
laylocks”
ing her kindly interest, and glad to pay
the gate, and the little beauty still dream- l'or his meal in the
only wav he could, the
ed waking dreams oil the doorstep, with man told some of his adventures in brief
her work forgotten in her lap.
but graphic words, while the old woman
Behind her in the quaint, quiet room
him with questions and tiie young
plied
Aunt Liddy dozed in her easy chair, the. one listened with a laee so full of
pretty
j
clock ticked, the bird chirped, old Bran wonder that the
|
story-teller was inspired
snapped lazily at the Hies, and nothing to do his host.
else broke the hush that brooded over the
Aunt Liddy’s cap-trills stood erect with
place. It was always so, and Letty often horror at someot the hair-hre:ultti escapes
felt as if an earthquake would be a bless- recounted : but to
Letty it was better than
ed relief to the dreadful monotony of her
any romance she had ever read to listen
life.
to tales lull of danger and hardship, told
To-day it was peculiarly trying, for a by a liv ing voice and laee to face with the
slight incident had rutiled the calm ; and, eiiiel actor in them all, who unconsciously
though it lasted but a moment, it had betrayed that he possessed many ol the
given Letty a glimpse into that lovely manly attributes women most admire.
“new world that is the old.”
A carriage
“Alter adventures like these, I don't
containing a gay young couple on their wonder it seems hard to settle down, as
honeymoon trip had stopped at the gate, other folks do,” she said, warmly, when
for the bride had a fancy for a draught the man
stopped short, as if ashamed ol
from the mossy well, and the bridegroom
so much of his own affairs.
talking
blandly demanded that her whim be grat“1 wouldn't mind trying it, though,” he
ified.
answered, as lie glanced about the sunny
served
and
one
while
them,
Letty
pret- little room, so homelike and reposelul
ty girl slacked her thirst the other watch- and so haunted by all the sweet inlluences
ed her with admiring eyes and a tender that touch men’s hearts when most forlorn.
interest, touched by envy. It was all
“You’d better,” said Aunt Liddy, decidover in a minute.
The bonny bride and j
edly. "(lit work and stick to it; and it
enamored bridegroom rolled away on luck don’t
conic, bread and butter will,
that enchanted journey which is taken and in a world of woe mebbu that's about
but once in a lifetime, leaving a cloud of! as much as
any one ought to expect.”
dust behind and a deeper discontent in
“1 have tried to get it. Hut I'm such a
heart.
Letty's
With a long sigh she had gone back to hard-looking chap no one wants me; aiid
1 don't blame ’em.
Look at that now.
her seat, and closing her eyes upon a
Ain't that enough to spoil a man's chance,
world that could offer her so little, fell
let alone his looks.” The young lellovv
a-dreaming again, till a rough voice star- held
up a battered object with such a comtled her wide awake.
ical mixture of disgust and indignation
"I say, miss, can you give a poor felthat Letty could not help laughing, and
low a bite, and a sup L’
the blithe sound was so contagious that
Opening her eyes, she saw a sturdy the wanderer
joined in it, cheered already
tram]) leaning over the low gate, so ragrest and toed and kindly words.
ged. dusty, worn, and weary that she for- by “It's
singular vviiat store men folks do
gave the look of admiration in the bold
set by their lrits.
My Moses couldn’t
black eyes which had been fixed on her
never read his paper till he'd put on his'n.
than
she
knew.
Before
she
could
longer
and as for drivin’ a nail bare-headed, in
answer, however. Aunt Liddy, a hospitdoors or out, he'd never think of such a
able old soul, called out from within :
said Aunt Liddy, with the air ot
“Certin ; certin. .Set straight down on tiling,”
one vvelj versed in the
mysterious ways ol
the doorstep and rest a spell, while we
men-tolks.
see what we can do about vittles.”
Hut Letty dropped her hands, as if a
Letty vanished into the pantry, and the
brilliant idea luid flashed upon her, and
man threw himself down in the shady
to the back entry, returned with
porch, regardless of Bran’s suspicious ! arunning
straw hat, brown and dusty, but shady,
lie
off
his
hat, stretched , whole, and far more
growl,
pulled
appropriate to the
out tiis tired limbs, and leaned his rough i
season than the ragged lelt. the man was
head back among the woodbine leaves, j
eyeing hopelessly.
with a long breath, as if nearly spent.
•'ll isn't very good; but it might do for
When Letty brought him a plate oi ;
1 a
time. We only keep it to scare folks,
bread and meat lie took it from her so
and 1 don't feel afraid now. Would you
eagerly and with such a ravenous look ; mind il I gave it to
you?” stammert d Letthat she shrank back involuntarily. See- i
as she tried to offer her
fy,
coloring
up.
lie
a
with
said,
ing which,
poor attempt
poor gilt courteously.
at a laugh:
“Mind! 1 guess I'd be glad to get it, lit
“You needn’t bo afraid. 1 look like a
or no lit.” and dropping the old imt, the
rough customer; but 1 won’t hurt you.”
"Lawful sake*)! We ain’t no call to be tramp clapped on tin: new one. making
iiis mirror ot the bright eyes before him.
afraid of no one, though we be lone wo“It does nicely, and you’re very welfor
Bran
is
better’ll
a
dozen
men.
men;
said the girl, getting rosier still,
A lamb to them he knows; but let any come,”
l'or there was something beside gratitude
one try to pester Letty, and I never see a
in the brown laee that had lost the dogfiercer beast,” said Aunt Liddy, as the
look it wore at first.
girl went back tor more food, seeing the I ged. dangerous
“Now, if you was to wash up and
stranger’s need.
“He knows I'm all right, and makes | smooth that hair of yourn a trillc, you'd
friends at onc-c, you see;” answered the be a likely looking young man; and il
tramp, with a satisfied nod, as Bran, you're civil spoken and willin’ to lend a
alter a brief investigation, sat down be- hand anywheres you’ll git work, 1 ain’t a
doubt,” observed Aunt Liddv, teeling a
side liiin. with a pacific wag of the tail.
“Well, 1 never! He don’t often do growing interest in the wayfarer, and,
that to strangers. Guess you’re fond of woman-like, acknowledging the necessity
dumb-critters,” said Aunt Liddy, much of putting the best, loot foremost.
Letty ran for basin and towel, and,
impressed by Bran’s unusual condescension.
pointing to the well, modestly retired in“They’ve been my best friends, and 1 to the kitchen, while Aunt Liddy watched
don’t forget it,” returned the man, giving tin* vigorous scrubbing that went on in the
the dog a bone, though half starved him- yard, for the tramp splashed the water
about like a Newfoundland dog, and Hraii
self.
something ni the tone, the act, touched assisted at the brief toilet with hospitable
Letty’s tender heart, and made her own zeal.
Jt seemed as it' a different man came out
voice very sweet and cordial as she said :
“Please have some milk. It's nice and from that simple baptism ; for the haggard
cheek had a glow upon it, the eyes had
cold.”
The tramp put up both hands to take lost their hopelessness, and something like
the bowl, and as he did so looked into a courage and self-respect shone in the face
lace so lull ot compassion that it seemed that looked in at the door as the stranger
like an angel’s leaning down to comfort a gave hack basin and towel, saying, with a
lost and weary soul. Hard as life had wave of the old straw hat.
‘•I'm heartily obliged, ma'am. Would
been to the poor iellow, it had not spoiled him yet; as was plainly proved by the you kindly tell me how far it is to the next
change that softened his whole face, like Ijig town ?”
"Twenty miles. The ears will take you
magic, and trembled in the voice that
said, as if it were a sort of grace, “God right there and the deepo ain't fur,” anbless you, miss,” as he bent his head and swered Aunt Biddy showing the way.
The man glanced at his ragged shoes,
drank.
Only a look of human sympathy and then squared his broad shoulders, as if
human gratitude; yet, in the drawing of bracing himself lor the twenty long hot
a
breath, it cast out Letty’s fear, and miles that his weary feet must carry him,
made the stranger feel as if he had found since his pockets were empty, and he
friends, for it was the touch of Nature could not bring himselt to ask for anything
that makes the whole world kin. Every but food enough to keep liie in him.
one seemed to feel its influence,
"Good-bye, ma’am, and God bless you.”
liran
turned his benevolent eyes approvingly And slouching the hat over his eyes, he
from his mistress to his "new friend ; the limped away, escorted by Bran.
At the turn of the road ho stopped and
girl sat down confidingly; and the old
lady began to talk, for, being fond of looked back as wistfully as ever Betty had
she
considered a stranger as a spe- done along the
chat,
shadowy road, and as he
cial providence.
looked it seemed as if he saw a younger
“Where be you travellin’ ?”
sell setting off' with courage, hope, and
“No where in particular.”
energy upon the journey, which,alas' had
“Where did you come from, then?” ended here. His eyes went to the old well,
continued Aunt Liddy, undaunted by the as if there had been some
healing in its
short answer.
water; then turned to tiie porch, where he
“California.”
had been fed and comforted, and lingered
“Do toll! Guess you’ve been one of there as it some
kindly memory warmed
*
the rovin’ sort; ain’t you?”
his solitary heart.
“Haven’t done much else.’’
Just then a little figure in blue gingham
“It don't appear to have agreed with ran out and came
fluttering after him, acyou remarkably well,” said the blunt old companied by Bran, in a state of riotous
at
him
over
her
lady, peering
spectacles. delight. Rosy and breathless, Betty hur“If I hadn't the devil’s own luck, I’d ried to him, and
looking up with a face
have been a rich man, instead of a beg- full ol the innocent
compassion that never
gar,” answered the tramp, with a grim can offend, she said, offering a parcel,
look and an ireful knitting of his black neatly folded up:
brows.
"Aunt Biddy sends you some dinner;
“Been unfort’nate, have you? I'm sor- ar.d this, so that
you needn't walk, unless
ry for that; but it ’pears to me them as you like, you aije so lame.”
ff>
home
and
works stiddy does betAs if more touched than he eared to
stays
ter than them that
goes huntin’ after show, the man took the lood. but gently
luck.” observed Aunt Liddy. feeling it. putaway the little roll of
greenbacks, sayher duty to give a word of advice.
ing quickly :
“Shouldn’t wonder if you were right,
“Thank you lor this, but I can't take
ma'am. But some lolks haven’t got any your money.”
home to stay in ; and fellows of my sort
"We ain’t rich, but we love to help
have to hunt after luck, for it won’t come folks. So you needn’t be
proud about it.
to ’em.”
And Letty looked ruffled at his refusal.
“Ain't you got no friends, young man ?”
“I’ll take something else, if you don't
“Not one. Lost the last
mind,” said the tramp, pulling off hi.s hat,
yesterday.”
“Took suddin’, 1 suppose?” and the with a sudden smile that made his lace
old lady’s face was full of interest as she look
young and comely.
put the question.
“What is it?” And Letty looked up so
“Drowned.”
innocently that it was impossible to resist
“Merciful sakcs! IIovv did it
happen ?” the impulse to a grateful heart.
Got hurt, couldn’t be cured, so I
His answer was to stoop and kiss the
drowned him, andblooming cheek, that instantly grew scar“What!” shrieked Aunt Liddy, upset- let witli girlish shame and anger as she
turned to Uy. Catching her by the hand,
ting her footstool with a horrified start.
“Only a dog, ma’am. I couldn’t carry he said penitently:
him, wouldn’t leave him to suffer; so put
“I couldn’t help it, you’re so good to
him out of pain and came on alone.”
me.
Don’t begrudge me a kiss lor luck.
The tramp had ceased eating, and sat 1 need it, God knows!”
with his head on his hand in a despondent
The man’s real destitution and despair
attitude, that told his story better than broke out in these words, and he grasped
words. His voice was gruffer than ever the little hand as if it was the
only thing

I

—

——

|

! that kept him from the manifold tempta- ashamed of the amiable weakness, yet
! lions ol a
i anxious to put his guest at ease,
lie evidesperate mood.
it thrilled the girl like a cry for help dently succeeded ; for she stretched two
I and made her forget everything except shabby little boots toward the lire and i
that a fellow creature suffered. She shook leaned her head against a
grimy beam,
: the
big hand warmly, and said, with all saving, with a sigh ot weariness:
j
her heart:
“It is very comfortable; but the heat
“You’re welcome, if it helps you. Good- makes me feel queer and dizzy.”
“You’re just about used
and I’m.
bye and good luck to you 1” and nfh away
as fast as she had come.
going to give you a sup of hot coffee.
The man stood motionless and watched That'll bring you round in a jiffy. Its I
Iter till she vanished, then turned, and time for supper.
Iley, Sally ?
|
As he spoke the man set his pail in the
tramped sturdily on, muttering to himself
hot ashes, unfolded a parcel ol bread and
with a suspicious gruffness in his voice:
“If 1 had a little mate like that along- meat, and, laying a rude sandwich on a
clean bit of paper, offered it with a hospiside, 1 know my luck would turn.

tip;

wild December night, with hitter
wind and blinding snow, reigned outside
the long, rude building, lighted only by
furnace fires that went roaring up the tall
chimneys, whence poured clouds of smoke
and showers of sparks, line beacons
through the storm. No living thing appeared in that shadowy place except a
matronly gray cat, sitting upright upon
an old rug
spread over a heap ot sand
near one of the lires.
A newspaper and
tin pail were beside her, and she seemed
to have mounted guard, while the watchman of the foundry went his rounds.
A door stood half open upon the sheltered side of the building; and suddenly,
ns if blown thither like a storm-driven
bird, a little figure came fluttering in,
breathless, half frozen, and quite bewildered bv a long struggle with the pitiless
gale. Feebly brushing away the snow
that blinded her, the poor thing looked
about her with frightened eyes; and, seeing no one but tiie eat, seemed to take
courage and crept toward the lire, as il
suffering for the moment conquered fear.
“Oh! Fussy, let me warm myself one
minute, fur Fill perished with the cold,”
she whispered, stretching two benumbed
hands to the blaze.
1'Iie cat opened her yellow eyes, and evidently glad to meet one ot her own sex,
began to purr hospitably as she rustled
across the newspaper to
greet her guest.
There was something inexpressibly comtorting in the sound; and. reassured by il,
the girl pushed back her drenched hat,
shook her snowy garments, and drew a
long breath, like one nearly spent. Yet
even while she basked in the warmth that
was salvation, her timid
eyes glanced
about the great, gloomy place, and her attitude was that of one ready to fly at a
A

table—
“Have a bit. Do, now. You've had a
hard pull and need something to set vou

up."

Leaning forward to give and take, two
faces came into the clear red glow of the
furnace lire, and a glow ot recognition
Hashed into each so suddenly that it started both man and maid into involuntary
frankness ol expression.
“Why, it’s little Dotty 1
“Ami you are my tramp 1
A

change

so

rapid

as

to lie almost ludi-

the pair in the drawing
She smoothed back her hair

crous came over

of a breath.
and hid the shabby boots, yet sat more
erect upon her stool, as if she had a right

there and felt

no

longer

any fear

He

pulled off his cap with a pleasant mixture
ot respect, surprise, and satisfaction in himanner, as he said, in a half proud, half

humble tom :
“No. miss; for thanks to-you. I’m a decent man now.”
“Then you did find work and get on ? ’’
she exclaimed, with a bright, wistful look,
that touched him very much.
“Didn’t you get my letter
he asked,
eagerly. “1 sent you the first dollar 1
earned, and told you and the old lady 1
was all right.”
Letty shook her head, and all the light
passed out of her lace, leaving i! pathetic
in its patient sorrow.
“Aunt Liddy died a week after you
were

there,

so

suddenly

that

everything

only

sort of a distant

took

rue

something

relation; and she
because my own people were
Her son had all she left; it wasn't
gone.
much; and she told him to be good to
Hut I soon saw that I was a burden,
me.
and couldn't hear to stay. So I went
away to take care of myself. I liked it at thought.
“How long I've slept I Ilow very kind
first, but this winter times are so hard
and work so scarce I don't get on at all.” you were to me! I can go now, it you
"What do you do, miss?" asked Whit- will start me right.”
•‘lou are heartily welcome ! 1 can take
lington, with added respect; because in
her shabby dress and altered face lie read you home at once, unless you’d rather
the story of a struggle Letty was too wait for J)an,” he answered, with a quick
look toward the door, as it already jealous
proud to tell.
“I sew,” she answered, briefly, smooth- of the venerable Daniel.
“I’d rather go before any one comes.
ing out her wet shawl with a hand so thin
and small it was pathetic to see, when one But perhaps you ought not to leave yet V
remembered that nothing but a needle in I wouldn’t like to take you from your duthose slender lingers kept want and sin at ty,’' began Hetty, looking about for her
hat.
*
bay.
The kindly fellow seemed to feel that
“Duty be—hanged 1 I’m going to see
as his eye went from his own
strong right you safe homo; if you will let me. Hero
arm to the sledge hammer he often
swung, is your hat. 1 dried it; but it don't look
the instinct of protection so keen in manly quite shipshape somehow.” And taking
men made him long to stand between
poor the shabby little object from the nail
Letty and the hard world ho knew so well. where it hung, he presented it with such
The magnetism of sympathy irresistibly respectful care that a glimmer ot ‘he old
attracted iron to steel, while little needle mirthfulness came into Hetty’s face, as she
felt assured big hammer would be able to said, surveying it with much disfavor:
“It ; almost as bad as the one I gave
beat down many of the obstacles which
now seemed insurmountable, if she
; but it must do.”
you
only
■•! have got that old
laced to ask for aid. Hut help came withthing up to my
out the asking.
place now. Keep it lor luck. Wish I had
“been alter work, you say? Why, we one for you. Hold on ! Here is a tippet—
could give you heaps of it, it you don't nice and warm. Have it for a hood. You
mind its being coarse anil plain. This will find it cold outside.”
He was so intent on making her comsort of tiling, you know,” touching his
red shirt with a business-like air, “Our fortable that Hetty could not refuse, and
tied on the tippet, while he refilled the cup
use ’em altogether and like ’em
men
strong in the seams. Some ain’t, and with hot coffee, carefully saved for her.
“T.ittlc Red Ruling Hood ! Blest if you
buttons fly off just looking .at’em. That
makes a fellow mad and swearing comes ain't!" he exclaimed admiringly, as he
turned to her again, and saw the sweet
easy.”
lint Letty shook her head, though she face in its new head gear
“But you are not the wolf,” she answorcouldn't help smiting at his sober way ot
explaining the case and its sad conse- ed, with a smile like sunshine, bending to
drink from the cup he held.
quences.
As she lifted her head, the blue eyes and
I've tried that work, and it doesn't
pay. Six cents for a shirt, and some- the black exchanged again the subtle
times only four, isn’t enough to earn glance of sympathy that made them triends
one’s board and clothes and lire, even ii
before; only now the blue ones looked up
one made half a dozen a
day. You can’t full of gratitude and the black ones down
get them for that, and somebody grows soft with pity. Neither spoke; but Hetty
rich while we starve.”
stooped, and, gathering old Sally in her
“Hanged ii 1 ever buy another ! See arms, kissed the friendly creature, tlien
hero, you make me enough for a year, iollowed her guide to the door.
“How beautiful ! she cried, as the sun
and we/11 have a fair bargain between us.
That is it you can’t do better and don’t came dazzling down upon the snow, that
mind." ho added, suddenly abating his hid all dark and ugly things with a veil
warmth and looking aim, st bashful over oi purity.
■■Looks kind oi brid 1, ilon't it? "said
the well meant proposal.
“I'd love to do it. Only you mustn’t the man, taking a long breath oi the frosty
air and straightening himself up, as if
pay too much.” said Lettv, glad ot anyanxious to look his best by daylight.
thing to keep her hands and thoughts
lie never had looked better, in spite ot
busy, for lile was very bare and cold just the
old coat and red shirt ; for the glow ot
then.
“All right.
I'll see to it directly, and the turuace lire still seemed to touch his
brown lace, the happy visions of the night
nobody be tlie wiser," returned her new still siione
in his eyes, and the protective
to
a
order
employer, privately resolving
bale of red flannel on the morrow and kindliness ot a generous nature gave digto the rough figure, as he strode into
pay fabulous prices for tlie work of the nitj
the snow and stretched his hand to Lettv,
little friend who hat! once
him from

in confusion, and 1 never got the let1 wish s/u had known ol it, because
ter.
it would have pleased her so.
We often
talked about you and hoped you'd do well.
We led such quiet lives, you see, that anv
little tiling interested us for a long time.” :
1
“It was a little thing to you, i dare
say
but it was salvation to me. Not the money or the lb nl only, hut the kindness ol
moment's warning.
the old lady and the look in your sweet
a
on
sounded
a
of
Fresently step
flight
stairs leading to some loll above.
The face, miss. I’d got so far down, through
wanderer started like a hare, and, draw- sickness and bad luck, that there didn’t
anything left for me but deviltry or
ing nearer to the door, paused as if to seem
catch a glimpse of the approaching face death. Yes. Tn.it day it was a toss-up
belore she fled away into the storm, that between any bad job that came along lir.st
howled just then with a violence which and drowning, like my dog. That seemed sort of mean, though, and 1 felt more
might well daunt a stouter heart.
like being revenged somehow on the
A tall man, in a rough coat, with
grizzled hair and beard under an old fur cap, world, that had been so hard on me.”
came soltlv down the steps,
He stopped short, breathing hard, with
whistling softkept
ly to himself, as he swung his lantern to a sudden spark in his black eyes, and a worse than starvation.
and fro.
nervous clenching of the
strong hands that
It was not much to offer, and red flan"An old man, and the cat is loud of made Letty shrink, for he seemed to speak nel was not. a romantic
subject of converhim
1 guess I'll dare to ask my way, or in spite oi himself, as if the memory ot sation but
;
something in the prompt re
1 11 never get home,” thought the
that
time
had
lett
its
on
his
life.
as
impress
|I lief and tlie hearty good-will of Lie man
girl,
“But you didn’t do anything had. I'm went to
her eye scanned the new-comer with a
Hetty’s heart, already lull to oversure you didn't; for Aunt Liddy said there
woman's quickness.
with many cares and troubles.
flowing
An involuntary rustic of her dress was the making ot a man in you. because She tried to thank
him; but could only
caught his ear, and, lilting the lantern, he you were so quick to teel a little bit of cover up her face and sob. It was so
saw her at once; but did not
speak, as il kindness and take good advice.”
sweet and comfortable to find any one
The suit, eager voice of the girl seemed who cared
afraid of frightening her still more, for
enough lor her to lilt her out
her pale lace and the appealing gesture of to work the miracle anew, for a smile of tin
slough ot despair, which was to
the outstretched hand told her tear and broke over bis face, the angry spark was her as
dangerous a mood as the desperate
need better than her hurried words;
quenched, amt the clenched hand opened one lie had known. There were hands
it
as
to
all
had
to
he
said
offer again
“Oh ! please, I’ve lost my way and am
give,
enough t> beckon the winsome creature
nearly frozen. Could I warm myself a bit with a characteristic mingling of tun and to tlie wrong side ot the quagmire, where
and find out where 1 am ?”
feeling in his voice :
-o many miss the
stepping-stones. But
“1 don't know much about angels; but
“Of course, you may.
Why, bless your
.'lie loll that tins was tlie right side, and
heart. I wouldn’t turn a dog out such a I felt as if I’d met a couple that day. for the hand ail honest
one. though rough
night as this, much less a poor little soul they saved me from destruction. You and grimy with haul work. So the tears
like you,” answered the man, in a hearty cast your bread upon tile waters, and it s were
glad anil gratutul tears, and she let
tone, that rang true on the listening ear of come back when, mill be, you need it | them flow,
inciting tlie fatal frost that
as
1
as
much
did
then.
1
isn't
hall
the girl.
most
had chilled her hope and faith in God
Then lie hung up the lantern, put a so nice as yours; but perhaps a blessing and man.
stool nearer the tire, and beckoned her to will do as well as butter.”
But tlie causer ot them could not boar
approach. Hut even the kindly words
Letty took the brown bread, h cling the sight, for the contrast between this
and act failed to win the timid creature: that he had said the best
grace over it; forlorn girl and the blithe, blooming Letfor she drew back as he advanced, gave a and while she ate he talked, evidently
ty cl tiiat memorable day was piteous
at
the
and
as
il con- moved to open his heart ny the memory Manlike, ho tried lo
door,
said,
glance
express his sympasciously appealing to the best instinct of ot the past and eager to show that he had thy in Heed, as well as words, and, hastthe man, whom she longed yet feared to
manfully persisted in the well doing his ! ily tilling a tin cup from the cofloe-can,
trust:
angels had advocated.
pressed it upon iter with a fatherly stroke
1 hunk you; but it's getting late and I
"That was nearly two years ago, you of the bent head and a soothing:
ought to be getting on, if I knew the way. know, and I've been hard at it ever since.
“Now,
just take a sip ot this,
Perhaps you’ve got some girls of your own 1 took anything that came along and was and don't my dear,
We’ll straighten
any more.
cry
so you can understand how scared I am to
glad to get it. The hat did that, 1 tirmh I
So cheer up, and let me lend
out.
tilings
he lost at night and in such a strange believe.” And he
laughed a short laugh, a hand any where, anyhow."
place as this.”
adding soberly: “But 1 didn’t take to
But hunger and tear, weariness and
The man stared, then laughed, and shak- work at first, lor I’d been a rover and
cold had been too much for poor Letty.
ing tiie snow Irom iiis curly hair and beard liked it; so it took a long pull and a and iu tiie act ot
lilting up her wet face
showed hiiuselt to he a young and pleas- strong
pull and a pull all together before
the light ielt her eyes, and
ant looking fellow, with a merry eve, an I settled down steady. The hat and the to tliaiix him,
she would have slipped to the ground, ii
honest brown face, and a hearty voice.
—he was going to say “kiss;” but a look
he had not caught her.
“Von thought I was an old chap, did at the lonely little creature sitting there
In a mi.into she was herself again, lying
so
made
him
the
Wish
1
if
it
would
be
change
was,
confidingly
you?
any
on tiie old rug, with scow upon Her forecomfort to you. I’ve got no little girls, word to “the money seemed to bring me head and some one
fanning her with a
neither, more’s the pity ; but you needn’t luck; and 1 followed the advice ot the
lie afraid of me, though itfslate and lone- good old lady and stuck to my work till newspaper.
•I tnought 1 was going to die." she
ly. Why, Lord love you, child, I’m not a 1 got to liking it. I've been here more whispered, looking about her in a dazed
so
brute ! Sit down and thaw out, while you than a year now and am getting on
sort of way.
I’m
well I shall be overseer before long.
tell me where you want to go.”
“Not a bit of it! You're going to sleep.
The half-indignant tone of the man only watchman for a time. Old Dan lias That’s what
you want, and old Sally's gomade his guest leel as it she had insulted been sick and they-wanted some one they
ing to sit by vou while you do it. It’s a
so
chose
could
me.”
and
siie
trust,
him
a
with
him;
they
obeyed
docility
hartlish pillow, but I've put my handkerwhich appeased his anger at once. SeatIt was gooil to sec him square his broad chief over it. and, being Monday, it's
ing herself upon the stool, she leaned to- shoulders and throw back Ids bead as he spick-and-span clean.”
ward the (ire with an irrepressible shiver, said that; and
pretty to see Betty nod and
Letty smiled as siic turned her check to
and tried to keep her teetli from chatter- smile with sincerest
pleasure in his suc- tlie laded silk handkerchief laid over tlie
cess.
ing as she told her littie story.
roiled lip coat under her head, for 1’ussy
“1 want work badly, and went a long
“It looks dark and ugly now; but I’ve was nestling close beside her, as if her
to
some.
But
I
didn’t seen a foundry when they were casting,
way, hoping
get
was both a comfort and defence.
find it, and that discouraged me very and it was splendid to watch the men presence
Yet tin; girl's eyes idled even while she
much. I had no money, so I had to walk,
manage the turn aces and do wnnderlnl smiled., for. when most desolate, a triend
and the storm got so had I lost my way.
things with great hammers and moulds had been laiseii up to her; and though tlie
Then 1 was scared and half-frozen, and so and buckets of red-hot melted iron. 1
face bending over her was dark and shagbewildered I think I’d have died if 1 hadn’t like to know you do such things, and
gv, there was no tear in her own, as she
seen the light and come in here.”
now I’m not alraid.
It seems sort of ro- said, hall
appealingly, half confidingly :
“1 guess you would.
And the best mantic and grand to work in this place,
“1 don't believe 1 could go if 1 tried,
thing you can do now is to stop till the where every one must be strong and I’m so worn out. But you’ll take care oi
storm lifts.
Shouldn’t wonder if it did brave and skilful to get on."
me, and in the morning show me tlie way
about midnight,” said the man, stirring
“That’s it; that’s why 1 like il; don't home ?”
‘Tiease God 1 will! he answered, as
up the red embers, as if anxious to do you see?” he answered, brightening with
something for her comfort.
pleasure at her artless praise. “You just solemnly as if taking an oath, adding as
“But that is so late, and I must be over come some casting day, and I'll show you he stepped back to the stool she had left:
so far away from home; for I came over
1 shall stay here and read my paper.
sights you won’t forget in a hurry. 11
the wrong bridge. Oh, nip ! VVliat shall there wasn’t any danger and noise and Nothing shall scare you ; so make yourself
I do?” And the poor thing wrung her good hard work wrestling with lire and comfortable and drop oil' with an easy
hands in dismay.
iron and keeping a rough set of fellows mind.”
“Won't your folks go to look for you ?” in order 1 shouldn’t stay, for the restless
Sitting there, he saw her lay her hands
“1 havn’t any one in the world to care lit comes on sometimes and 1 feel as if ] together, as il she said some little prayer;
for me. The woman where I board won’t must cut away somewhere. Horn so and then, turning her face from the light, she
trouble herself; or she’ll think I’ve run can’t help it. Maybe I could ii 1 had tell asleep, lulled by the drowsy purr of
away, because I owe her money. No ; 1 something to anchor me; but. as you the humble friend to whom she clung
might be dead in fhe river, and no one say, ‘nobody would care if 1 was in the even in her dreams. He only looked a
would mind! ” sighed the girl leaning her river,’ and that’s bad for a chap like me.” minute, for something that was neither
head on her hands, while some bright,
“Sally would care,” said the girl, quite the shimmer of firelight nor the glitter of
dishevelled hair tell over her face, as it to soberly, for she sympathized now with snow dust made the quiet group dance
hide its youth and innocence from a world the man’s loneliness as she could not mistily before his eyes, and, forgetting his
that seemed to have no shelter tor either. have done two years ago.
paper, he fell to drying Letty’s hat.
“That’s hard! But don’t you be down“So she would; but I’ll take her with
It was both comical and pleasant to see
hearted, child. Things often mend when me when 1 leave—not for the river, mind how tenderly he touched the battered
they seem worst, I know; for I’ve been you. I’m in no danger of that nonsense thing, with what interest ho surveyed it,
through the mil!, and had friends raised now. lint ii I go on a tramp (and I may perched on his big hand, and how carefulup to me when I’d about done with living ii the fit gets too strong for me) she will ly he smoothed out the ribbons, evidently
as a bad job.
I can’t leave here till sun- go too, and we’ll be Dick Whittington much bewildered as to which was the front
rise ; but I’ll do the best I can for you till and his cat over again.”
and which the back. Giving up the puzthen. Dan will be along early, and lie’ll
He spoke in a devil-may-care tone, and zle, he hung it on tho handle of the great
see to you, if you can’t trust mo; for he is
patted the plump tabby with a curious hammer, and, leaning his chin on his
as gray as a badger, and he’s got six
girls mixture ol boyish recklessness and a hand, begun to build castles in the air and
of his own, if that’s recommendation. I’ve man’s sad knowledge of life in his lace.
watch the red embers as if he saw in them
“Don't go,” pleaded Letty, feeling that some vision of the future that was very'
got nothing but a cat; and she trusts me.
Don't you old lass ? ”
she had a certain responsibility in the pleasant.
As he spoke, the mail sat down upon matter.
“I should mind, as well as SalHour alter hour struck from the city
the sand heap, and Sally leaped to his ly ; lor, it Aunt Liddy and I helped
put clocks across the river; the lantern burnknee, rubbing her head against his cheek, you in a good way, it would be a disap ed itselt out, untrimmed; the storm died
with a soft sound of confidence and con- pointment to have you go
wrong. Please away; and a soft, white silence followed
tentment which seemed to afford great stop here, and I'll try and come to see the turmoil of the night. Still Letty slept
satisfaction. The girl smiled faintly, and you work some day, if I can get time. like a tired child; still old Sally, faithful
said, in an apologetic tone, for there had I’m likely to have plenty of it, Pm afraid.” to her trust, lay in the circle of the girl’s
been something like reproach in the man’s
She began eagerly, but ended with a arm ; and still the watchman sat before
voice, as he asked the dumb animal to despondent droop of the .whole ligure, the tire dreaming waking dreams, as he
vouch for his character.
that made her new friend forget himself had olten done belore; but never any hall
“I don’t believe I’d have dared to come iu interest for her.
so earnest, sweet, and hopeful as those
in here if 1 hadn't seen Pussy,
but I
I’ll stop, honor bright.
And you that seemed to weave a tender romance
thought any one who was good to her come and look after me now and then. about the innocent sleeper, to whom he
would be good to me; and now I’m sure That’ll keep me steady. See it it don't. was loyally paying a debt ot gratitude
of it.”
But tell me how you are getting on. Lit- with such poor hospitality as he could
“That’s right. You see, I’m a lonesome tle down on your luck just now, 1 guess? show.
sort of chap and like something to pet. So Come, I've told my
Dawn came up rosy and clear along the
story. You tell yours,
1 took old Sally and we get on capitally. and maybe I can lend a hand. I owe you east, and the first level ray ot wintry sunShe won’t let the other fellows touch her, a good turn, you know, and Pm one that light, as it struck across the foundry wall
but always comes and sits with me when likes to pay his debts, if he can.”
tell on Letty’s placid face, with the bright
I am alone here nights. And its surpris“You did pay yours, but I never got hair shining like a halo round it.
the letter, for I came away after Auuty
ing what good company she is.”
Feeling very much as if he had enterHe coughed as he spoke, as it half died. You see I wasn’t her own niece— tained an aDgel unaware, the man stood
was

tor

better than luck's sake.
He was smiling to himself over the
thought, yet half ashamed to own how it
had grown and strengthened in a night,
when Letty opened wide a pair ot eies
lull of the peace sleep brings and the sott
lustre that comes after tears. Involuntarily the man drew back and waited silently
lor her to speak. She looked bewildered
for a moment, then remembered, amt
sprang up, lull of the relict and Iresh gratitude that came with her first waking

■

saying, cheerily:
••Pretty deep. But hold on to mo
I’ll get you through.
Better take

and

my
1 washed it a-purpose.”
Betty did take it in both her little ones,
and they went away together through the
deserted streets, feeling as it they were
the only pair alive in the still white world
that looked so lovely in the early sunshine.
The girl was surprised to find how
short the way seemed; tor, in spite ot
drifts, she gut on bravely, with a strong
arm to help and a friendly voice to encourYet when she reached the last
age her
corner she stopped and said, with a sudden shyness which he understood and liked ;
"I'd best go on alone now. But I'm
very grateful to you ! Please tell me your
name.
I'd love to know who my friend is
though I never slial! forget his kindness.”
“Nor 1 yours. Dick Stone is my name
But I’d rather you call me your tramp lilt
we get something better,” he answered,
with a laugh in his eyes, as he bent toward her lor a hearty shake of the slender
hand that had grown warm in his.
"I will! Good-bye, good-bye!” And
hand.

suddenly remembering how they parted
before, .Betty blushed like a rose and ran

away as last as the drifts would let her.
"And i'll call you my Betty some day,
it Pm not much mist urn,’' L>*ek said to
himself with a decided uod, as ho went
back to the foundry, feeling that the world
looked more “sort of bridal” than ever.
He was not mistaken, for when spring
budded his dream came true, and in the
little sewing-girl who bound him with a
silken thread so soft ami strong it never
broke, he found an anchor that held him
last to happiness and home.
To Betty
something wonderful to ppened at last
The Prince came when most she needed
him; and, though even when beggar's
rags fell oil' his only crown was the old
hat, his royal rubes red flannel and lustain, his scepter a sledge hammer, she
knew and loved him, for
‘■The man was

a

man

for a' that."

A major of Connecticut volunteers, before Port Hudson, on the 27th of Mat, 18GG,
tvas struck in the breast with a grapeshot,
which traversed the body and was taken
out from the back. Contrary to expectations, lie did not die immediately and was
laid aside without attention until he should
die. But. a couple of days passed, and lie
still survived. He was sent down the
river to New Orleans, with some hundreds
of others and lay there in hospital for
months. Still lie did not die—would not
die, and becoming well enough to travel,
At that time it was not
was sent home.
within tiie expectations of any person who
knew anything about the ease that lie
would ever be able to perform the slightAnd yet on Octoest military duty again.
ber fi). 18G1, just sixteen months after the
wound was received, the major was in
command of iiis regiment at the bloody
battle of Cedar Creek, Va. He escaped
the perils of that day unharmed, and for
aught 1 know to the contrary is alive and
well now.
[New York Times. The mau
referred to is Colonel George II. Lewis,
Sheriff of Middlesex county.

Pittsburg recently attended the funeral
of one of her best citizens, Mr. William
H. Brown, the so-called “Coal King.” beginning life in a humble way, he accumulated wealth and extended his business
until at death he was worth more than $5,000,000, and was one of the largest miners
and shippers ot coal in the world. Besides
those boats which he hired, his own fleet
amounted to more than 1,200 boats and
barges, and were scattered from Pittsburg
11c is said to have carto New Orleans.
ried the largest part of his immense business "in his head,” and was in many respects a remarkable man. But attempting to do too much, Nature took her revenge. His brain gave way, ami the man
who had controlled the liyes of so many
had to be shut up in an insane asylum
and there died.
There are quiet victories and struggles
—great sacrifices of sell, and noble acts of

heroism—not the less difficult to achieve
because they have no earthly chronicle or
audience—done every day in nooks and
corners, and in little households and in
men’s and women's hearts, any one of
which might reconcile the sternest man to
the world, and till him with belief and
hope in it, though two-fourths ol its people were at war and another fourth at law.

A man named Beldell, while travelling on
foot to Crawford, one day last week, was attacked by two tramps. Sir. B's dog seeing his
master in danger seized one of the men and
held him while Sir. B. was severely handling
the other scamp. The master and dog completely conquered the highwaymen and then allowed them to decamp. This escape of Sir. B.
is another proof of value of a good dog in time
of danger.
[Slachius Republican.

sir,

Said the
you are
“My dear
Don't you feel the need of
near this life's end.
“Not half so much us I need a
a new heart?”
new
said the sick man.

clergyman:

liver,”

Gov, Tilden

on

Finance &nd Economy.

KtructiVe. 11 can be prolific of nothing but general disaster.

In his annual message to the LegislaThe temper which now predominates among
ture of New York, Gov. Tilden discusses the people revolts at financial quackery. It is
no longer susceptible to flattering illusions
the financial and business condition of the which
have exploded amid the wrecks of indiand private prosperity. It is
country in a manner that must commend vidual fortunes
excessively incredulous. It demands sound
itself to the thinking men of the
country. measures, such as commend themselves to the
We make the follow ing extracts—
judgin' nt of the best intellects and the best experience.
Eleven years ago our country emerged from SPECIF PAYMENTS WITIIOl 1 COW I LSI OX.
a
va-t civil conflict, in which its
aggregate
After eleven years of convulsion without a rewealth had been impaired to the extent of
of specie payments it now claims a re.000,000,000 by a governmental con- storation
probably
storation of
without a convulsumption exceeding the whole net income of sion. The specie payments
problem does not seem difficult. Rethe people, to say nothing ot the destruction of
the
government will accomplish
property, industries and productive capacities sumption by
incident to military operation*. Never was it completely resumption by the hanks, fhe treasury lias only, by gradual and prudent measures,
more necessary that peace should bring healing on its w ings. To replace the capital de- to provide for the payment of such a portion of
the
outstanding treasury notes as the public not
stroyed, to restore the elements of future natural growth, should have been the object of wishing to retain tor use will return upon it
our policy.
A prompt reduction of the enor- for redemption. The sum required in coin, if
the preparations be wisely conducted so as to
mous governmental expenditure was the tirst
condition. A renew al of the industries of the secure public confidence, will be what is necesgreat communities of the South, which produce sary to replace the fractional currency and to
such individuals as prefer coin to paper
so large a share of our
exports and raw mate- supply
rial. was of great importance. Energy, skill lor their little stores of money; and also what
is
necessary to constitute a central reservoir of
and economy in production, and frugality in
private consumption, the wise conduct of busi- reverses against the fluctuations ot international
ness and a judicious
application of capital and balances and for the hanks. To amass a suffilabor were essential. These chief elements of cient quantity by intercepting from the current
private prosperity were dependent upon pub- of previous metals flowing out of this country,
lic conditions. Tney were to be promoted by and by acquiring from the stocks which exist
sound government iinanee, by good methods of abroad, without disturbing the equilibrium of
revenue—not unduly swelling the cost of the
foreign money markets, is a result to he worked
out by a study of all the conditions and the eletaxes to those who pay them beyond their
pro- ment
to fulfill these conditions, and by the exeduce to tin; treasury; bv a discreet managecution of the plans adopted with practical skill
ment of our vast fiscal operations, and of the
and
judgment. Redemption, beyond this procurrency and of the banking system; by a sober
and stable governmental policy—not stimulat- vision of coin, can he effected as other business
ing to speculative adventures, not inciting mis- payments are effected—or in any method which
converts
calculations in business, not enhancing
charges vestmentsinvestments w iihout interest into inservices and risks in commercial transactions. How completely these conditions have
been reversed during the eleven years since the
war appears in a
retrospect of the actual events
of that period.
lor

PliKSKM

SCALE

OF

COVKKNMLNTAL EXPENDITURE.

I he extravagance of our governmental consumption i.> illustrated b\ a comparison of the
public expenditures of is70—the wars after
the close of the war—with those o’: I SCO and
1850
V\Ms

IN

THE

(

MTF.il STATES.

1H50
(»oM.
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ietlrral.
.$40,000,000
Estate, county,
city and toivu 43,000,000
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EXAMPLK OF FRANCE.

1870

Currency,

$450,000,000

at,180,746

280,501,521

.$33,000,000 $154,100,858
23,101,876
31,443,221

$730,501,521
38,558,371
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$1 01
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$4 00

1AXATION

$11 07
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(it

1.1.1.VI

7 24

$18 01
s

YKAliS.

The aggregate federal taxation of the eleven
t ears now eluting,
computed in currency, from
ihe official statements, i- more than SX.500,000,WO. The local taxation, assuming the census
statement for 1x70 a- an average, is more than
W3,OOO.OnO.OOO. The aggregate taxation ex..

fST.aOO,000,000.

flic want ol disposition and habit to save,
ignorance and inrompeten, \ in
dealing with our
burdens "i taxation, and unskilful inodes of
luxation cause the waste ot a sum in eleven
years as large ns our national debt. Xt cannot
!»• doubled lltal ihe systematic and extreme
mi-government imposed on the States of tile
South lias greatly detracted from our national
prosperity. In those impoverished communities it has not stopped with the
ordinary effects
ol ignorant and dishonest administration.
It
has inllieted upon them enormous issues of
traudulent bonds, the scanty avails of which
were wasted or stolen, and’ the existence
of
which is a public discredit, tending to bankor
ruptcy
repudiation. Its taxes, generally oppressive. in some instances haveconliscated the
entire income of property and totally destroyed its marketable value.
In a region five times as large as the British
lsie- and throe times as .urge as France, abounding in all the elements of natural wealth, il has
destroyed confidence and credit in all transactions, diffused uncertainty and distrust everywhere. and consumed existing capital, while
retarding production and paralyzing the enterprise by which suelt waste might be repaired
and future growth assured.
I his system, after its character became known
to us as well as to those
directly affected, abhorred by all the intellect anti virtue of the communities in which it exists, and bv their
public opinion, has been maintained
through long
years by the favor and patronage of the federal
government—by the moral coercion of its prestige—by the standing menace and occa-ional
exercise of its military power.
INJURY TO OUR OWN I'KO.Sl’Kkri'Y.
It i- impossible that such wrongs should not
upon us. The immediate sufferers bv it
are the producers of four-tenths of the
exported commodities, excluding specie, of our whole
40,000,000 of people, and of the most important
raw materials of our own domestic
manufacreact

tures.

They

arc

upon interest, or terms the holders
will accept—and by such measures as will keep
the aggregate amount of the currency self-adjusting during all the process without creating
at any time an artificial scarcity, and without
exciting the public imagination with alarms
which impair confidence, contract the whole
large machinery of credit and disturb the natural operations of business. The best resource for
redemption is that furnished by public economies, for it creates no new charge upon the people, and a stronger public credit is certain to result from sounder finance, and will reduce the
annual cost of the national debt.

agricultural communities,

which, more than any others, sell what thev
produce and buv what they consume. They
are our most valuable customers for the
products of our own industries and for our merchandise, and thev make us factors in all their
transactions. The State of Xew York, which
contains the commercial metropolis, receives
the largest injury, but its
consequences extend
throughout the whole country.
< >ther influences
have been at work to deteriorate the financial condition of our
people.
1 h< period has been full of tendencies
to unsoundness in the management of
busiprivate
ne-«< and in the habits of
families and individuals.
.A series of speculative excitement.: has incited to enterprises which have turned out to
he unreinunerative, and to investments which
fail to yield revenue and have lost their salable
s uhie.
The capital embarked in such undertakings is destroyed. Large classes tind their
incomes diminished and their convertible
property reduced.

These opinions, deduced from reason, are confirmed, in a recent example, by experience.
France, in lic-r ten months’ contest with Germany, incurred a war expenditure of $1,000000,000 in specie values, and in twenty-eight
months following the peace paid an indemnity
of $1,000,000,000 in specie, or its equivalent, to
a foreign country. These great
operations vve-.e
carried on without causing a depreciation of the
currency beyond two and one-half per cent at
its extreme point, and without disturbing the
general business or industry ot the people.
What is most needed now is that the public
mind he n assured In a wise, safe, and healing
policy. The dread of imaginary evils ascribed
to tlm methods assumed to he necessary to restore specie payments i- more mischievous than
the reality, wisely pursued, ought to he. As
soon as the apprehensions of an
impending fall
of value are removed, manufacturing and mechanical industries will start anew, dealers will
buy for future consumption, enterprises that
commend themselves to the sober judgment of
investors will be undertaken, and capital, which
now accepts any low rate of interest, where
there is no risk, but is withheld from operation
of average character, will be lent on reasonable
conditions.
HUE REMEDIES.

Hut the remedies for the evils now foil In the
people in their business and industries must ex
tend beyond any measures merely relating to
the currency. They must be broader .md deeper.
They must begin with a prompt and largi
reduction in governmental expenditures and
taxation, which shall leave in the hands Unit
earn it a larger shaie of the result of labor.
They must proceed by withdrawing, as mueli
as possible, governmental
interfen nees that
eripple tiie industries of the people. They imi.-t
he consummated with an increased rticienoy
and economy in the conduct of business and in
the processes ol production, and by a more rigorous frugality in
privati.nsumptioii. A pe
riod of self-denial will replace vv hat has been
wasted.
Wr must build tip a new
prosperity upon the
old foundations of Ana-rieaii self-government:
earn back our political systems toward the
ideais ot their authors; make governmental in.'titutious simple, frugal: meddling little with
the private concerns of individuals, aiming at
fraternity among ourselves and peace abroad,
and trusting to the people to work out their
own prosperity and
happiness. All the elements of national growth and private felicity
exist in our country in an abundance which
Providence has vouchsafed to no other people.
What we need to do is to rescue them from
governmental folly and rapacltv.
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Opening of the Blaine Campaign.
Augusta, Jan 20. At a legislative caucus
held this evening Nelson Dingley, Jr., John L.

Stevens, Josiah H. Drummond and Francis
Cobb wero unanimously elected delegates-atlarge to attend ttie Republican National Convention, and Daniel St iekney, Joseph II. Frost,
J. \V. Spaulding and .1. M. Andrews were

elected alternates. The following resolution
was passed without a dissenting vote.
Resolved, That James G. Blaine is the unanimous
choice of the Republicans of Maine lor President.
A committee of one from each county was
raised to report a plan of organization of a
central campaign club. The caucus adjourned
for two weeks, when the committee will report.

This formal presentation ot the name
of Maine’s candidate for the Presidency
has been lor some limo expected, and
opens the ball with the lirst resident candidate for that high ntlioe which any party
has put forward. The fortunes ot Mr.

Blaine,
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wax

and

in the

wane

tunate tor the candidate’s chances that he

is to be confronted by his recent record
anti-pacificator; for the sober second

as an

thought of the people cannot fail to realize that the great want of the country is
a

are

they

as

campaign, will be watched with interest
by political friends and foes. It is unfor-

union of

feeling

and sentiment

as

Generalities.
being arrayed both for and
the week
Its
discussion
it.
during
against
Capt. Sylvanus Robinson of St. George, Me.#
Almost every other kind of riug being
was drowned by the upsetting of his boat.
Jan. 22(1, 187(i.
as much debate and
has
Washington,
quite
provoked
!
represented in the national administration
The Centennial appropriation will cost us
What tin iconoclast is time! How it created nearly as much interest as the
we now have the circus ring.
The Court
three rent* and a half apiece all round. Chip
last
in
ideality
Hill
oi
of
the
veil
week,
romance,
quite
in?
though
Amnesty
.Journal at Washington has this announce- strips away
And it is quite certain
and glory with which we surround our a different spirit.
Small pox is raging with great fury in New
ment—
and the doctors advise everybody to be
stubto
back
hard,
us
tlie
bitter
and
idols,
brings
vengeful spirit has had the elfect York,
Mr. Henry Vignuud ha* been appointed secvaccinated.
ond secretary of the American legation in Par- born,
facts. From public heroes to draw many to its support as a necessipalpable
William Hunter had his hip and leg badly
is, succeeding Mr. Gratiot Wasliburne, who
alike ty that the eountrv should unite in a grand
lias been appointed secretary of 1 lie t’nited down to simple married lovers, till
broken by a log rolling upon him in Bristol on
•States legation at St. Petersburg.
fall under the destroying touch. Jane and celebration of fraternal feeling in its Cen- the 14th inst.
Mr. Gratiot Wasliburne, who is thus John no
A large portion of the liquor recently seized
longer sec heaven in each other's tennial. So perhaps the Philadelphians,
L. M. Robbins Of Rockland, was returned
promoted to the secretaryship ot our St. eyes, and George Washington, ceasing to as well as some others, will continue to from
to his store Saturday.
Petersburg legation at the snug salary of be the “Father of his country,” resolves believe in the old proverb that “it is an
A girl of San Luis. Mexico, struggled with a
$4,000 per annum in gold, is the son ot himself into a stern, selfish, narrow-mind- ill wind that blows nobody good.”
burglar and assaulter for three hours, at the
end ot which time she killed him.
the present American minister at Paris. ed aristocrat, who stole his honors from
Another efteet of the prolonged discusThe passenger fares, from all points east of
The operations of ins genius are not en- the
and
of
out
has
been
to
some
shoulders
sion
the
another,
of
bring
deserving
Omaha to Philadelphia are to be reduced oneas
confined
to
did
vaulted into fame and affections that
best arguments that have been made in fourth to those attending the centennial.
tirely
diplomatic pursuits,
the following curious advertisement in not of
The chaps' who are now applauding Mr.
right belong to him—so say impar- the House this winter. The speech of
Blaine will have very little influence in electing
the New York Clipper of Oct. JO, 187."), tial history, which is supposed not to lie •John
Randolph Tucker, in opposition to the next president.
[Baltimore Gazette.
will show
anymore than figures. No more real was the bill, especially winning prai-e from
A Lowell infant weighed two pounds when
\V ANTED
the traditional patriotism of William fell all sides, as being one oi the soundest and Imru. and is now three months old, act ve and
For .1. W. Myers’ Great Ameriean ('irons,
or the almost divine purity and courage
ablest elforts that lias been made on the healthy at a weight of three and a half pound**.
Paris. France, the palace circus of the world,
A Long Island pedlar, disgusted with the inon
furnished
“stood
of Joan I)’Arc. The boy never
lioors of Congress since the days ot \\ ebcontaining eighty-two luxuriously
terference of his mol.h**r-in-law, sold his team
private boxes, and a seating capacity of seven the
had
he
all
but
whence
deck,
No
and
could
ster
Calhoun,
and ran away from his family a day or two
burning
description
thousand live hundred—a kikst-ci.ass BAKEBACK M Al i: AND 1EMAI.K ltlDElt.
Med ; ifarbura I- netclie had an existence do
justice to it. Mr. Tucker is a Virginian ago.
lowest terms and business.

Address, stating

GRATIOT WASIIP.FRNE,
No. 14 East Fifteenth st.. Now York,
Up to November 23.

well

of fact, and that he who conspicuously
and persistently labors to create or widen
a breach, is not the man for the head ol
as

the government. This feeling cannot fail
of recognition by the politicians who will
control the nominating convention, aud
the chances of radical success are too
slender to carry
There will be

an

aspirant

no

lack of candidates at

so

weighted.

It,

as we are

all sections

Letter from Washington.
Correspondence of the Journal.

Sawdust and Diplomacy.

informed, Mr. Gratiot Wash-

burne obtained from his father a leave ot
absence for the purpose of coming home
to look alter bare-back riders, and drew
one salary from the government as second
secretary oi legation, and another salary
as accredited agent of “the Great American Circus’'—what are his claims to the

only in

a

poet’s imagination

and

:

some

other man than l’liil. Sheridan won the
historic battle of Winchester, that gallant
oilicer remaining more than “forty miles

away’’ until after the fate of the day was
decided. Thus it goes, from childhood's
hours, when the first blow to our implicit,
unquestioning laith comes in the sacrifice
of dear old Ivriss Kringie, on through all
the after years when doubt and skepticism
battle fiercely with knowledge, hopes and

coming Republican Convention, but position just assigned him ? This is a beliefs—causing sometimes a merry laugh
Bad Taste and Bad Temper.
there will be need of culling them care- question which the people have a right to i at our
own folly and stupidity, and someand which somebody should answer
The reprehensible conduct of the minor- fully to find a man ot ability, untainted ask,
times such keen, agonizing throes of pain
the prevailing corruption, and suffi- without unnecessary delay. It the coun- as chase all
ity in the national House of Representa- by
joy, light and happiness torcan furnish no better stuff .ban circus
tives is calling out pointed rebukes from ciently free from the narrowness and in- try
ever from our lives.
As for me 1 prefer
lor secretaries ot legation, in the
all sections ot the country. The Missouri tolerance of sectionalism, to be risked be- agent
the satisfied ignorance of delusion rather
fore the people. The demand lor availa- name of common sense and common de- than
the bitter, rude awakening of knowlRepublican expresses the average opinion
let the legations he run without
of the people when it says that the Re- bility has been very fatal to the leaders of cency
edge, and so shall continue to believe that
the Republican party and its predecessor secretaries.
tiie immortal G. Washington was “first in
publican members of the house have thus
the old Whig organization.
Clay and
war” and “first in peace,” even t this
tar displayed a much greater amount of
the

bad taste anil bad temper than even their
bitterest opponents anticipated. Fourteen
years of unbroken and unlimited power
have evidently unfitted them for the graceful acceptance of a minority position.

Webster were obliged to give way to
the mediocre Harrison and the military
Scott.

In the Convention of 1800, availakilled Seward, Cameron, Rates and

bility

liven Blaine was for amnesty as far back
1807, and so much in earnest about it
that old Thad Stevens gave him slashing
for his liberality. This was the way the

as

old Pennsylvanian put it—
The amendment of thegentlcruau from Maine

Chase, and brought forward the comparunknown Lincoln. It is not un- lets in a vast number of rebels and .shuts out
They cannot lay aside, much less forget, atively
that this history will repeat itself nobody. All t ask is that when the House
their former arrogance. They are appar- likely
comes to Note upon that amendment, it shall
at Cincinnati next June.
understand that the adoption of it would be an
ently unable to realize that the voice of
entire surrender of these States (the South)
the people, expressed through the ballotinto the hands of ttie rebels. It is a proposed
Some Little Mistake
step towards universal amnesty and universal
box, has turned the tables on them, and
A ndv-Jolmsonism.
When the Prog. Age hasn’t time to inthat patriotism as well as politeness reAnd it lias taken Blaine ever since to
vent
lies ot its own, it copies them from
quires them to recognize the fact and
his mad up!
get
other
papers. It recently assailed JVlr.
behave

accordingly.

They act precisely
majority had been Morrison,

destructive time has shown that he

same

is not

now

the “first in the hearts of his
it he was, 1 think

countrymen.”—because

by birth, education and residence, hav-

been born in the now world famous
of Winchester, and representing, a-

ing

town
a

Democrat, the .Sixth Congressional

Dis-

He comes
trict ot the Old Dominion.
from the ancient and honored stock ot tin

Virginia Randolphs, and seems to have
inherited all the family reverence tor Magna Charta, the great safe foundation ol our
country and liberties— showing, as it did,
a thoroughness oi its text and laws, and

pleading for a maintenance of its principles and privileges, in such forcible, elo-

it' the

Democratic

it it

gross and inexcusable outrage upon their inalienable rights,
if the session continues as it has
begun,
they will not only have to bear the responas

were a

from the memory.

easily slip

It was

a

stands after all these lapse of years, pro
to the world in all its intended
but never finished splendors how perish-

claiming
able

a

tiling is fame,

or even

the remem-

brance of virtues and benefit' after death.
■The evil men do lives after them.

of

simple,

economical

days

Tucker holds resolutely,
occasions, to the high

of yore
on

it Mr.

every and all

ground

lie

lias

taken, many depressed, poverty stricken
homes will wait him thanks, and he may
prove another Moses leading his peer at-

ent

trom the former one,

up among
The Washington

■>

machinery.

Wilkes Booth, after the assassin of President
Lincoln, when the fact is that the child was
christened John Wilkes simply, and ill honor of
an uncle of Dr. Hnmbleton.

Of course the
retraction. It

thoroughly
The

will never make any
does that, and believes
lie well stuck to.

Age

never

in a

“Union Soldier" Question.

The statement ot Col. Fitzhugh, doorkeeper of the house, rather takes the wind
out ot the Republican sails on the ‘T'nion
soldier” question, lie says he has made
8G appointments and that 57 of the ap-

proposes to establish at Jacksonville. Mr.

S. understands how to make a good paper, and though heretofore a decided llepubliean lie will be very independent in
politics. He says very plainly in his pros-

pectus that it the Republican party is to
be ialse to its professions of Honesty and
desire for the public good, the new settlers in Florida will do better to unite
with tlie old residents for the welfare of
the state. That's solid and tenable ground.
Let the Sun arise and shine.
—

The Associated Press lias become

heaven pointing spires.
Monument which we used to

geographys

and

history,

see in our
and which is on

exhibition in the national Patent Office, is
the original design of Robert Mills, but
not

exactly the allair that occupies

tion ol Monumental Park.

a porThe model as

prepared by Mr. Mills, was to have been a
vast circular base three hundred feet in
diameter and twenty feet in height, restupon this, twenty-live feet from the
circumference, were to rise thirty
grand columns of massive proportions, being twelve feet in diameter, and forty-live

ing

outer

pointees took the iron-clad oath. Twenty- very economical, and correspondents are
five out ot the 8G were Union soldiers, 10 instructed to leave out ail
superfluous feet High, surmounted by an entablature
conledeiates and two veterans of the Mex- words.
The Portland Advertiser gives
twenty feet in thickness and two hundred
ican war. Col. Fitzhugh also states that this
specimen ol a news item as received and fifty leet in diameter, enclosed with a
the door-keeper of the Forty-third con- on the new
plan
balustrade still fifteen leet higher, making
gress had only ill Union soldiers on a roll
Eastpout, Jan. til. Mr. storrs Bradford one hundred feet as the aggregate height
and Mr. E. E. Sliedd were broken
last
ot 158. The roll of the
present congress, night in the rear. There was nothingopen
in Brad- of the vast circular foundation from which
it should be borne in mind, has been cut ford. There were ten dollars in Sliedd, who
was to spring a plain shaft
seventy feet at
down to 8G. So the Democratic door-keep- tried to keep it. Bradford is safe, blit attempts
to repair him were unsuccessful. Money no
the base and live hundred feet high, maker, in a roll little more than halt the size object.
ing it, with the exception of the Tower of
of that of his
—-The Bangor Whig enthuses in regard Babel, the
predecessor, has appointed
highest structure in the world.
tour more Union soldiers.
to Blaine in this style—
But the lofty ambitions of our forefathers
A Democratic paper remarks in this
With such a leader, in die vigor and prime of
have as yet ascended only some one hunmanhood, in full sympathy with the truest and
connection that if there i? any harm in the
highest impulses of the people, accomplished, dred ami seventy-four leet, where they reappointment ot ex-confederates to office, eloquent, sagacious and intrepid, the republican main suspended like Mahomet's coffin, beparty of the Pnion will make the centennial
President Grant is specially worthy of campaign ring with a jubilee of enthusiasm that tween heaven and earth. The immense
—

blame.

lie

appointed l.ongstreet

Akerman, and has

never

and
been known to

turn a cold shoulder to
any

him

guerilla

sent

his friend Mosbv. indeed, the
convention which nominated him the second time was presided over by a notable

by

ex-confederate in the person of Judge
lhomas Settle ot North Carolina; who
displayed a wonderful alacrity in deserting his former associates as soon as the
Southern cause was lost. The president
hastened to tell the country that he had
provided for all the Union soldiers dismissed by the Democratic house, but the

country would be very glad

when he lias

ever

omitted

one

know
of his own
to

innumerable kindred in the distribution
ol the loaves and tishes for the sake of
“the

boys

who

wore

the blue.”

The Prog. Age, although it refuses to
say whether or not it favors a third term,
does not hesitate to put its foot in a
trap
that is quite as serious. Thus in a recent
issue it gets up its indignation on the am-

nesty question to the point of the following very decided talk—
It is amusing to observe the
disgust of the

political snobs and old grannies at the refusal
of Mr. Blaine and the other
Republican members of the House to keep step to the tune of
the northern Democratic doughfaces
upon amnesty to Jell'. Davis.
The editor of the Age
probably didn’t
know that one of these snobs, old
grannies and doughfaces has his residence at
the White House. In his annual message
of two years ago, Gen. Grant said—
I renew my previous recommendation to
Congress for general amnesty. The number
engaged in the late rebellion yet laboring under disabilities is very small, but
enough to
keep up a constant irritation. No possible
danger can accrue to the Government by restoring them to eligibility to hold office.

Our
and

neighbor can
beg pardon.

—A Portland
ture

on

material

now

man

hard times.

just

now.

is

get

on

his knees

delivering a lecplenty of

There’s

will sweep over the country with irresistible
power.

Substitute the word Democratic ior republican, and the above will apply to Tilden of Xew York or Hendricks of Indiana
with greater force, and have the added
merit of being true.
—Neal Dow’s proposed amendment to
the Maine law provides that farmers may
sell a gallon of cider at a time—hut in no
less quantities, if this prevails we may all
realize the joys of the bacchanalian song—
‘•And drink out of full gallon measures
To the health of Old Kosin the liow.”

—It is difficult to
son in public policy

any special reathe Legislature
to the Portland poulsee

why

should go in a body
try show—but they went. It is not recorded that the mover of the pilgrimage
took a premium as the biggest goose—

which argues that he didn't get his rights*

rotunda formed by the enclosing columns
was to have been again subdivided into

spacious corridors and a colossal gallery,
lighted from the entablature above, for
the reception ot historical paintings and
statues ol the heroes ot tlie Revolution—

the sculptured ornamentation of the whole
being a succession
ot portraitures ot events, incidents and
characters in our national life. Thus far,
however, all the mementoes of the past
and treasures ot art, together with such
money as Congress has seen lit to spare
exterior and interior

from its many other projects, have gone
tsi enrich and beautify the National Cap-

itol, whilst the National Monument Association, so styled, have year alter year
knocked at the legislative doors and repeated the cry “give, give.” But since
none are so deaf as those who won't hear,
we

conclude that Congressional

—The Kennebec Journal suggests that
the Democratic National Convention be

have

held at Andersonville.

at

That of the Re-

a

monopoly

least,

so

tar as

publicans might be held ia the Missouri

his monument

Penitentiary,

never seems

and find

a

good

many lead-

of the party

already there.
—Castelar, the Spanish statesman, is
telling that country some unpalatable
ers

truths.

lie says reform alone

Cuba, and that

arms

never

can

save

can.

He

thinks trouble will cease when
ceases, and not before.

slavery

—Mr. Davis of Jefferson has a petition
before the Legislature. Strange it hasn’t
occurred to any radical member to assail
it as the possible emanation of Mr. Jefferson

Davis.

—The Pension Dill has been passed
by
the Democratic House, and those terrible
rebels didn’t got a cent. Won’t the Prog.

as new

From

ears

must

of the “post" business,
and

George Washington

are

concerned,

tor there

to be any lack of funds so far

Hedged enterprises are concerned.
Washington, his monument and

his memory, to the Centennial Bill seems
natural transition—since without the
one we should probably never have had
a

the other. But whatever the world may
think about this, or whether Congress
will see lit in this year of rejoicing to appropriate the one million dollars needed
to fitly record his claims in
enduring marble, it is pretty certain, from the present

outlook, that they will conclude

to con-

tribute the million and a halt asked lor to
lielp along the grand national pageant so
soon

to open at the birth

place

of the

na-

The bill in charge of Mr. Hopkins,
unflinching democrat, and wealthy
banker from Pittsburg, presents the sinabout their ice harvest. It looks as
though gular spectacle of being entirely freed
Maine’s Rigidity would bring in some from
partizan support or opposition, prom-

Age please notice ?
—The New Yorkers are terribly
uneasy

money this year.

The prophets prediet a small cropol hay next
They claim the exposure of the bare
the cold and thaw will kill a good deal
of grass.
season.
fields to

I'a mou- < alil'ornia outlaw aud
Cham/, th
robber, was i-titi> killed near Fort Yuma by
.t
party of young men. A reward had been offered for his head.

be exempt*- ! from its operation.

•

—

a little while
of jail.
ago flamed out in civil war.
Section 3 pr<u ides that premises where liquors Instead of
extending the olive-branch,
are believed to he manufactured m violation of
ACTION OJ* FEDERAL GOVERNMENT THE ULTIlaw may he searched under the same provisions they have flourished the sword ; instead of
MATE CAUSE.
as where the same is
supposed to he kept for burying all animosities in the
The federal government has the direct and sale
grave of
unlawfully.
exclusive responsibility for its own immense
charitable oblivion, and assisting the presSection 3 declares that Intoxicating liquors,
expenditure and lor its calamitous policy in kept or
deposited tor salc.mav he seized at anv ent and the future to heal the wounds of
respect to the great producing States of the time and in any place, with the
packages conSouth.
them, with the apparatus connected the past, they have endeavored to resurrect
It has likewise controlled the currency ami taining
with them or employed in their saic to lie dethe worst memories of a wretched era, and
the banking of the
country: it has been the stroy'd as now provided; and die burden of
principal dealer in the precious metals; it has proof that such liquors were not intended for
postpone
indefinitely the day of perfect
conducted vast lineal transactions. Its tinan- sale shall he with the
party claiming such liq- I reconciliation. If these
cial secretary has held in hi> hand from
to
uoror
Republicans really
with
whom
day
they were found. The
day, the supply and the rates of the loan marof lirst conviction to he a line of $500, eared to rekindle and
that spirit
penalty
ket in the centre of capital and
perpetuate
commerce; the or in default, -i\ months hard work in prison
terms oi our foreign exchanges—the
prices of second and subsequent conviction, both lint- of undivided nationality which made 1776
exports and imports—the quality of the circu- and labor or double dose of labor.
immortal, would they have selected the
lating medium, the fluctuating standard of valsection 4 declares that no action shall he had
ues recognized by law as the rule in
dawn of 1876 for an assault:
all deal- ill any court for the
of such liquors or
deliberately
recovery
ings and all contracts.
their value.
designed to make undivided nationality a
By the force of its example: by its ascendSection •*» declares that any person who shall
ancy over opinion acquired in a period of pub- keep a sign or notice of
self-evident lie ? If they really wished to
any kind upon nr within
lic danger, during which the
pcojde formed the any part of his premises, indicating that intox- have our hundredth Fourth of
habit ot following its
July a moral
its
means
leadership; by
icating liquors are sold therein, s/tall bn adot propagating the ideas
according to which its judged a coyimon se/lnr and lined as such for as well as a material success, an opportuown operations were
conductedby all these each and every day which said sign has been
as well as bv the direct effects of
nity for reconciliation as well as glorificaits action, its upon his building.
measures and its policy, the federal
Section ti declares that all partners in the tion, a genuine national love-least as well
government has, therefore,
practically dominated over trade shall he included in complaints or indict- as an
all business and all industries and created conapotheosis ol “Yankee Doodle”—
ments, and all clerks and assistants shall lie
ditions which shape the conduct of individuals
considered aiders and abettors and punished would they have filing their fire-brand into
m their production and
consumption and of the same as the principal. It also provides the
local governments in their expenditure-, tax- that the
halls ot congress now ? If Blaine and
penalty for a single sale shall he $100
ation uud creation of debt.
tine or four months iuiptisoument; and the his associates
lairly represent the sentisecond otfence $300 line and imprisonment for
false remedies.
ments ot tiie Republican
six
months.
party toward the
U is natural that such a condition of men’s
Section T provides that no liquor case shall South, then the Centennial
business affairs should he prolific of
illusory
celebration,
be continued except for tin- purposes of
and mischievous schemes for relief. A
lustier,
vague
that no penalty shall he remitted or judg- however satisfactory it may be as a show,
potion is extensively entertained that a new and
ment suspended.
is destined to prove a most miserable
issue of legal tender notes would affurd an efSection S gives officers making seizures $10
fectual remedy. This fallacy is
due to
largely
in
addition to the present fee, where tin* party failure as a restorer of American brotherthe false theory pervading nearly all the literais convicted.
ture of political econom v as to the
hood. It might have been a
ag ncy
priceless
Section l> provides that previous convictions
which the quantity of the'currency even
hen
it promises (o be only a
equivalent to com. bus in causing cycles of shall be named in complaints and warrants blessing;
gorgewhen
such
have occurred.
ous circus.
high and low prices.
Section
10
declares
that
anv
As high prices and expanded
person interfercurrency and
or hindering an officer hi the
low prices and contracted curren
discharge of
have been ing
It looks well for the
passage ol the bill
usually found together the effect ,.s been mis- his duties, shall pay a fine of $50 and go to jail
taken for tin* cause. It is often assumed that three months to hard work.
one and a halt millions lor
appropriating
Section 11 makes the penalty of a common
the hanks, even when redeeming their notes in
the Centennial
exposition. The Southerncoin, can expand their issues in excess of the seller $200or six- months imprisonment; second
needs of the community and thereby originate conviction $300 and six- months in jail; sutis,.. ers will generally favor it,
although a few
ouent
fine
and one rear in jail
and consummate a general and prolonged rise
conviction, $300
The section further provides that in ease'the may be restrained by doubt of its constiof prices.
convict cannot be regularly employed at labor tutionality.
Those voting
CAUSES OF PRESENT REACTION'.
affirmatively
in the county jail, he shall undergo hi- sentence
will decidedly rebuke the
In our present ease the most
in
the
state
prison.
important
unpatriotic
eause of reaction is the immense waste of our
course of Republican members in
regard
capital, which lias gone on in all the modes deTroubles of a Hotel Keeper*
to amnesty.
Senator Gordon, Deni., of
scribed, and especially by excessive governmental consumption. 'An accessory cause is
A New York
correspondent relates the Georgia, favors the bill on the following
the fall in prices of many of our staples which
attempts made in that city to swindle Mr. grounds: First, because no section is
are now produced in excess of the
of A. T. C.
so
capacity
Dodge, formerly of Waldo county
priv ate consumption by an impoverished peointerested in the proper celebration
ple. There are also moral causes acting on and more recently of Washington, D. <J. deeply
and re-establishment of the
the public mind. A popular error existed that The letter
says—
principles of
prices would not fail so long as the volume of
Amasa T. C. Dodge, formerly a well known 177G and in the
restoration
of good will
tenders
and
bank
notes
hotel
continued undilegal
keeper in Bangor Maine, lately buu<'ht
in the country as the South
minislied. Many made their business calcula- the Tyler House in New York. He claims
that
; secondlv, betions on that theory, and are disappointed and a few rooms were shown to him as
samples of cause the proposed appropriation would
their confidence in their own opinions unsettled. the entire establishment and be
contracted to
These special causes, in addition to the nat- give §10,000 for the furniture and
good will. cost only about three and a half cents per
ural exhaustion of a fictitious excitement, broke He was to pay #51)00 easlt and
notes for
give
capita in the United States; thirdly, that
ttie public illusions which had been generated the remainder. He did not notice a
clause in
by false systems and false theories. A great the written contract, by which accounts already Pennsylvania has paid four and a half milchange ensued in the opinion and feeling of the paid were declared forfeited in the event of failpeople, in confidence and credit, in the volun- ure 10 pay his installments punctually. The lions of the five millions already expended
tary machinery of business, which expands and §5000 cash was
paid, as was also §1000 for two and that it would be unjust to make that
contracts
to the fluctuating temper
month's rent.
according
and purposes
State pay more, whereas the
of individuals,
A correspondin'''
Mr. Dodge took possession, and then
appropriation
found,
tall of prices resulted.
as he claims, that the
property was not as val- by Congress would perfect the national
It would he only bv a
large issue, or the uable as represented. Then just before the first
menace of a large or indefinite
issue, that a de- rent and installment became due. the former character of the celebration ; fourthly, that
cided effect on prices could lie
produced. That owner, nluned Walker, presented a bill for the foreign nations
would create alarm of such an
having accepted the
impending de- #4500 for goods, wares and merchandise furpreciation as to threaten creditors with a con- nished and services rendered. Mr. Walker
invitation to come, the reputation of the
was
fiscation of their debts and holders of
sent away with his claim unsatisfied.
currency
A day Government is involved in
with its loss, and they would hasten
perfecting the
to ex- or two afterward one of .Sheriff Connor’s Depchange it for property. Any issue which uties arrested Mr.
under
arrangements.
Davis’s
Dodge
Judge
should act on the imagination, inciting wild
es- order, at the suit of Mr. Walker.
Walker’s aftimates or wild fears of the future,
owed §4500. which
might in- fidavit averred that
The views of Gov. Tilden on the finanduce a speculative depreciation ot the price of debt lie contracted Dodge
the
upon
representation t hat
the currency and iuflation of the prices of prop- lie was worth
#10,000 above all liabilities. Mr. cial and business affairs of the country,
erty.
Walker’s affidavit further declared that Dodge which we
copy to-day lrom his annual
The evil even of a moderate issue, when the had sent his
personal baggage and effects to a
currency already exceeds the wants of business, hotel preparatory to bis
departure from the message, are thoroughly sound, and such
and the increase cannot be pretended to be for citv.
as the country must
any legitimate purpose, especially if the object
rely upon for the reMr. Dodge was thereupon flung into the Lud.removing individual distress by creating fic- low btreet Jail. At length lie secured the ser- turn of prosperity. They are commended
titious prices be avowed, is that it strikes at vices of B. F.
Mudgett, a lawyer, and Walker’s to the careful consideration of
the root of all confidence and all credit. If the claim Was
men of all
proved spurious. The plaintiff could
prmciple be once adopted everybody will in- 5°
an
iteln> excepting one of less than parties. It is by reason of a wide departquire how often sucli an expedient may he re- #100 for liquors in the
bar, and whatever his ure from such maxims
peated, how far it may be carried.
that we are now
commissions for
negotiating the sale might he
An attempted expansion of the
petty volume worth. Mr. Dodge was freed from Ludlow sufl'ering hard times and the
of the currency, under circumstances which Street Jail
depression of
just twelve days after his arrest. He
cause a real contraction of the whole vaster
all business interests. The
at once turned the tables
remedy lies
volume of credit machinery, which fill all lend- causing his arrest on a upon Mr. Walker by
of perjury, and simply in listening to such clear headed
charge
ers with dismay, and which
destroy public con- by Justice Fiamnier, Mr. Walker was
advisers as the Governor, and
fidence, hope and faith, that are the basis of to find #2000 bail to answer the chargerequired
of *nerreversing
credit systems and credit operations, is self-de- ury.
the

Hay ha- h«vn -••liing a- low u>
per ton iu
being about the
Dennysvillt* this winter;
average price. and not much eull for it ut thai
price.

they would make one united and deter- warning voice to retire from the awful
For tie tirst time luring the past thirty-three
mined effort to complete the monument
years, -now has not fallen in the tirst fifteen
ready to swallow up all that consti
abyss
lay- of datum.”.
Somebody has been patientdesigned in the first flush of gratitude for tutes our nation’s
glory, the happiness and ly watching the thing all that time.
his patriotism and valor, but which still
I la- inxe-tia uioii of the Freedmen’s bank ai
prosperity of its people, back to the plain,
to

ially
city,
Congressional directory, changed it Cuban aflairs. It sustains previous asser- spicuous
by suppressing his tions that there is nothing ot an unfriend- the banks of the Potomac, and just south both House and Senate, and will no doubt
military record, and insinuates that he did ly nature existing between the govern- of the White House, the .surrounding park start for home to-morrow with the feelit to curry favor with rebels. Also that he
being connected with the extensive ing that the law-makers at Washington
ments, and no cause lor a rupture.
a
his
for
clerk
of
committee
j sibility ol embarrassing and
grounds ol the Kxeeutivc Mansion by a are a pretty good set of fellows after all.
retarding im- appointed
lint 1 apprized you ol one visitor last
wide and lovely drive; and is said to have
was
man named Ilambleton.
“Not
only
A new method by which treasury
portant legislation, but they will show to
been approved of by Washington himself week with whose presence \ve have not
this
Ilambleton
a bitter rebel but ono who
the world another
and
feathered
ol
the ease
ollieials,
pretty high ones,
example
in the first plan of the city. The first idea been complimented as yet—Seth I.. Millithe assassination oi President their nests, is shown
with which along lease ot power
Prohibitory Measures.
by the report ol
begets applauded
of
thus commemorating the virtues of the ken, Ksip My informant was mistaken,
and
who
admiration
exhibited
his
Lincoln,
a
Gen. Howard, commanding the departThe Stale Temperance Convention at
species ot tyranny dangerous to free inof
a coward and a murderer by christcuiuij
great
patriot originated with the Conti- lie was expected but did not arrive on
stitutions
and
ment
ol
the
to
northwest
subcoast.
The
antagonistic
good govAugusta last week was largely attended,
nental
his
son John Wilkes Booth Ilambleton."
Congress in 17s;>, or at the close the loth, but will la* here some time next
ernment.
it is quite time that a party
stance of the charge is that a monopoly
and gave much attention in its two
days
Pinion
of
the
Revolution.
Seventeen years after- week.
The
of
the
such
a
small share of discretion
Washington correspondent
of the (nr trade was awarded to the Alassession to changes in the liquor law of having
wards
the
branch ol Congress
House
the stale. The result is that a bill in- ami decency should step down and out New York Herald, in speaking of the re- ka Commercial Company, who made a
C orrespondence ol the Journal.
action in tavor of the Democratic position bid of $lk’>,OO0 as against a San Train iseo passed a bill providing for it- erection,
Cauvku's IlAiir.oi:. Mr. llartwrll tic g,,vcreasing even the great rigor of the pres- awhile.
but not until is Its was the corner stone
I’O Mi'. Blame ami iiis friends also be- that is taking place since the debate,says— firm, L. Goldstono & Co., who bid
ent statute will he presented to the
ernmentstore-keeper lias resigned, and will go
LegisThe reaction makes the more headway as the 000—and tile lowest bid
laid, or more than halt a century after the west. A Mr. Roberts, sou of ex-coil, tor it.
the
it.
unenviable
There
honor
of
the
longs
got
lature, and it- passage demanded. These
opening
baseness of some of the charges used for party
Father ot his Country had surrendered his M. Roberts of Stockton has been appointed to
is revealed. For instance, it was said must have been some pretty big bribery
changes, as now before a committee, pro- Centennial year with a sectional quarrel. purposes
sword and commission to the Continental the position.Parties propose to build here
that General Morrison, chairman of the Ways
and
it
is
Instead
to
diilicult
of
which
exvide as follows—
say
doing what they could to pro- and Means Committee, had suppressed his mil- done,
Six years of labor, and the ex- next .season a large vessel, a brig or bark,
Section ! prohibits the manufacture of intox- mote that fraternal feeling between Morth itary record out of deference to his Southern perienced the eiosest skinning, the seals Congress.
which is probably as sitcli a on can easily lie
of about a quarter of a million
icating liquors except that any person may and South without which the whole Cen- colleagues, when the fact is the alteration in the or the
penditure
government.
taken up....It is reported that a < 1 low-ester than
manufacture eider from apples'grown in the
“Congressional Directory” from last year was
ot dollars brought the obelisk to its present
will bring six ol eight vessels here next sumState, which he may sell in quantities not less tennial business is but a glittering sham, made to bring the sk"tcli ot his life within the
—X. K. Sawyer, Esq., formerly of Maine
than one gallon. The lirst violation of this seclimit prescribed by the publisher. Of a piece
state, and there it lias rested ever since, mer, and set up a listiingiirni. fishing was one
have
done
what
could
to
stir up with tliis slander was the story that tin- clerk of has issued tiro prospectus of the Sun, a
tion is a line of $.*>00. or six months at hard la- they
they
waiting for patriotism and money enough of the earliest industries of the island before
bor. The penally of the second conviction is
those prejudices and passions which only the same important committee, Dr. Ilambleton,
and tri-weekly paper, which he
both fine and imprisonment, or
had a favorite child which lie named bohn weekly
doublcdo.se
to send its white shaft
the the granite ipiarries were worked.1 learn that
cipline

All old maid in ii -adiug, N. Y., married a
.'avails.*, a- .-In* -aid, lie smelled just like
an Italian ( 'omit ivlmm siic had once met and
loved.

tramp

quent, convincing language as is rarely
heard in these hurrying busy days of selHaniel Marey, the democratic candidate for
Not
fish aggrandizement and plunder.
Governor of New Hampshire, is an old sailor,
of
listening dust the man to put at the wheel these stormy
many who had the privilege
*-t, Louis Times.
to his stirring patrotie language will be times.
A Nevada < hiniitnan cut down six telegraph
likely to forget in a long time his earnest
poles for tin-wood and used the wire to make
appeal for the great, toiling masses of the fox traps. He was last -eeu going up a hill.
people. His portraiture of a splendid gov- There was a man after him.
In the Ohio legislature on .Monday a bill \vm
ernment surrounded by a wretched, prosintrude ,jd imposing a line of s>.» for taking the
trated, overburdened population cannot mime nf Hod in vain. Old Beil Wade is not to

The good is oft interred with their hones."
The public having nearly recovered
Illinois, Chairman ot the
l’or tiie sake of art, however, as well as llieted brethren over worse than Ked Sea
of
inCommittee
and
and
of
effect
the
Kennebec
Journal's
from
the
Means,
Ways
obtained by flagrant usurpation, and was
the nation’s honor, 1 wish the original de- dillieulties.
utterly destitute of foundation either in sinuated, because lie had never made a story of the loon with ids feet frozen into
We have had an invasion of visitors this
more deeply convinced
law or justice. They could not bo more set speech, that he was incapable ot one. the ice, that paper proceeds to further re- signers had been
week
in the shape of some two hundred
but.
till
lit
alone
•nun
that not
republics
violent or more insolent if they expected We called attention to the fact that Mr. late the marvels ot the river, as follows—
Indiana editors and their ladies, who have
so struck whilst
is
and
nature
limiter
on
A
in
this
(
Uv
chased
a
fox
to
the
ungrateful,
the popular verdict to be speedily set aside Morrison was shot through the lungs in
ice in the river: the fox fell through a breath- the iron was
hot, ami hammered out been doing Washington and its sights in
the late war. and that the wound incapacby a decision of the supreme court, and
ing hole, nn as drowned, and afterwards was
tished up by a tone lisherman prospecting for enough “filthy lucre” to have made this great glory lor the past lew days. They
their old supremacy to be restored, en- itated him from a prolonged use of his
Thomas cods.
“tribute ol respect” a glory instead of a stand politically sixty-tour for Hendricks
voice. The Age refuses to publish that
larged ami confirmed. In short, these
and reflection upon our national for President to one hundred and twentyBut it goes on to still further lying
fact.
disgrace
In answer to a resolution ot the House
minority Republicans conduct themselves
one for Morton;
but without regard to
injustice by copying other falsehoods from oi Representatives, the President lias pride and energy.
like spoiled children, who,
having long a
have
been
dined
and wined, feted
ol
The
location
ot
this
party
Teat
Mr.
pyramidal pile
M„ transmitted
Chicago paper.
paper says
been petted by too indulgent parents,
copies ol the correspondence
marble
and
is one of the most con- and complimented and introduced, spe<
in
his
tor
the
granite
pres- with the Spanish government concerning
biography
making up
resent the first exercise ot
parental d:sto the favorable consideration of
near
and beautiful in the
as

< levviand, C incinnati,
New York, Chicago
and sr. Louis have already presented their
claims idr the 1>< m<-: iti<- National Convention.

tion.
an

inent members

on

both sides, and from

only

native and naturalize,1 citizens w ill be emnew awl large derrick lias been erected oil the wharf at Ilurrieam

ployed here in future.\

Island, that will weigh a stone of twenty live
toils.The days have lengthened sutlirienth
to make a halt hour's more time, amt government workmen now put in eight and three
fourth hours as a day's work.Mr. Turner.
the school teacher, lias opened an evening
school for those who

are

unable to attend the

day session.Marble and iron mines ha\ c been
discovered on Isle an Hunt, and a eompam
from Ibis place have gone over prospecting. If
found in paying(piantities they will be worked.
.The workmen are paid oil' monthly, and
last week

pav week. The wage-amount
to about $fi0,000 per month.
was

—Such

men in the United States Senate
the Democrats have recently elected
will do honor to the country, lion. ,1. 15.
as

Beck ol

U. LaKentucky and lion. U.
of Mississippi are statesmen from
whose broad views, liberal minds and

mar

conservative tendencies the country has
much to expect.
—Col.

Osgood,

manager ol the Augusta
members of the

Editorial Association to attend the reading
by Airs. Scott Siddons, on Friday evening.
-The Portland hen show is considered
to have been a success, although there

good

it.

dr. George T. Porter of Calais, died Friday
morning of »*i rebo-spiua! meningitis, in a logging camp about eleven miles out. He was
with a party on a hunting expedition.
l'wo hui;• 1 • t and twenty men are now a.
at the Katalniiu Iron Works, cutting
>u
wood. cm.
bundled aud twenty horseart1 also iu u-c. hauling wood and iron.
work

<

The Boston Herald say- it is probable that
thr night tram between Boston and Baugowill be 1 •••utitiu1 d. i- Mr. Pullman and the
Maine Central pc«)pl*‘ cannot come to terms.
The (Hanger.- an* buying a good deal at
\
wholr-aie.
imiurii-r amount of feed from
th»* Wr-t has hern brought into the state under
the operatise principle til- pa-t few month.-.

They were seated at a late dinner, when the
door bell rang, and the servant handed a car l
to Jones’v ile.
"Good gracious! it’s our minister. and P\c been eating >nion-!” she exclaimed.
An old bachelor in south Middlcboro,
bringing up hi.- mere iu novel wav.
he disco'.ci*s h-T walking home with a
man he roinprls liei to pav a tine of ten
Hr i- getting rich la-t.

Owing

to

t iimeroii.-

appliealious

Ma—.
When
young
rents.

for spue* iu

Memorial Hall, the •ontennial board of finance
hav-- dn-id- d t" "fri t an additional building tbi
tin- accommodation of tine art-, and have already
uiveii out the i• uura- t-.

Kgypt’s go.i Is for xhibitiou at the Centennial iia\
b.-ru received and placed in the Centennial buildings. Australia -rnds three1 hundred tolls of goods.
The Cap*- of Good Hop*
srnd- '-7 eases uf goods.
Lewiston and Auburn have "a ved 4<>i)n ton*
of coal tie' past two months over and above
wliat Hi
eoiisunintion would have been had
the weather been as cold as last winter. That
is a >:tving of about ss;>,nuu.
Schooner < ir* yhound, a small packet of North
Haven, < apt. Mills, mi>"tayed in heating out of
l’ulpit Harbor. North Ila\»'ii, and went ash -r*
Friday. She immediately biiged and her hull
i" a total los"; partiail) injured.
Roberts, chairtnau of the Maine Centenboard, has roi-eived won! that a special

Hen.

nia!

building for leather and leather products is
he built at the Centennial.

All

to

Fasten*
tanners an* urgently requested to contribute t
the exhibition.
our

>

•*F*»u o.m.Oni.v." Thi-. gleaming from the
back of each par r chair. is what met the astonished gaze ot Mary and diaries upon theit
return from meeting Sunday evening.
It is
sail! to have tieen the work of an eeoiiomical
mother. [Hartford Rost.
1

A Frenchman at Louisville recently ate thiriv qttaiF in thirty .lays, winning a wager there
by, and ha> sinee repeated the gastronomic feat.
If i" said tile thing lias been often attempted in
Furope, but never accomplished. The French
man

must

be

fellow.

a games

’apt. R Nii-hols of Maine, ofthe schooner R.
H. Sildey. an-i*"t«*d a tew days ago for heating
his cook, John A. H. Alers, while on a voyage
from Philadelphia to Rillau, was again arraigned >uturdas and committed in jjs'iOUO hail to
await the action ofthe Hrand Jury.
The Somerset Reporter tells of the cruelty <>i
wretch in South >t ion to his horse; after the
poor animal had de-d tV m abuse, it was found,
that the ribs on one "idhad been «-ompletel\
broken from Hie "puial column hv the heating
it had reei-ived. and other parts'of the bods
were mutilated.

a

The Couricr-Liurn.il r -1! >-d' an impecunious
tramp thermisvas who offered a cancelled postage "tamp tor sab- at a high price as a sai led
relic, declaring that it was from one of St.
Raid’s letter" to the 'orinthians. This is a hard
winter, requiring great industry to earn an
honest living.
K nriii kv lea,* which is the Washington
for bourbon whiskey, will not hereafter
he sold in the corridors or ante-rooms of the
National Capitol. Speaker Kerr ha>
put his
veto upon the practice, and "avs the habit that
prevailed for years shall noi continue while Inis Speaker of tile Ii aise

name

Lyceum, has invited the

was a

lairs is
the bottom,
lr. will be conductgo
ed \\ iLh closed doors, lr-t its object.* be defeated, which i- to get at guilty parties.

deal ol fuss and leathers about

The Penobscot valley
sented to any extent.

was

not repre-

ldiesday night last the ham of Mrs. Newman
of Orono, sva> nter- <1 and among other things
taken were tim e quarter" of beef, fifteen bushe I"
of oaf", and t s\
bushels of peas. James
>

New man, a u ph wo the ul\ whose premises
were robbed. w:i" arrested on suspicion of l*<
ing concerned in the robbery.

W. H. Minerse\, of Augusta, has been appointed l>eput\ Collector 1 >. Internal Reve-

f«»rthe district eimsolidated from the 4th
uid f»th. The district im-ludes the towns ot
Camden, Hope, Appleton, No. Haven, \ ina!haven, Rockland and so. Tliomaston. II»m.
Hiram Ruggles of Rangor, i> Collector.

nue

War, they tell us, is raging at Washington in the Maine delegation. According
to our correspondent there, the parties in
tile eonlliet are Senator Ilamlin of Maine
and Mr. l’laisted. the Representative of
the Bangor District, and the light is said
to exceed in bitterness
anything of the
kind in Maine polities for years. Mr. Hamlin, it is represented, aims to defeat Mr
l’laisted and elect Bewellyu Powers < !
Aroostook next autumn ; consequently he
is trying to get ail the oilices in the district awav from Mr. Plaisted and his
friends. Tin; first contest, which has been
over the postmaster at Moulton, had
just
terminated. Hamlin is accused of gross
duplicity in getting William L. Boyd apMr. Plaisted advocated the appointed
pointment of F. W. Pierce. Hamlin and
Plaisted went to the Postmaster-!tenoral,
and each admitted tiiat tin; candidate of
the other was personally respectable and
unobjectionable. The Postmaster-general
favored Hamlin’s man and the President
wanted to gratify Mr. Plaisted. When
Hamlin found tiiat lie was going to lie
beaten, lie preferred charges ot smuggling against Mr. Pierce. This enabled
him to get Boyd appointed. Pierce and
several others swear tiiat this is false, and
Plaisted is preparing to pay oil' the Senator for his trick when the
opportunity
comes.
Several of Hamlin’s colleagues
denounce his action in this case as one of
tlie meanest of all his performances. [Boston

Herald.

I he
t m s-nith < ir !m got- on between
Gov. CiniiiibiTkiin and .M<*v.- ami
1 lie latter made a speech to tie* le gislature the

Whippet*.

other* day, in wliieh lie romp< iv-i M

with
('hamberlain.
H< said; “When Moses is a
saint in heaven, < hamberlain will he howling
in lu ll.*'
H
reposed i.. take his seat as judge
or die.
A newspaper
*n.-prudent tells the llangoi
ommeivial that tie trip of the Legislative
Committee that vi>ir. <! the urono College lust
vear cost the state tin* lire sum of >-22.so. The
expense was made 111u- great by the large partv
of friends tin* committee brought along with
them,
fliis year the committee will meander
sadly down alone.
(

The annual mooting of tin* Maine state Association lor the protection of tish was held in
Augusta. Thursday evening. The old officers
were generally re-elected,
interesting remarks
were made upon the subject of tish culture l»v
Messrs. Kimball of Bath. Atkins ot Bucksport,
Bisboo of Buektield, Stillwell and Stanley, lish
commissioners. Manasseh ^inith of Portland,
and others.
A Rockland dispatch says parties from Chicago and New York have bonded n portion of the
southerly side ot Me nu llaut, anu contemplate
at once building a first-class hotel fora summer
resort. A large number of cottages will be
erected by Boston and New York parties. The
same parties have also purchased a tract of
land on tie* north side of the island, embracing
a black marble quarry, which is to be
opened

immediately.

Bowiioiniiam. Jail. 21, Mr. John Grady
seriously injured to-day in a very singular
lie accidentally fell upon the ice
while driving a team and as the sled heavily
loaded passed
by him, the sled broke through
tipping toward him and buried him some three
was

manner,

.V lady member of a family in Marinas more
than a year ago while ’‘slirring up” a straw
bed lost a ring from her finger. Strict search
was made but the ring could not lie found. The
straw was emptied in the spring in the stable
and used as bedding for horses, and thrown
upon the manure heap; the manure was hauled about three miles and used on a potato lot.
The crop of potatoes was dug and cellared, and
last Tuesday, as the man was cutting some of
them to feed his horses, his knife struck upon
some hard substance, whicli on investigation
proved to be the identical ring lost in the straw
bed more than a year previous.

feet under the water. He remained there some
ten minutes and was taken out in an insensible
condition and badly injured.

Cardinal McCloskey, in his address to the
Catholic Union of New Yoik, on
Thursday
night, in referring to the school question, hit
the situation exactly when he told his hearers
that the tire had been kindled, and it was expected that Catholics would supply the fuel.
Like the sensible man that he is, he urged them
to disappoint this hope.
This is the sentiment
One of Denison's paper stock houses at Me- of the head of the church in America. Where
chanic Falls, was burned Saturday night, boss, I is that opposition to the schools coming from?
I [Philadelphia Times.
$10,000; insurance, $0000.

News of the City and
The doctors are
Irora vaccination.

now

Sheriff Norton destroyed

Connty.

expecting

a

harvest

The few slight snow falls of late have made
tolerable sleighing.
How would

a

$30,000 Masonie Temple look

Lancaster's corner?

on

The centennial tidy buttons
hot cakes at Johnson A Co.'s.

are

going like

A lodge of Good Templars lias been organized at Hall's Corner, Belmont.
In the gang of 25 paving stone cutters at Oitv
point, six nations are represented.
The lack of good travelling makes trade dull,
and dealers are feeling rather blue.
it is proposed by the officers of Corinthian
R. A. Chapter to have a public installation.
The Masons of Belfast will petition the Legislature to be incorporated into a Building Association.

Terribly hard time to get a drink now. Belfast never experienced such a drought in the

a

lot of confiscated

whiskey Tuesday.
Corkscrews arc being picked up from the
streets now. No further use for them, you
know.
The latest

from the small pox patients
at Morrill is favorable.
No apprehension of its
spread is now felt.
Mr. Critchett, proprietor of the Belfast Shoe
proposes to scud some samples of
shoes to the Centennial.

The ice in Ilazeltino Si Bickford's pond is
about fifteen inches in thickness, and ice cutting will shortly commence.
John L. Locke is reported to have sold his
furniture stock to Thompson and Mathews,
who will divide it between their stores.
The sell. Win. Frederick, of Belfast, has chartered to load general cargo at New York for

Genoa, Italy.

The charter is a very

good

one.

Among the lot of whiskey seized at Lincohiville Beach are four barrels known as “crookwithout

tl"*

government

stamp.

whiskey line.

Where’s Babcock'*

Martin l’atterson, of tlie east side, slipped
on the street, Monday, and broke both hones ot

Freil Atwood advertise?* >oiue excellent and
reliable lire insurance companies. T'lte Gloucester Company, which lias its statement in today's paper, is among the best and soundest.

the leg below the knee.
I'lie owner of those sixteen barrels of whis-

key

eaii

appropriately quote Shak-pere—"Oil.

thou incisible

spirit of

wine.”

Horace Tliurlow took liis white squirrel to
Poultry show at Portland last week, and
drew two prizes ol £j and £7.

The latest advices from Jacksonville are that
the lire in the sell. Florida's cargo lias been extinguished, and the vessel will he saved. The
has been

burning

mure

than

<

Pitcher A (lot-ham are loading sell. Frank
Jameson with hay for Charleston; also sell,
l.izzie Carr, for a southern port.

The Good Templars have become so numerous in this city that their quarters at the Universalist church arc inadequate. They have
leased Pierce’s Ilall. and will oecupj that in

Men who eontraet to clear the walks of snow
11
leaving an easy time thus far this winter.
I'.ik Fehruary and March

are

coining.

all tliat seized whiskey shall he suffered to
run into the harbor, won’t there be danger of
getting tight by eating clams from tbe flats
i;

i he detective recently here had

no

trouble in

ientifying the railroad wood, as it is all sawn
with a circular saw. The pilferers didn’t think
that.

ol

chimney

A

Axel

an a

Hay-ford,

tenement

building

owned by

Federal street, was overthrown by the high w ind of Friday, and smashed in the roof.
ed

on

Among the local n-w spaper news it is assertn good authority that Mr. I.ueius H. Murch,

ate

editor of the snspeudei. Weekly Advertis(ms become a-sistant editor of the Prog.

Age.
apt. Unbelt 11. Coombs left last Tuesday for
1 iverpool, where he will take charge ofhis ship,
( apt. James It. Ilarriman, now
he Cora.
n
omiuand of the Cora, will hr- transferred
.o

the Alice Buck.
ltn

eu-e

of the 4V bottles of 11 olden Sheaf

whiskey that y\as seized on the steamboat
wharf recently, came before the Police Court,
No one claiming 1 he liquor, it was
Saturday
ordered to be destroyed.
three deaths have occurred in Morrill tiie
past week from small pox, and additional eases
are reported.
Mr. Morrill, at Belmont, has
closed his store, and other precautions have
been taken to arrest the spread ol the disorder.
It was

by
at
it

(toy.

a

pretty good price that

Crosby

was

obtained

and co-heirs for the lot of laud

the corner of Main and High streets. The
is 41* by si containing 4Uis square feet. At

1*7,7)00 this would he £l.stl per foot,
rate of
per acre.

or

at

the

Hudson, Mass., paper gives an account of
the partial burning of the Tripp Bros.' box
luclory and saw mill at that place recently,
A

the Messrs.

argo

one

month.

1'ic

future.
meek looking old lady with an empty bottle, applied at the delivery of the post office on
Tuesday for **a little sperrit for a case of sickness.” She said she had tried every other place,
A

in vain.
Matters at the Police Court

quiet,

the

Judge receiving

hut

are
one

unusually
call—to sit

upon the case of the confiscated whisky. Formerly his custom mostly came from the effects
of that article.
Attention is called to the notice of dissolution
Burkett A; Co.,
of copartnership of Geo. Y\
Geo. \V. Burkett will conduct the business in
future.—Also to the dissolution of the firm of
A. P. Mansfield A Co. Mr. A. P. Mansfield
will assume the business.—The Andrews Brothers announce the closing out sale of cloth-

ing and carpets, preparatory to taking in the
spring stock. They offer excellent bargains.—
Dr. Homer lias provided himself with vaccine

preventive small pox, and invites
everybody to come to him for vaccination.—
Field or sea glasses for sale by Daniel Fawner.
matter,

to

as

Mrs. Kben Klwell was thrown
Bkooks.
from a wagon on Saturday evening, by which
her

arm was

broken.

Monuok. Mr. Wilson Colson, while in the
woods chopping, fell a tree which partially
lodged upon a standing one, and swinging
around hit him, and broke both hones of oue

leg-

_

Maine

Legislation.

.Ian. I'd. Iii {lie Senate, a petition of
204 ladies ol Norway was presented lor
an act to prohibit the sale of native wines
and cider at retail. Orders passed providing for a joint special committee on all
matters relating to temperance and the
prohibitory law, and Senators Wheelwright, lvyes and Jordan were appointed
on the part ot the Senate; a tavorahle report was made on the memorial of the
National Board of Trade relating to the

by

railroads in the hands of

trustees.
Relating to orders of assignment committee reported lavorably on
the order relating to election returns, and
on the bill relating to administrators and
trustees.

Jan. 12.

news

Factory,

ed,^ being

and property

House—Orders

posing further provisions

passed:

Pro-

of law to prevent lircs in forests: looking to the amendment of tne Revised Statutes relating to
line fences: to further legislation to protect the rights of married women.
Presented and referred : A petition for
the establishment of a term ot court at

Frye burg, Oxford County ; for a change
ol charter of the Maine Dairymen’s Association ; of the Maine Medical Society, for
a State Board ot Health; a bill to amend
chapter 21 of the Revised Statutes relating to the relief of indigent persons; a bill
to amend chapter 24 ot tho Revised Statutes relating to the relief of needy persons.
Rills to
Reported by Committees:
amend charter of Alumni Association of
Rates College so that membership shall
not be granted to others than regular
graduates; to incorporate the Rockland,
Mt. Desert and Sullivan Steamboat Company ; to incorporate Home lor Aged Men
at Bangor; to amend chapter SO of the
Revised Statutes relating to ileer and caribou ; an act relating to proceedings in
judicial courts was tabled on its passage
to he engrossed. Rills relating to auctioneers and change of names were enacted.
The House ad journed to 2 o’clock Monday afternoon.
Jail 24. In the Senate orders were passed
directing the committees to inquire into the expediency of it law to prevent imprisonment for
debts less than $20; also relating to the enlistment of a military company, and whether it
lias been

according to law.
House—Application for a

charter to navigate
the Saco Hirer: resolution in favor of the Wilton Academy. Orders passed : Looking to the
law to prevent gambling on fair grounds and
Hie sale of intoxicating liquors near the same;
relating to commutation tickets on railroads;
relating to the pension laws. The Committee
on Insane Hospital reported a revenue appropriating #6000 for an insane hospital chapel,
_

■t Hood Templars a silk banner was offered to
ihe lodge that would make the largest gain ot
members from that time to the tirst of February.
Pin- contest lias narrowed down to Belfast

Lodge and a lodge near Portland. At their
meeting last week. Belfast lodge initiated 41
eaudiikites, and 07 at a previous meeting. They
have one more evening before the time expires,
relating to the duties ot Clerk of Courts.
they believe they will win the prize and beThe Regal Committee will report bills
come the banner lodge of the state.
to amend the Revised Statutes, relieving
of less than litty inhabiThere is trouble iu the town school at Jack- the Plantations
tants from making annual returns; to inson, where several large boys attempted to take
tlie Bridgton Telegraph Comcharge of the school house, the teacher includ- corporate
to incorporate the Maine Oddfeled, but came to grief. Mr. Harry K. Thurston pany;
lows' Mutual Relict Association. The inof Belfast, is teaching the unexpired term of a
surance Committee voted to report a bill
former master, who was turned away through
to incorporate the Equity Insurance Comtlie instrumentality of these boys. Last week,
Mr. Pike's interest
pany, of Portland.
Mr I
after having some difficulty, went to bill was considered
by the Financial Comthe school house, found the shutters closed ami mittee.
Ought not to pass will be reportthe room in charge of the boys.
A knock ed on it.
Adverse reports will be made
down ensued in which the teacher with some on several proposed amendments of (ho
help came off best. The boys are now under Revised Statutes, relating to liens on suparrest to appear before a Justice at Brooks. plies to vessels and baggage nl the guests
at hotels.
Mr. T. proposes to keep the school out.
Jan. 20. In the Senate an order was
Kirk.
Four o’clock Tuesday morning lire
relating to amending the statutes,
passed
was discovered proceeding from the porch of
so as to tax property in corporate places.
Capt. Daniel McFarland’s house on the corner The order providing for the submission of
of Congress and Franklin streets. The main the death
penalty to the people was taken
house was brick, with wooden porch and barn. from the table and passed.
Presented
The lire department was a long time in getting and referred—Acts relating to the American Bank at Hallowed; to incorporate
to the spot, owing to the bad travelling, and the
lire had entered the main building before wa- the American Savings Bank ; to prevent
Favorable
ter was procured.
The furniture in the lower the careless use of firearms.
was made oil the act to incorporate
part was saved, but a portion in the chambers report
the Odd Fellows’ Mutual Belief Associawas destroyed.
The buildings were entirely
tion o! Maine.
consumed, leaving the brick walls alone standIn the House petitions of a large numing. The tire is supposed to have originated
ber ol towns fora normal school at Bridgfrom a defective chimney. Loss about #3,000; ton were
presented. A bill was oll'ercd
insured with Cox ,t Field for $2,500. The
requiring clerks of courts to publish a lisame building took lire last October from a like
naucial statement of counting in the newscause.
papers therein ; also, one to incorporate
Mr. Ileald, of Portland, the special detective the Commercial Wharf Company of Portland, with a capital stock of $100,000;
ot the Maine Central Railroad, was iu this
city
also, one to give further protection to rail.ast week
looking up some delinquencies. road
employes, and another to abolish the
About all the losses that the road has experdeath penalty and regulate the manner of
ienced in this vicinity have been in the wood
applying for pardons in certain cases.
department. There have been pilferings from
Orders passed
Looking to various
the woodshed of considerable amount, and a
amendments of the revised statutes; relatlist of the thieves i- in the hands of the detecing to damage on ways; liens for labor in
tive. They will he invited to call and settle- quarries;
paupers on organized plantaA clue was also found to some larger opera- tions; collection ol taxes; salaries of State
tions, and a car load of the company’s wood officers. An order was also passed lookdiscovered in one of Wyman's buildings, close ing to an amendment to the Constitution,
to the track.
Jt took Ileald but a little while providing for biennial session ol the Legislature. Adverse reports were made on
to satisfy liimsell that this was a fraudulent
the bill relating to interest, which report
and
that
the
wood was bought of
transaction,
was tabled; on orders relating to lien on
the conductor in charge of a wood
train, at a
spoolwood and liens of mechanics; homevery low- price. There are some whisperings
stead exemption laws; relating to allowIn regard to other persons in the employ of the
ing school committees to determine when
company, but we do not learn that they have schools, in towns, shall
begin; on petiany foundation. The company’s attorney will
tions—relating to killing deer, and favordeal with the matter.
able on bills to incorporate the Equity
Since the lire of last May, which destroyed Fire Insurance Company of Portland,
the inside fixtures of Masonic Hall, the frater- Bridgton Telegraph Company and the
Hibernian Society at Biddelord. The bill
nity have been looking about with the view to
to incorporate the Bed Granite Company
building a structure suitable to their wants.
of Calais was referred to the Committee
We now have the pleasure of chronicling the
on Judiciary, in order to ascertain the exfirst real step in that direction. On Saturday
ol such legislation, now that it
pediency
last they succeeded in effecting the purchase of
is prohibited by the Constitution.
the lot at the corner of Main and High streets,
•Ian. Jl.
In Die senate were
presented
now occupied by the wooden stores of J. C.
several petitions for additional penalties
Thompson, David Lancaster, and Charles II. against those engaged in the liquor trallie
Mitchell. The lot is 49 feet on Main and SO feet a bill relating to additional
security of lile
un High street, and is one of the
in the interior waters of the State; a bill
most desirable
locations in town. The price
paid was #7,500, relating to amending the Revised Statutes
charitable associations and puband was subscribed in shares of
#30 each, by relating to
libraries. An adverse report was made
members of the Masonic
fraternity. It is pro- lic
posed to erect a substantial iron and brick build- on an order relating to the repeal of eorin the public schools.
ing costing from $25,000 to #30,000. The first porial punishment
An order was passed looking to the better
floor 1 o contain stores, the second
offices, and
protection of policy holders of lite insurthe remaining portions above to he litted
The report of the State
up ance companies.
suitable to the wants of all the Masonic bodies
Commissioner was received and
Liquor
in the city.
Whether they will build this year ordered to be
printed. The Senate ador next remains to lie decided.
journed to Monday at i' 1’. M. % In tne
A
Uncle Sam as a Temperance Detec- House were presented and referred.
tive.
Some suspicious movements at I.incoln- petition for an act to incorporate the Old
ville Beach recently attracted the attention of Orchard Reach Railroad Company; a bill
counties to maintain all bridges
the custom house authorities. A storehouse requiring
costing more than $1000; a bill authorizon a wharf there was hired by a Belfast man,
ing school committees of towns to transand there was much travelling to and fro. The
fer scholars from graded schools, acadedose watch kept resulted in the discovery that mies or other educational
institutions, and
a
quantity of barrels were landed and stored the Selectmen to pay per capita money
one night by a schooner that
such
scholars
in
of
to
such institutions; a bill
slipped quietly
and out. Then the officials
swooped down on to incorporate the Maine General llonnc—

the fourteen casks and claimed them as contraband. An investigation shew that
they contained mostly American whiskey, as well as
two other barrels found in a
neighboring barn.
Of course they could not have been
smuggled,
and were released. But sheriff Norton stood

by, and took them in the name of the state, as
being intended for illegal sale. They wero
carted up and deposited in the jail on
Saturday
night. The liquors were landed by the sch.
Lizzie Poor, from Boston, and are supposed to
have been the property of Henry Wyman.
Their value is about $1,200.

Brighton Cattle Market.

Senator Eaton, ot Connecticut, repeated
on Wednesday, in reply to Senator Sherman, what he had previously stated, viz:
that his attention had been called six
months ago to the discrepancies in the
treasury statements, and that obtaining
the cooperation ol one of the shrewdest
bankers in the country—a republican
per lb.
('alf Skins ltal.V per lb; Sheep and LambSkins
they had devoted three weeks to examin$1 25a 1 75 each.
of
the
the
of
the
Secretary
ing
reports
store Cattle —Yearlings $!lal<5; two year olds
Treasury, the Register of tiie Treasury $lf>ii23; three year olds $lGa45 per head
Milch Cows—Extra $25al»3; ordinary $?5a50.
and the debt statements, and the concluSheep and Lambs—prices ranging from (5 l-2a7 l-2c
sion they came to was that there is not
per lb.
an accountant in ttie United States who
Swine—store pigs, wholesale Sa9c, retail lOallc.
Fat Hogs—1*000 in market, price 8a8 1-24
per lb.
can take those documents and toil within
per lb.
fifty millions of dollars what tlie public
debt oftlie United States is.
—

half

of Wisdom.

Words

1H i'tku—We quote line N York and Vermont fall
made butter at 30u33c; fair to good 24a28; common
18a22c; Western 28a30c; fair to good 22a25c; common 19a21c; bakers’ 15al8c.
Cheese—We quote fine factory, including Northern and Western, at 12al2 1-2c; good do at llall 1 2c;
common and medium at lOallc per lb.
Eggs—Eastern 20c; Western 22a23c; Northern2Gc
per doz.
Beans
Mediums $145al50; pea beans $1 GOa
1 80; yellow eyes $2 25 per bush.
Potatoes,"&c.—Hose and Peerless 40a45c; Jacksou Whites at 50a55c pi r bush.
Onions $1 50 per bl.
Apples—York State Apples $3 25a3 50 perbbl;
common apples $2 25a2 50.
H \v and Straw—We quote Hay at $20a$21 per
ton for prime lots of coarse ; $17a$18 for medium,
$10a$15 for fine; Straw at $24a$25 per ton.

Banks with the true chivalsoldier ami the instincts of :t patriot, gave expression to the following
during the debate on amnesty on Thurs-

Kx-Speaker

ry

oi

day

a

:

Winslow,
ol

well known politician, owner
tlie Boston Daily News and a large
a

holder ol stock in the Boston Post. He has
left the country.
It is said this evening that Hon. B. F. Hayes’
forged to four notes of £10,000 each,
are now held by different hunks as collateral, and there is no end to the rumors of additional discoveries ol forgeries. The National
Security Bank has #'7,0UU worth of forged paper, Init will lose nothing; and it is believed
the National Exchange Bank and Maverick National Bank have a large amount. The National
Commonwealth Bank had some transactions
with Winslow, but will lose nothing. The insurance
policies on his furniture, recently
burned, amounting to $17,000, he sold in part
to two different persons, who advanced money
on them and are losers thereby.
Some
name was

which

PRIVATE PARTIES

it is said bold fully £100,000 worth of Winslow’s
paper, a large proportion of which it is feared
is worthless, and tlie total amount of paper issued by him is stated by the Herald to be £2o0000. Tlie same
paper says it is quite probable
he lias systematically carried on the business
of forgery, endeavoring to take up forged paper
with other worthless notes until driven to the
wall.
ME GOES TO llRAZIL.

The Journal inis information from reliable
that Winslow, with his family, sailed
for Brazil last Saturday. No efforts have as
yet been made to arrest him or discover his
ft will require several days to
movements,
fully disclose the extent ot rascality, as several
hanks outside of Boston are said to have been
victimized.
sources

A

STATEMENT BY THE POST.

Where
Pints

BELFAST
Corrected

By Cm

FORGERIES OE POST STOCK.

The IIcrald says Winslow's position as Treasurer of the Post Company gave him tlie opportunity to issue forged stock of that paper, and
that tlie amount so issued by him for use as
collateral will reach a very large sum, but this
may prove incorrect, as the statement of the
Post would indicate.
Winslow was formerly a Methodist preacher,
one

of tlie

publishers

of Zions Herald, and an

active prohibitionist, lie was an ardent ltepubliean in polities. Ilis purchase of the Post
was affected by the aid of friends.
Col. Greene
and all the old proprietors made a sale of the
whole establishment for cash, and retired.

The Senate,

Wednesday,

and

it

all

Come

Apples

Dried Apples
Hutter
Cheese

Kggs

Round Hog
Pork Hacks
Lard
Beef
Veal

quarts of lilthv Catarrhal dis-

resumes

the

Tuesday.

The Senate Holiday referred the credentials
of Air. Eustis as Senator from Louisiana to the
committee on elections. The resolve to investigate the affairs of the Treasury department after further statements hv Air. Davis, was referred to tlie finance committee instead of a
s-pecial committee, yeas 2ft, nays 22. The preamble alleging discrepancies in the Treasury
department was laid on the table. The Senate
resumed the consideration of the hill to provide
for a commission on the subicct of alcoholic
liquors traffic, ltejected Air. Bayard’s amendment instructing the commission to inquire
whether the use of opium as a substitute for
alcoholic drinks had not become more general
in consequence of legislation.
The House referred the testimony in regard
to Hie Pacific mail subsidy to the
judiciary committee to consider what'aetion should be taken
in
reference
to
the
House
bv
members inculpated by that testimony. A bill was passed directing the commissioners for the District of Columbia to cover into the United States treasury
#222,707 for the payment of the February interest on tin; 3.66 bonds and fully protecting the
government from any obligtion to pay the principal or interest of bonds issued contrary to
law.
In llie House Tuesday, the day was occupied
mostly in discussion of the Centennial appropriation hill, giving a million and a halt in its
aid. It was passed by 146 to 130.

Washington Matters
STATE OF THE POST OFFICE DEPARTMENT.

Investigations by the present House are
ugly things. A year ago Postmaster Gen-

eral .Jewell was for relorm. The straw-bid
opathic Hospital; a petition to incorporate scandal was to bo probed to the bottom. He
the Ellsworth Marine Insurance Company began, and was terrified
by what he found.
a bill to amend chapter 70 of the Revised
It would not do to go on. It would ruin
Statutes, relating to the time when as- the party, and he stopped. Put the House
signees shall lile inventories; a bill to reg- committee has got a peep into the rottenulate and limit municipal indebtedness; a ness, and Mr. Jewell is confronted with the
bill to amend chapter 400 of the Revised evidence that the best contracts in LouisiStatutes relating to fishways; several pe- ana, Arkansas and Texas have been let for
titions for more effectual suppression of years on the fraudulent straw-bid
system ;
the manufacture and sale of intoxicating and what is particularly bad lor the head
liquors, and further penalties against the of the department is that there is abundliquor traffic. Orders passed: inquiring ant evidence that he was apprised of the
whether further legislation is necessarv to frauds a year ago, but faihed to
expose the
provide a remedy for injuries to persons guilty parties and bring them to justice.

Dry Cod
1'ollock

all come from? The
lines the chambers of

Turkey

Chicken
Fowl
Geese
Duck

Jackson’s Catarrh Snuff
TROCHE POWDER,

AND

DELIGHTFUL AND PLEASANT REMEDY

A

IN

Catarrh, Headache, Jiao' Breath, Jloarseness, Asthma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deafness, ij'r.,
disorders resulting from COLDS in

Hoad, Throat

and

Vocal Organs.

This Remedy does not “DRY UP” a Catarrh but
LO< >SKNS it ; frees the head of all offensive matter,
'juiekly removing Bad Breath and Headache; allays
and soothes the burning heat in Catarrh; is so mild
and agreeable in its effects that it
positively

Cures Without Sneezing!
As a Troche
is pleasant to the taste,
and never nauseates; when swallowed, instantly
gives to the Throat and Vocal Organs a

Powder,

are

Delicious Sensation ot Coolness Sc Comfort
is the

The way “to minister to a mind diseased” ito take Peruvian Syrup, a protected solution of
the protoxide of iron, which gives strength
and vigor to the whole svstem, restores the digestive organs to perfect health, therein- restoring the mind to it natural vigor.

best Voice Tonic in the world!

Try it! Safe, Reliable,
by Druggists, or
COOPER, WILS&N

Sold

and

only 35 Cent9.

mailed free ; address
k

CO., l’rop’rs, Philadelpia.

AY. W. Whipple k Co., Portland, Me.; Geo. C.
Goodwin & Co.; Weeks & Potter; Rust Bros, k
Bird. Boston, wholesale agts.
lyl'ti

When each player in a four-handed game of
euchre holds the “right bower*’ at the same
time, it is pretty good evidence that the influence of the Moody and Sankey revival meetings
has not been as extended a- it should.

PERSONAL NOTICE.
Notice is hereby given that all officers, sailors,
and soldiers, wounded, ruptured, or injured in the
late rebellion, however slightly, are entitled to a

A Consumptive Cough becomes terrible in
March and April. These are the worst months
in the year for persons with diseased lungs.
Avert danger by an immediate resort to Hale’s
Honey ok Hoiieihh i» am* Tak. For -ale bv
all druggists.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in om* minute.

an

increased rate.

No.

Apply immediately through

New Chambers

-4

DR. E. B. JACKSON,
Late Surgeon, U. S. Navy.

St., New York.

Prut.ishkd as v warning and for the benefit of
V'U'ng AIi.v and others who suffer from NERVOUS DEBILITY, LOSS OF MANHOOD, etc., giving his rules of Self-Cure, after undergoing much
suffering and expense, and mailed free on
Address NATHANa post paid directed envelope.
IEL MA A FAIR, P. O. Box 15.1, Brooklvn, N. Y.
si>bin52

home -ome lard in a copy of that paper;
but, on reaching home, found that the concentrated lie had (‘hanged it to -oap.”

CONSUMPTIVES, TAKE NOTICE.
Every moment of delay makes your cure more
hopeless, and much depends on the judicious choice
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of
Dr. Schenek’s Pulmonic Syrup, as a cure for consumption, far exceeds all that can be brought to
support the pretensions of any other medicine. See.
Dr. Schenck’s Almanac, containing the certificates
This is the kind of weather when a man sees of many persons of the highest respectability, who
his wife coining into the room with a scuttle of hav e been restored to health, after being pronounced
coal, and, after she has poured every hit of it incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability.
into the top of the tall stove, say-: “Darn it, Schenck’.- Pulmonic Syrup alone has cured many, as
evidences will show; but the cure is often proHanner, you ought to *ave asked me to do that. these
moted by tlie employment of two other remedies
But It’s too late now.”
which Dr. Schenck provides for the purpose. Tnese
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic
and Mandrake Pills. By the timely use of these
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenck certifies that most any case of Consumption may be

special

column of JACKSON'S CATARRH SNFFF
poWDFR—a

reliable

cured.

reme-

Dr. Schenck will be at the Quincy House, Boston,
on the following Wednesdays, from 0 to 3 o’clock
Jan. 11th and 27th, Feb. 10th and 24th, and March
10th and 24th. t onsultations free; but for a thorough
examination of the lungs, with the Uespirometor,
the price is $5.
Dr. Schenck Is professionally at his principal office, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
every Monday, where all letters of advice must be
addressed.

tf

Why will vor mitek from Rheumatism,
Sprains, Stiff Joints, Swellings, Burns, Scalds
Weak Back, when the Centaur Liniment affords certain relief. Many articles soothe pain
or

a

certain extent, but the Centaur Liniment
The White Liniment is for a human

euros.

MARRIED.

family, the Yellow Liniment is for horses and
animals.—3 m 2*

In Augusta, by Rev. W. II. Dearborn, Mr. Wm*
A. Waterhouse of Minneapolis, Minn., and Miss
Addie 13. Pillsburv, daughter of E. F. Pillsburv, Esq.
In Appleton, 22d inst., Lewis E. Marsh oirRockland and Lucy E. Gusliee of Appleton.
In Rockland, Jan. 13th, Mr. Hiram Rhoades and
Miss Carrie E. Rogers, both of R. Jail. 13, Mr. Eph
raim J. Knowlton and Miss Hannah L. MontgomJan. 14, Mr. R. II. Lothrop of R.,
ery, both of R.
and Miss Cora A. McKenney, of Lincolnville.
In Rockport, Jan. 17, Mr. Daniel Kirkpatrick and
Miss Hattie Balkam, both ofComden.
In So. Thomaston, Jan. 14, Mr. Albert XV. Widens
and Miss Jennie Ar.n Cummings, both of So. T.
in \ inalltaven, Mr. Frank M. Calderwood and
Miss Rachel B. Pierce, both of Camden.
In Ellsworth, ,/un. 13, Mr. JoImi W. Cousins and
Miss Nellie B. Sargent, both of E.
Jan. 18th, Mr.
Charles Whitmore and Miss Helen E. Mitchell, both
of E.
In Hancock, Jan. 15, Mr. Charles A.Gordon and
Miss phebe L. Stratton.
In Seal Cove, Nov. 1.0, Mr. George XV. Haynes and
Miss Maria L. Brown, both of Mt. Desert.
In Cranberry Isles, Jan. 5, Capt. Francis G. Spurling and Miss Emma M. Stanley, both of Cranbei ry
Isles.

Sc'IIKNCiv's PlLMOXIC S V Kl I*. SKA W'l.KD
Toxic, \xi» Mandkakk Tills. These de-

servedly eelelmited and popular
effected

a

medicines have

revolution in the healing art, and

proved

the fallacy of several maxims which
have for many years obstructed the progress of
medical science.
The false supposition that

“Consumption is incurable” deterred physicians
from attempting to find remedies for that disease, and patients afflicted with it reconciled

themselves to death without making an effort
to escape from a doom which they supposed to
be unavoidable. It is now proved, however,
that Consumption can be cured, and that it
has been cured in a very great number of eases
(some of them apparently desperate ones) by
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone; and in other
cases by the same medicine in connection with
Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic and Mandrake Pills,
one or both, according to the requirements of
DIED.
the case.
Dr. Schenck himself, who enjoyed uninter- Obituary notices, beyond the Date, A time and Aye
must be paid for. J
rupted good health for more than forty years,
was supposed, at one time to be at the
very I
In this city, 22.1, of pneumonia, Lot V. Bartlett,
of
his
gate
death,
physicians having pronounced aged 05.
his case hopeless, and abandoned him to fate.
In this city, Jan. 19th, Annie Haskell, daughter of
He was cured by the aforesaid medicines, and, Washington and Mary A. Patterson, aged 8 years, 5
months
and 20 days.
since his recovery many thousands similarly
In Northport. Jan. 25, Albert Lester, only son of
affected have used Dr. Schenck's preparations
George and Melvena Small, aged 3 months 3 days.
with the same remarkable success.
In Camden, Jan. 17, Mrs. H. M.McLellan, aged 70
Full directions accompany each, making it
years.
not absolutely necessary to personally see Dr.
In Boston, Jan. 17th, Norman XV., only child of
Selienek unless patients wish their lungs ex- Wm. and V'elzora McCarty,
formerly of Belfast,
amined, and for this purpose he is professional- aged 5 years.
In Monroe, Jan. 15, Mr. D. P. Campbell, aged 72
ly at his principal office, Corner Sixth and
Arch Sts., Philadelphia, every Monday, where years.
In Ellsworth, Jan. 3, Evle Wardwell, aged 5 yrs.
all letters for advice must be addressed.
In Prospect Harbor, Jail. 12, Mrs. Lydia Emery,
Sehenek's medicines are sold by all druggists.
74
and 9 months.

aged
In

can be made
their stomachs

Cuoss axl> sickly cilll.iULKX

healty and strong by regulating

and bowels with C astora. It is more effective
than Castor Oil and is as pleasant to take as
honey, For Wind Colic, Sour Stomach, Worms
and Costiveness, there i< nothing in existence
equal to < astoria.—Jhntis

A

New

Era

in

Cookery.

The great and long felt want of housekeeper*
for suitable cooking vessels, is at last supplied
by Patent Granite Iron fare, acknowledged
at sight to be without a rival in the kitchen.
It
is light, easily cleaned, handsome, wholesome,
and handy. It will neither corrode am 1 poison,
like eooprrware, crack, like cast iron or earthenware, rust, like tinware, or crackle and llakc
oil', like porcelain-lined ware. Kvery piece warranted. Beware of imitations, as every piece
is stamped, “Granite Ironware,” on the bottom. A good line will be found at Messrs.
Wadliu & Merrill, Belfast.
4wl!(i.

Positively

the

Best

Dr. Morris’ Syrup of Tar, Wild Cherry,
and Horeiiound is the very best compound
ever prepared for the immediate relief and
permanent cure of Coughs, Colds, Croup, Whooping Cough, Bronchitas, Asthma, and all diseases of a Consumptive type. It wdl thoroughly eradicate these alarming symptoms in onehalf the time required to do'so by any other
medicine. It is purely vegetable and contains
not a particle of opium or other dangerous
drug. Physicians all over the country endorse
it as the most efficacious antidote known for all
disorders of the throat and lungs.
It never
fails.
Be sure to obtain Dr. Morris’ Syrup of
Tar, Wild Cherry and Horeiiound. Trial sfze,
10 cents.
Wm. 0. Poor & Son sole agents for
Belfast. A. J. Jordan agent for Orland. It. B.
Stover, Agent for Bucksport.
ly22eow
I.YNO’s Katiiairon prevents the Hair from
falling out or turning gray, renews its growth,
and gives strength and vigor.' It is delightfully
perfumed, and makes a splendid dressing. It
is the cheapest and most desirable Hair Tonic
ever produced.
Csed by the elite. Price only
00 cents.
lyr

ASIWKWS.

4w30

OF

JL'I.H \S

ANDltl.W

1ST E W
—AND

>.

OF

:

years

Rockland,

7th inst., Sabra E., wife of Islah P.
Dali, aged 40 years, 4 mos. and 11 days.
in Vinalhaven, Jan. 18th, Julia M. Carleton,
aged
1 year, 4 months and 11 days.
In Waldoboro, Jan. 11, of congestion of the lungs,
Mr. John W. Welt.
In St. George, Jan. 9, Mrs. Elizabeth
Seavey,aged
04 years, 11 months.
At Tenant’s Harbor, Jan. 10, Mrs. Margaret, wife
of Samuel Hart, aged 70 years,
At Tenant’s Harbor, Jan. 15, a
daughter of Clias.
Spencer, aged 9 months.
in Uniou, Jan. 15th, Mr. Geo. Ethel Cummings,
aged 42 years, 11 months.
At Tenant’s Harbor, Jan. 1, Mrs. Sarah J., wife of
Abijah Pease, Jr., aged 37 years, 10 mos., 20 days.
In St. George, Jan. 8, Mellville Clifford, infant sou
of Benson and Mattie Nash.
In Thomaston, Jan. 12, Mr. Hugh McDonald, aged
45 years and 9 months.
In North Haven, Jan. 12, Orliula, wife of Alvin G.
Beverage, aged about 37 years.

Small Pox 'Preventive!
DR.

31, 1875.
1ST D

—AT—

h. W. Burkett Si Ca.’s

pair

ot FIELD or SEA GLASSES, large size,
and of the most approved make, suitable for
sea captains or
any person having similar use for
them. Will be sold very cheap.
Apply to
DANIEL FAUNCE.
Belfast, Jan. 20, 187G.
Uw.iu

Jail.

Previous to taking oil.* annual account of stock,
shall sell lor the next ?0 days, our goods at a

Dissolution of

Dress Goods! Asthma !

GEO. \V RURKETT,
W.M. BURKETT.

We shall sell goods in this department at COST
and l.KSS TH.vN COST.
All Wool Dress Goods
that sold for 07 c per yd., we are now offering at 45c
All Wool Merinos, over a vd. wide, former
per yd.
price $ 1.0U per yd., now selling at 75c per yd.

firm nill make im-

JUST RECEIVED!

EDDY BROS.’

TEMPERANCE
A

SALOON! Black

Sure Cure

Alpacas!

NICE LOT 01-'

Messina

Marked down from 07c to 55c. Alpacas at 50c mark
ed down to 42c, and those at 42c per yd. marked
down to 50c per yd.

Oranges!

MEDICINE.

NEW

Balm of l«ife!

ALSO NICE

Providence/ River

Oysters!

SHAWLS

FOX’ T FOKGET THE FLACK!

W.

India Striped Double Shawls that sold for $;{0.0<),
have been marked down to $25 o(j; those that were
are now offered for $20.00.

G. CLARK,

CHURCH

$25.ou,

READING FOR
Opinion

of Chas-

YOl

Ihnmelv i ussimeres,

CHILDREN!

Francis

and in fact nearly our entire stock has been MAlfKl'.D 1 u>W.N at Prices that must insure a ready sale.

HAMBURGS

FRANCIS ADAMS

TRENCHANT

We have just received a larger stock of Hamburg*
than has ever been seen in this City.
Please look
at the Hamburg* we are selling at 12 1 2c per yd.

AVALANCHE

IMMORAL

OF

RICH. FAST,

LIT-

quet,Tool Chests,
TO

our

SHOP

at

are

can

ob-

Domestic
The

taken in

Machine'

Sewing

MARKET, which we will sell on
LIBERAL TEEMS! OLD MACHINES

a number of MACHINES that have
little, which we will sell at a bargain.

68

Parties

a

having machine

to send

with

accounts

us are re-

for work.

Belfast, Jtui. 10, 1870.

The

partnership heretofore existing under the
of 1’oTK &, QUIMBY has this day been dissolved by mutual consent. All bills of the firm will
be settled and all accounts assumed by
GKO. A. QU1MBY & CO,
Belfast, Jan. 10, 1870.-^8

Just Received.
IMPORTED

freer// Bird Warranted

i hush i

Spectacles

AM*Also

a

large

R. IT.

THE CENTENNIAL

lot of CAGES

!

A

large

selling

Novelty of the Season

undersigned have this day formed a co-part
nership under the Arm name of E. J MORISON A

CO., for the continuation of the business of the late
Arm of CARLE A MORISON, at their old stand, 5*
Main Street.
E. J. MORISON,
C. F. MORISON
Belfast, Jau. loth, 1870.—lmaJ8

G-.

Sewing Machine Attachments,

©200.000.

♦♦♦Particular attention given to Sewing Machine
Repairing- Miot Guns Repaired and Itored to shoot
STREET.

A SS K T S
Cash oil hand and in Bank,
Premium in hands of Agents,
(net)
Investments at Market Value, iuclud )
ing U. 8. Bonds, Bank Stocks and
Bonds of Mortgage,
)

£

Clj».m®*87l6tfMA™
$81,1*72 72
18,31*4 OO
317,627 54

Interest accrued,

6,243 40
$424,237

66

123,568 36
—-

$;i00,66t*

30

President.
CIIAS. FOSTER, Secretary.
44* Desirable risks written at current rates.
FRED. ATWOOD, Agt., Winterport.

by

MADE IN

10

H. H. Johnson & Co.
AGENTS FOB

BELFAST.

particulars

10 cents.

to ten cents per

O. O
2m29

hours, Without Drugs

of Cider, Wine, Molasses,
Ac., at a cost of from two
Full

♦wi9

READ,

DEALER IN ALL KINDS OF

1st. 1876.

Amount required to safely
re-insure all out-standing > 102,421 36
>
risks, (50 per cent,)
Surplus for Policy Holders,
WALTER PAINE,

T.

Co. MACHINIST!

LIABILITIES.
$21,147 oo
Outstanding Losses,

For sale

CAKLE°A

CO-PARTNERSHIP.

[Organized 1801.]

,

at great-

The

OK l'ROVIDENCK, IE. I.,

CAPITAL

selling
ly reduced prices at

Arm of
MORISON Is this day
dissolved by mutual consent.
F. A. CARLE,
E. J. MORISON.
Jan.
1870.
8th,
Belfast,

low.

Insurance

.January

and full stock all

All persons indebted to the late Arm of Carle
A Morison are requested to call and make an inline
diate settlement.
E. J. MORISON.

Si/incr.

a

STATEMENT

Tidy Button

KNIVES,

VIOLINS, BOWS and STRINGS,

THE

MOODY,

Merchants1

Eye Glasses

SCISSORS & SHEARS,

OF THE

injury

and

CLOCKS'

Co-Partnership Notice.

Cor Main and High Sts.

to the furniture.

CLOCKS!

Hervey’s Jewelry Store.

GERMAN

Singing Canaries

4w2U

STREET.

Jewelry & Fancy Goods

OF

L O T

IT

Coin Silver and Plated Ware,

POCKET

H. H. Johnson & Co.

without

MAIN

CLOCKS!

GEO. A QUIMBY & CO.

A

SEE

Ml d Silver Watehes,

NVe also have

qm-.-ivd

ANI)

WADL1N & MERRILL’S

exchange.

been used

Call and

invention prevents the tidy
from slipping oil', ami is easily adjusted

New

-A T-

BEST in the

the MOST

York.

now

srs.

Iron Ware!

the SOLE AGENTS of the

We have the finest selection of I1A.M-

This

high

that place.

I M P R O V E P

the reach of

Cheap-

AT

GRAN I T E

We

Hamburgs!
Hamburgs!

Durable and

FOUND

give notice to VEST MAKERS that they
having plenty of work and can give em
ployinent to good sewers.
now

name

Latest

BE
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all Kinds,Parlor Cro-

CALL

Two specimen numbers, with Prospectus for 187»>,
sent, postage paid, on receipt of Twenty-live Cents.

in Belfast.
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BOTH ORNAMENTAL & USEFUL.

pages costing $30.00!!

seen

and

Combs, Fancy Goods

MAINE.

Our customers in the vicinitv of MONROE

did serial Stories, beside* shorter stories historical
and biographical papers, poems, sketches, rhymes,
jingles, riddles, etc.; more than equal in contents to
JO volumes of ordinary children’s books of 0,000 book

ever

Brushes

Would

all, the publishers oiler 10 send the H numbers
(Nov., 76, to !>e<\, 7f>) for $3.0o.
Ur, for $6.00, ihey will send the twelve numbers,
beginning with Nov., 76, and either of the bound
volumes cf Sr. Nicholas lor 74 or 75, the full
price, of which is $7.00. Ur for $8.00 they will send
Sr. Nicholas as above, and both the bound vol
union, the full price of which is $11.00.
Each of the volumes is complete in itself; they are
by all odds not only the best, but the handsomest
gift books for children ever issued.
The volumes contain more than 1,500 octavo pages,
with nearly 1.000 illustrations; they have live splen-
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Back
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A CLERGYMANS OPINION.

New

Horn

POTE & QUIMBY,

tain N ESTS from

Broadway,

Sear*port, Me.
Georgitown, S. C.

Vases, Marble Busts, Buffalo

con. ma/x

si

Rev. C. S. Robinson, 1). I)., in an article in the
Sunday School Times, on the subject, savs of Sr.
Nicholas, Scribner's Illustrated Magazine
for (iiKLS and Bovs:
l,A cleaner, purer, more
trustworthy periodical for children cannot be named.
It is on the side of ull that is true and good, lrom beginning to end.”

743

to:-

____

contemporaries.”
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Congdon, Hazara Sc Co.,
4w20eow

MOODY’S
I
job Cl,

h. L
are

place this magazine within

-:

Capt. Wm. McGilvery,

Hayford Block, Church St,,

That threatens the children, some strong, vitally
wholesome, and really attractive magazine is required for them, and Sr. Nicholas has reached a high
er platform
and commands for this service wider
reso rces in art and letters, than any of its prede-

In order to

CHARLESTON, SO. CA.
•♦♦Particular attention given to consignment* of
HAY and all kind* of EASTERN PRODUCE, and
Freight* obtained for Vensel*.

Geo. W.Burkett & Co.

ERATURE

cessors or

Commission Merchant!

1 lie trade would do well to examine our Stock and
Prices, for we are rigidly in earnest about the reduction of our goods and an* willing to sacrifice
profit for the accomplishment of reduction.

EDITORIAL

«S-The trade sup

-AND

Mes*.

Ou this subject, says
“A worse literature than that
which is spread before the children of this countrv
it Would hardly he possible for the mind of mail to
conceive or his hand to execute. It is even worse
than an open advocacy of vice and intemperance,for
that would carry its own antidote, while what we
have excites, stimulates and debases the intellect,
unfits it for healthy food, fills the imagination with
gaudy and distorted pictures of life, and develop* t he
passions at an age when they should be most under
control. How much of the low moral tone of society is due to these satunic issues of the press we do
not know; hut, as a river can nowhere be so effectually poisoned as at its source, so we have a right to
believe that the millions of these papers, devoured
by curious and eager children, must intluence to a
large extent the drift of those whose plastic minds
come under their intluence.”
The writer adds: “It may be somewhat unnecessary to state that we have no reference in the above to
those monthly magazines for children, which are as
healthful as they are beautiful. If all editors were
as able, truthful and devoted as Mrs.
Mary Mupos
Dodge (who edits Sr. Nicholas), theie would be
nothing to complain of.” The New York Tribune
says: “In

THE

plied

GEO. R. CONGDON,

WATEKPKOQFS!

Says, in a letter to the Quincy (Mass.) Patriot, that
three fourths of the books in brisk 'demand at the
lie
public libraries are “vapid and sensational.”
thinks that parents ought to guide the children’s
taste in the choice of reading more than they do.
The Newark Advertiser, in
A

for Belfast anil vicinity.
ut manufacturer's prices.

Undershirts and Drawers,

Adams,

CAN liKT 1 OK 1TY1. Dol.l.AKS.

CHARLES

Wm. O. Poor & Son,
Agents

CLERGYMAN'S OPINION.

W1IA1

out about it.

DRUGGISTS,

A TRENCHANT EDITORIAL.
A

tyt-’all and find

STREET,

Second store south of Court IIou>e.

A full

explanation of the rope tying tricks as performed by them, for 25cents.
G. O. PERKINS,
lra:,°
Rutland, Vt.

Asthma !!

—AT THE

THE

The business will be continued by A. P. MANSunder the undersigned firm name, and whowants to buy groceries cheap for cash will do
well to call on him as it is his intention to sell goods
to cash customers at a liberal discount from
regular
prices.
CALL AND SEE!
A. P. MANSFIELD & CO.,
Foot of Main St.

B. F. WELLS

►--

»

Co. is this day

Co-Partnership j Useful, Ornamental,

FIELD,

SELLING CHEAP

Foarful Sacrifice in Prices !

1st, 1S7C.

firm of A. I*. Mansfield & Co. is this day
dissolved by mutual consent.
A. 1*. MANSFIELD,
N. MANSFIELD.
Belfast, Jan. 25, 1870.

ever

SELLING CHEAP

we

Notice.

All person indebted to tile late
mediate settlement.

YORK!

NEW

CLOSING OUT SATE

Glasses for Sale.

W. Burkett &
Thedissolved byGeo.
mutual consent.

stock:

—FROM—

Or PL

CUNNINGHAM, Sec’y.

Co-Partnership

new

0

4&»“l)esirable risks written at current rates.
FliED ATWOOD, Agt., Winterport.

A

YORK!

0

ilH0400.27
L1ABILITIKS.
Losses and all outstanding claims,
$ 1J,428.00
lie-insurance fund,
r,o,170.00
Earning* for the year,
hJ.GSG.OG
Losses and expenses for the year,
07,110.22
TOSSES PAID PHO.TIPTLY.
JOHN

NEW

!

TIM.

HOMER.

Would respectfully announce that he has just received a fresh supply of reliable Vaccine matter and
is now prepared to Vaccinate children or adults
without pain.
t!30

—FROM—

EDTER. Iff ANN.,

(iLOl (

STOCK

—

Gloucester Fire Insurance Co,

receiving

Rev. Walter Clarke, of Minot, W
wriies of
Forest Tar Soap as follow- : “The soap von
sent me for trial 1 have used for shaving and
like it better than any I have ever tried. We
have dealt pretty largely in toilet soap lor two
years and 1 know of no one kind that I think
would sell as well as your‘Forest Tar Soap,*
were it known.”
If your druggist cannot furnish it, send
cents to The Fore-t Tar Co.,
Portland, Me., for a sample cake.

TROCIIl'

DRY

BROTHERS,

Row, High strest.

s T A T E M E N T

splyr'J

CONFESSIONS OF A VICTIM.

an

carry

to

I’licenix
MAllK

--

Harris.

ANDREWS

—AT—

WELLS’

—OF—

pension, and thousands of pensioners are entitled to

exchange remark-: “The subscriber of the
-in this place tried, a few days ago, to

dy.

A

Belfast,

ye. Smith,*’ said Jones. Smith
pretended not to know him, and answered hesitatingly : “Sir. you have the advantage of me.”
‘Acs, I suppose so. I* very body ha- that*- got
common sense.*’

and

PRICES

Job Lot of Undercoats only $3.00 each.
complete stock of Furnishing Goods, Ilats,
ana Woolens.
We are adding a tine assortment of Oil Cloths,
Hemp and Woolen Carpetings, which will be sold at
lowest cash prices.
Remember the place, at the store formerly occuA

-♦

SPECIAL NOTICES.

HAMBURGS!

THE—

—ON

Caps

firm of

and kidney diseases. 1 ran safely soy lhoi it
has almost raised thr dead."

rural editor, wishing to be severe upon

Lamb

7a‘J
I8a20
I2al4
10a 12
10al2
12a 14
$10.00al4.00
Hay
00a$1.00 Straw
$7.00a&.0o
8a0 Washed Wool
44
28a.no Unwashed
.‘{:i
10 Hides
5
22 Calf Skins
12
oalO Lamb
1.Goal.50
15 Hard Wood
$5.00a5.50
10al8 Soft
$3.00a4.00
8a 10 Shorts per ct.
$150
OaO Lime
$1.25
5a7 Butter Salt
28
lai Blaster
$1.40al.50

Harley

Dr. Palmer, of Westerly. R. 1.. -ays “That
Hunt’s Remedy is the most effective medicine
that he has ever used in his practice for dropsy

“How

H>
OOaOO
uOaOO
70
50
$2.00a2.no
40a00

Oats
Beans
Potatoes

From ?

We ask attention to advertisement in

consideration/)!' the alleged discrepancies
in the books ol the treasury department
but postponed the subject to listen to Senator Morton on the Mississippi election.
The House continued the debate on the
Centennial bill. Mr. Tucker of Virginia,
made the most noteworthy speech, against
the appropriation.
In the Senate Thursday Air. Morton was
unable to conclude his remarks upon the
Alississippi election. The joint rules of the
two houses were continued except the 22d
rule in regard to counting the vote for
President and Vice President. Mr. Christian ev introduced a bill in regard to jurors
in Utah, which provides that in any trial
for polygamy it shall be a sufficient cause
lor rejection of any juror, first, that lie has
more than one wile living in said territory,
or second, that he believes it morally right
lor a man to live with more than one woIf the panel is thus exhausted talesman.
men may then be summoned until the requisite number ol jurors shall be obtained.
T he House in committee of the whole was
addressed by Air. Townsend of New York
and Gen. Banks in favor ol the Centennial Hill.
Both Houses devoted the session Friday
to the memory ol the late Vice President
Wilson. Eulogies were pronounced in the
Senate by Messrs. Boutwell, Hamlin, Cragin, Cameron ot Pennsylvania, Merrill,
Stevenson. Ingalls, Bogy, Morton, Anthony and Dawes, and in the House by Messrs Harris, Warren, Kelly, Lynch, Hurlburt, lteagan and others.
The House Saturday requested of the
President any communication which may
have passed between the government of
United States and any European government besides Spain in regard to the Island
ol' Cuba. The Centennial was further debated. The previous question on the passage ol the bill will be called at 3 o’clock

Beaver Overcoats only $5.00 each, former
prices $8.00 and $10.00.
Very Sty lish Fur Beaver Overcoats only $8.75, former prices $12.00 and $14.00.

ASSETS,

the Journal

II. Sargent, No. 8 Main Street.
$5.UOfill.OO Corued Beef
lOull
7*ia82 Mutton
a

Kye

And all

Congress.

HA1>

Docs

CURRENT.

PRICE

Weekly for

U'.les

Flour
Corn
Corn Meal
Kye Meal

Pills, Potions and Pungencies.

A

more formal than
to an otlieial

intimate and was limited
financial responsibility,
strictly
and his absence will cause neither loss nor
change beyond his own removal.
was

OVERCOATS.
Black

pied by Arnold

WELLS’

d0wnfall !

stock of clothing to be dosed out to make
for spring goods.

room

December

the nose, and its little glands, are diseased, so
that they draw from the blood its liquid, and
exposure to the air changes it into corruption.
This life-liquid is needed to build upthesystem,
blit it is extracted, and the system is weakened
by die lo*s. To cure, gain llesli and strength
by using Dr. Pierce’s Medical Discovery, which
aiso acts directly upon these glands, correcting
them, and apply Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remedy
with Dr. Pierce’s Nasal Douche, the only method of reaching the upper cavities, where the
discharge accumulates and conics from. The
instrument and both medicines sold by druggists and dealers in medicine*.

HIS ASSOCIATION WITH THE Bust

CLOTHING.
OUR

HAMBURGS!

TREMENDOUS

CLOSING- OUT SALE

—

1 dismiss from all consideration the declarations, arguments, asperities, criminations and
recriminations which, for a lew days past I
have heard so constantly in this chamber. 1
do not doubt that "lie soldiers of the Confederacy may have suffered in the North, nor do 1
doubt that the soldiers of the North may have
suffered terribly in the South. It was incident
to the condition of things.
For the guilty—
whoever they may he—I pray forgiveness. For
the suffering—whoever they may have been—
1 invoke the blessing ot God. For the crimes
themselves—I say let the earth hide them; let
us shut them out of sight.
[ \pplause on Democratic side.J
If I follow the gentleman from Maine (Blaine)
and his friends on this side; 1 can change nothing of the past; not one dead can he raised to
life; not one wound can be assuaged : no sorrow
nor one sigh can be diminished by anything
that I, or that we, can do. Let then that’which
is past and which cannot lie changed or affected
by anything that we do—let it stand for that
judgment which is to come, which must come
here and hereafter.

Where does it
charges.
million, committed by E. 1). mucous membrane which

a

MARKET.
Monday, Jan. 24.

BOSTON

Boston had a big sensation on Tuesday,
in tlie discovery ol forgeries to the amount
ol

C3r ZE?. ZE A. T

Wednesday, Jan. 1»,
Arrivals of stock at market—Cattle 14SH; Sheep
and Lamb* GS80; Swine 8950; number of Western
Cattle 12(50; Eastern Cattle 14; Milch Cows and
North Cattle 250.
Prices of Beef Cattle, per 100 lbs, live weight—
Extra quality $7 00 a? 25 c; first quality $0 .V*a
(5 87 1-2; second
quality$5 75a(5 25; third quality $4 75
a5 37; poorest grades of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &e.,
$3,75 a 4,50
Brighton Hides Sc per lb; Brighton Tallow 7a7 l-2c
per ll>.
Heavy Country Hides 7 c per lb; light
Country Hides (i 1.2c per lb; Country tallow 5 1-2 aGc

WORSE STATE OF THE TREASURY.

Heavy Forgeries.

Tripp are Searsport men, and reThe Post of to-morrow will state that the inol freight rates on railroads,
ceive very flattering notices from the Hudson regulation
and favorable on the bill to incorporate terests of the Company owning that paper are
in no way affected b> the irregularities of its
paper. Their loss was about £4.000; no insur- the Monument l'ire Insurance
Company. late treasurer,
E. I >.
that its stock is
ance.
They immediately repaired and resumed
House—Presented and referred : A bill in the hands of strongWinslow,
and responsible holders,
to repeal chapter 40 ol the laws of 1872, its liabilities have not been increased, and its
operations.
At the October session of the Brand Lodge relating to parishes; petitions lor the es- stability is assured.
tablishment of a State Normal School at
Bridgton ; lor the repeal of the tree High
School law; for the census of the Penobscot tribe of indians; a bill to amend chapter 82 of the Revised Statutes, relating to
witnesses. < )rdcr passed : Rooking to requiring towns to tax dogs. The .Judiciary Committee reported favorably on a bill

The House committee propose to lay open
thissiuk of fraud and corruption.

gallon.

PERKINS.
Rutland, Vt.

Happy Hours.
APAPER FOROnly

BOYS AND

And

GIRLS.

50 Cents

a

Tear,

Pack of 52 Assorted Address Cards given to
every subscriber. Send in your name. All papers
discontinued at the time paid for. Agents Want
ed. Send stamp for specimen copy. Address,
4w28
HAPPY HOURS. Auburn, Maine.
a

CENTENNIAL

Tidy Huttons.
Messrs. H. H. Johnson St Oo.
the sole agnnts In Beliast for the sale of
BUTTONS. Merchants can buy of
Johnson St Co. nt the lowest Jobbing
prices.
SwS*«
CENTENNIAL TIDY BUTTON CO.
are

our

Messrs.

Outride*

Blaine Splurging About.
Col. McClure, editor-in-chief of the Philadelphia Times, writing from Washington after the dose of the second day’s

To them their

“amnesty" dehate, describes the situation

»

right

of earth has come:
one only—oh. how sad her
eyes!—
mtside of love and hope and hom<
Looks in, beholding paradise.

as

The poor know well what wealth can d<>:
Tin* rich their happiest chances miss:
U
sit iuo near to grasp* the \ iew
Or stand too far to feel the bliss.
\h. life! what songs are sung outside
l or aim* of voiceless souls within !
Wn:«t halo crowns the hliss denied!
What glory flies from hands that win!
Tor eyes see more than taste and touch—
Toor sen si—to the soul can prove;
Tlie longing heart divines too much;
Joy mocks her still at one remove.
How passes this wild night of time
With -mugs around the Father’s hearth,
W hen these slow hours of darkness chime
With but the exile strains of earth !
hath not seen, ear hath not heard,
l he heart goes wandering up and down
From fleeting glimpse and broken word
Grows last and fair her love's renown.

Lye

:

Hear heaven ! no more this heart could bear.
sweet thou art, so sore she longs:
1
very darkened doors are fair;
tiy
1 li> .-deuce broods to warm her
song-.
And not thine endless years can win
Her lirst high rapture from the Bride,
Who -till remembereth. safe within,
1 he \car- she wept and
praved out-id*1.

Harper’- Magazine.
A
liv

1-01 I

Painted

Fan.

Si: rilANDLKH MOlI.ToX,

and butterflies snarbd on a fan,
\;i that i- h*ft of a -limine l*
gone h\ :
•?" if'1- bright wings that flashed in the >nn.
And loveliest blo->oms that bloomed to die !

wdiat subtlest spell did you lure them here,
1 ixing a beauty that will not
change;
F"-<;s yvhos«* petals ne\er will fall.
Fright, -wilt wings that never will range?
Kv

Hnd

owned but the skill to snare a- well
hours that came and went,
prison the words that hi music died.
And li\ with a spell the heart's content.
\ ou

lie-wilt-winged

1

1

I hen had you been of magicians the chief:
And lov- d and lovers should bless your art,
II von could have but painted the >oul <>1 the

thing,

N »t
1

down

the
are

ro-e

alone, hut the

rose's

those days with their

heart.

winged delights

As the odor is gone from the summer ro-e:
^ ft still, whenever 1 wave mv fan.
The -oft, south wind of memory blow-.

The

Bells

of Limerick.

1 lie ( in bells that
hung in the tower ol
the Limerick cathedral were made
a

by

young Italian alter many years ol natient
toil.
He was proud ot his work, and
when they weie purchased by the
prior of
a
neighboring convent near the Lake of
t omo, the artist invested the
prolits oi
tlie sale in a pretty villa on the
ot
margin
the lake, where lie could hear their
An'/<I«*' music waited irom the convent cliff
across the water- at
morning, noon and
night. Here lie intended to pass his life;
Uit this happiness was denied him. In
one of those feudal broils
which, whether
civil or foreign, are the
worm in
undying
a t.tllen land, he
sullered tile loss r.t his
all, and when the storm passed he found
himself without home,
family, friends
ami fortune.
The convent had been
razed to the ground, and the
chem'aurre
ot
his handiwork, the tuneful
chime
whose music had charmed his
listening
ear for so
many happy days ot hiufe had been carried
away to a foreign
land, lie became a wanderer. His hair
grew white and his heart withered before
he again found a
resting-place. In all
these years of his bitter desolation the
of
the
music of his bells never
memory
ielt him ; lie heard it in the forest and
in
the crowded
city, on the sea and by the
banks ot the ijuiet stream in the basin of
the hills; he heard it
by day; and when
Night came, and troubled sleep, it whispered to him soothingly of peace and
happiness. One day he met a mariner
trom over the seas, who told him a story
T a wondrous chime of bells lie had
heard in Ireland. An intuition told the
artist that they were his hells, tie
journeyed and voyaged thither, sick and
weary, and sailed up the Shannon. The
ship cattle to anchor in the port near
Limerick, and he took passage in a small
boat tor the purpose ot
reaching the city
Before him the tall steeple of St.
Mary’s
lifted its tlirreted head above the mist
and smoke of the old town.
He leaned
back
.wearily, yet with a happy light
beaming from his eyes. The angels were
whispering to him that his hells were
there. Jle prayed: “Oh. let them sound
me a loving welcome.
.lust one note ot
greeting, <) bells! and my pilgrimage is
done!"
It was a beautiful
evening. The air
was like that ot his own
Italy in tiie
sweetest time of the year, the death ot
liie spring. 'I he bosom of the river was
like a broad mirror,
reflecting the patines
"I bright gold that flecked the blue
sky,
the towers, and the streets ot tlie old
town in its clear
The
depths.
lights ot
the city danced
upon the wavelets that
rippled from the boat as she glided along.
Suddenly the stillness was broken. From
St. Mary s tower there came a shower ot
-liver sound, tilling the air with music,
't he boatmen rested on their oars to listen
1 he old Italian crossed his arms
anti fixed his
streaming eyes upon the
I he sound of his bells bore to his
lower.
heart all the sweet memories of his buried
I>ust: home, friends, kindred, all.
At
last he was happy—too
happy to speak,
loo
to
breathe. When the rowers
happv
sought to arouse him, his face was upturned to the tower, but his eyes yvero
closed. I he poor stranger had breathed
his last,
llis own
trucv> had runts
his “passing-hells.”' [Emily V.
Battejq
in Harper's Magazine for
January.

pa”t

<

!

experience.

[Sanitarian

tor

At

the annual meeting of the Portland', Bang°r A Mae hi as Steamboat Company, the folio wingotlieers were chosen for the ensuing year:
President. W. F. Milliken; Agent and TreasurJ Clerk, George L. Day;
W. F.
Directors, «rUr»Vv^ant
Milliken, J.B. Covlc, J. N.
\
George
Walker
and Edward Cushing.
mr?l(?w,
The directors were
instructed to purchase or
®
8teamer U) protect their iuu
terest
on the Eastern coast.

V^rUS

rU/ifr f1n,t*bl®

it docs look sometimes ns though the
Creator ol the world had a hand in its allairs. We fuss, lret and fear that
everything is going to ruin, hut somehow as
the years jog quietly on, problem after
problem is solved, and humanity makes a

gain.

Miss Rlano.ho Howard, author of “One Summer,” is described as divinely tall, and most
divinely fair, after the style of New England
blondes. She has reigned.as a belle in her native city of liangor for years.
The Centennial Exhibition, It is officially announced, will open on May 10,1870, and remain
open every day except Sunday, until November 10. There will be a lixed price of 50 cents
for admission to all the buildings and
grounds.
Mr. Drisko of the Machias Union, hns so far
recovered irom his injuries as to be able to sit
up an hour eaelulay; but ft will be many weeks,
perhaps months, so the Union states, before he
will be able to resume business.

CATARRH.

that

only remedy giving
universal satisfaction.

From a.Rhode Inland Druggist.
I have in a number of cases recommended fanlord’s Radical Cure to my customers, and lind it is
the only Catarrh medicine 1 have ever sold that
gives general satisfaction. I have vet to liml one
<1 i-sati.-lied person that has ever useil it, and I know
.»f a great muiiv who have derived great benefit from
WM. E. TKSTOX.

well

known

Druggist-

City

three doz. Sanford’s
ientleinen,—Please
Radical Cure. This preparation is the most successful of any remedy ever sold by me for the treatment
of < atuiTli. In the lir^t stages it acts instantly,
and in severe cases of Chronic Catarrh has effected
A ery respectfully,
-ome rea.arkahle cures.
II. E. li I CHS, 44 Harrison Ayeinie,
send

From

old

an

me

Cape

Druggist

Ann

1 am ha]>pv to inform you that Sanford’s
Radical < ure i- the best remedy for Catarrh 1 have
ever -old.
Il gives universal satisfaction. 1 have
m>t found a case that it did not relieve at once, and
in many eases a cure is performed by the use of one
bottle, it must soon lead all others in the market.
Please send me another supply.
ANDREW LEE.
Respectfully yours,
1*74.
Manchester, Ma-s., April

Cambridge Druggist.

and of

Harvard Square, Cambridge.
;
!

j

\

j
i
j

Newtonville

A
1

adapted

Spavin, Sweeny, Wind-Hall, Big-IL

Druggist

Sanford's Radical Cure
: nrt

a

1\

It is

Catarrh

positively free from

vegetable fibre and irritating caustic chemicals. It
i- beyond all con.j.arison the most scientific prepar-

j ation

ever ‘■ompoiuided, and those “who have tried
everything" will find it appeals strongly to their reason

and

common -ease.

Kach package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and
hr. .'Sanford’s Improved Inhaling Tube. Price $1.00.
>ei11 prepaid to any part of the United ,States lor
s'],"'.. For -ale bv Druggists everywhere.
WRICKS
N P< * I I l.R, Boston, (icneral Ag-uits.
I'se SANFORD'S JAMAH A (JINHKR, supe
rior to every «<ther Warming Drink.
ij

No

of

an

Roll-1

are

animal

bottle of Centaur

afford to be without

f

^ A-.CNTSJV

J. 13. Host: A

('«*.

St., Nkw York

great interest in tin- thrilling history of

\STOIMA.

adapted to all ages, contains no alcohol, and
absolutely harmless to the most tender infant.
Try CASTORIA once, and you will

never

Dey Street, New York.

FORESALE

L

pays (or :i Costal Card, and, on receipt of your ad
dress written thereon, we will send you a sample
copy of our great illustrated Literary and Family
Journal, HIE CRICKET ON THE HEARTH,” it
mammoth l(>-pngc paper (size “Harper’s Weekly,”)
containing splendid continued and short stories,
sketches, poems, etc., etc. Only $1 a year, with
elegant premium portfolio, “(Jems of American
Art,” executed bv Aldine ('<>., or 75 cents without
premium. On trial three months tor only 15 cents.
Write at once to F. M. LI CfoN & CO., :J7 Cark
Row, New ^ ork.

sailed from Baltimore with a cargo ol coal
lor San Francisco, in command of (.’apt.
Colton. Moderate weather was experienced until lat. 29 27 S, and Ion. 2* 52 \V was
reached, when she was overtaken b\ violent gales, which continued uninterruptedly for 112 days. She was tossed about in
WANTED.
the vicinity of Cape Horn tor 75 days, Ihe
Agents tor the best household article out. Bran new.
wind blowing in the meantime a perfect It sells like t'uu. Strike while the cream is on it.
hurricane. During this time the decks Sample mailed for > cts. and two stamps. Circular
1. B, > .\ym:u & Co., WO Eddy St., Crovifree.
were almost constantly under water, buldence, R. I.
warks were stove, deck-houses swept
away, and the ship leaked badly. The
pumps had to be kept going constantly,
notwithstanding that most of the crew
For four days, during that
were laid up.
“L’EMPERATRICE.”
I lie “EMPRESS” CILL will prove an infallible
trying period, there were only lour men cure
for most of tlie ailments of the human system,
able to do duty. While off’ the Horn, hove and is an
unfailing specilic for “Female Irregular!to, the distressed ship was swept by a sea ties.”
•send for box ($1.50 each) and further instructions
which carried two men overboard—the
toG. D'ALBEET, Sole Agent and Importer,
second officer and a seaman—and stove in 24s East
Thirtieth Street, New York.
*
the cabin.
After successfully rounding
the stormy cape, the Itasca touched at the
Island of Juan Fernandez for water. From
jNT E "W
that island to port average weather was
experienced. Following is the death record of the voyage: Aug. 21, in lat. 50 19
south. Ion, 71 44 west, J. A. Wins, second
officer, a native of New Orleans, aged 23
years, and Daniel Shearen, seaman, native
ol Boston, were both washed overboard
and drowned. Aug. 27, O. Jacobson, seaman, died of debility, native of Germany,
aged 21 years; Sept. 21, Henry Link, seaman, died of debility, a native of Germany
aged 30 years; Sept. 23, John Smith, seaman, died of old age, a native ol Baltimore
aged (18 years. Notwithstanding all the Would announce to tin* citizens of Belfast and vicinhardships of the long and stormy trip, the ity that he has opened a new
Itasca did not have one case of scurvy to
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This remedy is the result of the research of one of
the Proprietors who had been a great sufferer for
\ ears and who had tried all the advertised reundh s
and skill of many physician- witlmui obtaining relief. A radical cure was obtained and numerous similar cures effected among his friends and acquaint
ances without an exception, induced him to put it
before the public. That it will cure the most sever*cases of Rheumatism we have abundant testimony
to show, which may be found in our circulars. All of
which proof i< bona tide and from those who have
been benefited bv its use.
a A. HOWES & CO.. Agents,

Belfast, Maine,

Hli:< II\ ALL

Machines

ANIMALS.
< «em !•

»’«• 11

who

t»• -1;«

A. Ilayford, Ksq.. Kx-M iynr.
Ib-Ifa-t,
Israel (.’ox, Hen l In-. Agent,
Harrison Ilayford, Farmer,
1*. ,M. Moody, Hors* Trainer,
tv .1. Dean, Prop, of Liver. xubie Dockland
Kben W.Soavey, Hotel Keeper. Xu >earsp*>rf,
Robert («. Ames, Teamster,
•L NY. Hlack. Deputy Shpriif.
•L M. Hale & Co., Stage Pmps., i .llswort h.
W. I,. Cleaves, Prop of Lie. Stable Stm kton,
AND

97

..i

■

.>

MANY

•*

SEAIiSPOUT, ME.

I V. MILLER,
Belfast, Me., Box 1$5.
Office Church St., under the .Journal Office.
tf.J

and
tfi;»

Christmas,

From 2 eta. to .r>0 cts.
At 1!. F.

WELLS’.

J^OTICE!
All
indebted

to me by note or account
persons
are requested to settle at once,
by check or Postal
Order.
Alter
Feb.
Money
1st, 1870, they will settle
with my attorney.

ARXOU) HARRIS,
New York City, No. 137 Fast 5Ph Street.
Dec. 1*3, 1875.—tRitl.

MOODY'S
IS THE PLACE TO BUY

YOUR

BOOTS,

SHOES,
X I

-\

>-

RUBBERS!
MR.

J.

W.

Successor t*i X. H

L

O

w

i

(

Cor.

AN1)

Main

&

S E E !

High Sts.

Crudes, ami

a

& Groceries
choice lot of

That can be bought cheap for cash.
4fr)-l)on't forget the phi.t < lun ch Street,. »dte

the Court House.

Goods Delivered to all parts of ihe City
FREE of CHARGE!

Is

receiving daily

N KW HOODS

in all the fall

styles of the best quality.
f.-w

A

pairs

of the OLD

GH veil

>

ft><

K h it

t

Hellast, Sept. S, 187.',.

he Him.-t

iVway.

cr.<». \v. knowi.fox.
\m.uh:i;t kxh.ii i.
| fi [

Carriage Making. Painting,
Biacksmithing.

ii

T

I

Rubber

and

For Sale at

!

PORTLAND.

t',

CALL and SEE
good

an

&z,

Bicknell

rentov

Iii :ill its branches at tin* old stand of Treadwell it Mansfield.
Carriages repaired at
short notice.
Horse Shoeing promptly ath tided to.
All work warranted to give -atis-

I act ion.

J.

G.

DAMON.

HAVE FITTED UP a Carriage Shop in the
rear of the old Treadwell ft Manslield stand,
I am ready to«uttend to all kinds of Carriage
and Sleigh repairing. New work made to order,
tfji
H. w. TRUNDY.

I
where

WOOLEN GOODS I
a

First-Class Tailoring Establishment

CUTTI NR u,!™*'d

FURNISHING GOODS
ol ali kinds
all the other

H.

PAPKlt COl.I.AliS, in nil sizes, and
better grade of Collars.
■>?

L.

LOUD.

House for Sale.
house
Union Street,
TIIK
cupied by T. J. Furrow. It
with
on

new,

is

quarter acre of land. The house is
ttfx.'K), two stories, Kll one and a half
three large rooms below and
kitchen; lour rooms ana kitchen above, beside*
attic. The house is thoroughly built, and in excellent condition throughout, and adapted for two
families. Will be sold on reasonable terms. InW. II. SIMPSON.
quire of
Belfast, July ‘JO, 1875.—tf4

Light

QTLS CODFISH

salted and
sale and Ketail by

-A L

w iiliia and !■<:
anil 1 lle-diy of

well cured, to be sold at WholeA. V. %MANSFI KLD & CO.,
Foot of Main St
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'anjf i, lai'v i:t- c Mnrfi'u- W rk of Huy
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Will most p .'i.i
'.y nn- ;• n\ rn-< of rheumatism
At a Probate Court held at Idlfa-d, uiihia and noor rh. tmial ie gout.
mat tit In>w long standing, on
*
the
mlid 1
maty «>! " aldo, (Hi tin*
day ol t’n* laee of the earth. IJeing an inward application
da uuarv, A. 1 >. W...
ii do<-.' tin* \\ oi Ivijiii* kly. !borough! ami | ermuuent
Wri;»
ANN LIBP.A
Adi till!-Tutrix ol'
a
ly, h aving tin* s. iem -irony am! healthy
to an1 prominent per-..ii in U
t.. n (
-11 i
late d| Lewis Libby, late of Wiutcrpoi>>
ity, and
-aid County of Waldo, den a-ed, having
Uii-d
;.ou will leant fti.il tin a. -tairment i-true in
eia
her first and tinal account of Administration on "aid
partieuhii.
(»Mu-:N<f:i> < Kpmi-1 a i im.
• ■"talc tor allow anco.
AAFH.Mi. Ill'll I.,
Ordered, I hat I lie said Vdministratri g ivc no; ire
N' a -iiingt
i • <
to all persons imerested by causing a
I.'ec. V, IsM
m
cop.
i«
M
-!: 'ie fc !. •:
IfP >
Mi
til is order to bo published three w'eek> -ucce--w e;y
1;»!
'eii
o
:!. it I n.-ed Inn
‘outI
in tlie P. publh-au Journal primed at Po ifa-l, that
ir d Pemtif,
they may appear at a Probate t ourt, to be held at ang'- IT;., i: ii a M loaned-, u t! -1
A Ii
I .I’ll KNS.
coiid ;
BeliaM, within ami for said ( «aunty, on tlie
M' ;n'-'
t Congress, of Du.
Tuesday ot l-ebruary next.at ten oi tbe clock felont.
l’:.i-■
vn
\
M
nm«
and
show
tuc
*n,
if
noon,
caase,
any they have, why
nn
-1>;:.1 >. «
same should not be allowed.
1M...
\pril :
Me- -i H.
i;,
\VM. M Kl 'T. Judge.
<
11 ts
I I»r tile ya-t se ell Mill's mv wile has been
A true copy, Attest -Id P. In
P g'-ter.
a great -nlii ivMVoin rhenmat Cm, tier doctors fail
f. -In n-ed three Pol ties Du rung's
ing to gi\ »• Ie
At a Probate Court In Id al Po ii
wit! i. a
! lor
Kheimia! ic Id in- d\. and a perniam m care w as tin
the Comity of \\ aldo, oil tile .'••••".nl I ,n -day
resui;,
\\ M. M n:i )()K,
January, A. 1 >. 1"....
r.\-'cut iv.- Clerk to I’re-i lent < irant."
March .'id, lb?...
L. PA P K I! I K"T. widow of 'amiiel I;
Washington, D. (
Ii hi pace of twelve
mi
it ism \s as
Parkhurst, late of l uity, in ~.aid County of
•
?
I tuning's Kheu
"aldo, deceased, lia\ ing pres, c.t cl a p*-l i: ion l.u an gone, ha\ing taken three
!
■the;-, t. !;.
M
allowance from the personal estate <>i -aid d« <*ea-e.l.
nmiic l.’i an d>
--mi, of IP d
similar anumut.
Ordered, Ihat the said Abbie give notice to all fold. Pa.. v*a- <a:r. d
N
11
inter,
-ted by causing :t copv of this order to
1-.SSXA,
persons
be published three W e< ks siicceS"" eiy in the
Member of < ongress of l‘a.
pepublidollar
can Journal,
h-Otle. or
Pottles for the
Price,
printed at Belfast. that tin y may apdo II an.
\ k
ir d: nr
Ct for I >u rung’s Kite uniat ic
pear at a Probate < 'ourt, to be held at Belfast, w it hi a
Kent' dv. nm I'.llfa-r ilied l»v
and lor said County, on the second I ut ".lay <u
I! l.i.PII LV-TIM. & HKM l.KV,
1 ebruarv next, ilt ten of I he clock before noon, and
I h-uy gist and Cln-mi-t-.
show cause, if auv they have, why the prayei
I i
said petition should not he granted.
Washington, D. <
>
I
or
Ii- IS P\ iliV H m i:i..
DID
" AL Al. PL> 1 JudW 11' 11. In \ I ! ! »! I
>'1! d I
«fi I S'|*> i a Host oil,
A trim copy, AttestP.. P. In
P-r.
Mao.
:mos.
1

••
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At a Prohute Courl held
the County of Waldo,
January, A. 1). Wo.

at
ou

Id P'a-t.w itliiti and for
tin second uesday

AI" V. OIL.MOLI-:, widow of Ldward A oil
more, late of Searsport, in said County of
Waldo, deceased, ha\ ing presented a petition tor an
allowance from the persoi al estate ot -aid deren-e.l.
Ordered, That the said Mary P. give notice to all
person." interested by causing a copy of this order to
he published t liree w ceks success" elv in the
Pepuh
lican Journal, printed at P.elfaM, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, w ithin
and for said County, on the second Tw-nlay oi
1-ebruary next, at ten ot the clock hetor*' noon, and
show cause, if any they have, w hy the prayer of
said petition should not be granted.
" AL AL PI ST, Judy.
A true copy.
Attest
B. P. 1'u.i.n, Legist* r.

Valuable

M

Administrator's Sale.

Property for Sale.

Hu- subseribi r oilers for stile the
hoio• ami laml known as the Lock*I Ions«
>ituate<| in rut* center of tin*
w |.ng
iiy, m arl} >ij>|v-it»• the
lam! lion-*
on
lli^h Mreet. I hi'
1

>1:~ i-•

...
.mi t>;.•
uient, wo >tor\
propen
11 > n e, and stable, about
an :u re of laml w it fi
fruit tree.-, and a ne\ er tailing well of water, .said
i< siinated on three street*, and the land 1availal.de tor ln*M*e lot-, sr■ >r«
and shops.
\ ran
duuia tor a
mil imen:.
d. I.. l.ncKK
l’.eU'ast, l»e, t>. lv;„. _v ;• f

y

<

•.

<

pku;e

Musical Notice.
I KI.LS, will receive a tew
VBB1K I.
pupil* l‘.»r ill-traction upon t he Piano ami < 'at
inet Organ. Special rare taken with beginners. K,.|
term* inquire at ltd Main Mreet.
Nov.
:t'ji

Ml»

ILL be sold at auction by \irtueof a lieene
irom the Court of Probate for the County <•(
Waldo, on Monday, the fourteenth day <•(' 1-Vbniai ..
A. I). ls?i'», at ten of the clock in the forenoon.at tl
house of .J. I>. Lamsou in Freedom, so much ot tin1
real estate of George O. ( lenient, late of Montville,
in said County, deceased, intestate, as will prod o
the sum of one thousand dollars, for tin* payment of
said deceased's just debts, charges of administration
and incidental charges; said real estate consists «>f
the homestead of said deceased.
.1. !». LAMSOX, Adair
•ys

S O

Valuable Real Estate for Sale.
«j

lTTTook
No.

11

PHCENIX

3U

,

ROW,

otters to sell his stock of furniture at cost.
Now is
the time to buy to advantage all such household
as
iii
are
found
a
well
stocked
Furnigoods
usually
ture Store.
As seen elsewhere in this paper I also offer for
sale my house and land, situated on High street.
Also my store No. 11 Phoenix How. A rare chance
for a good investment.
,J. L. LOCKE.
Belfast, Dec. 10, lt>7o.

oc-

good cellar, well of water,

i.

■

■. <

Sheriffs Saie.

>-

Also Trimmings to
correspond, which are being
manufactured '« order by first-class workmen
at as
low prices as tile times will afford.
,oin :ll>its branches
mvby
>*ell. 1 have also a line assortment of

e

—

assortment of

grades, usually found in

.-n Ai:i.u« »i.

n

If. .1. l.il.l.y,
.i:n- It. .Mfl
I ''nllip ||. hi
n.
Mil.lam II an. i.n.n.l,

k'-e-j.ii

j

\\

•.:-

»i uh n Mu
i
k. >v\ an,
'V illiam I... I.
Williaii: <
•:
-,
U
|?
V M'l»
hi.
v
k. ! > M.
hi,
U'lnT «

Cpon the foregoing Pe*iri..u. (»rdi red, Tl.ai -at
i p. ••-.•••- int«*re-u-d by
j petitioner give noiiee to
causing a copy of .-aid petition, w ifch Ibis o:di r h<
on, P> !;c published tlif'-e Week- siicci
!;. in the
Lepubliea n .lournal.a paper'pi i nt | at Bepa-t.r
they may app'-ar a! a Probate t •■urt t>> be In Id at
Probate (dhn
in Ih-lia-t, it for* -ai.I. >i il.* .out
Tuesday id' I e bruit ry next, ai ten o',|.•!, i n t he for*- j
noon, and -hew cause, if any th.-y have, win.
ih
-aim- sin.aid not be granted.
W M. M. LI S r, .L dV true
Attest
B. P I n
!>. Legi-t. r.

New Carriage Shop

F>. F. WELLS’.

-'

.i

1

,! their business, carriage painting ami trimming, to
the shops over Hamon's, in rear
'of tin* American House, ami
"•onHI invite their old iriends and
patrons to call
upon them at this popular old stand, whore thev
may be found at all times ready to attend-lo the
wants of those requiring work in their line.
Carriage and Sleigh Painting and frimming is our
specialty. We will paint and trim new carriages or
arnish old ones aiyl repair trimmings at reasonable
rates on short notice, guarranteeiiiir satisfaction in
:iti case..
WALES & BiCKNELL.

E

Sheeting

I'n:i. ri.inK aid

\

■

BLACKSMITH IN G!

\V

ini!-

-'

REMO¥iiL!
Have

o.

No. 13, PHENIX ROW.

200
CALL

)f all

Wales

CLARK.

Prescott &

►stories;

Christmas Goods

IN-

V P>.
AH who arc ind. hu- I to tin- linn of Knowlten & \ash, are
r<*«ju.• -r*-«1 to >ettle within hu Ja\s
or their accounts will be left for collection.

of all

IKE OTT OKS

U.!.:,

Pm!p. Tobacco ^
Cigsti's

,1 gent.
I>i:1.1 as r, M k

Apotliecar'-

As

For

-H

knight

Lard, Beef, Fish

HICHA.KD H. MOODY.
Druggist

of Valuables
s

e.

Hour, Com, ill Pork,

'•

"I

>

*

|
•*

at Belfast.
oil : he

mi:

e

OTIJI i.-.

HllillV SAVVYKlk

llv

l‘ri‘|i;tr(‘il

PURCHASING !

vnif

•

breaking

of thread and needles so much experienc d
in the use of shuttle machines.
And here I wish to state that a great many persons buy a sewing
maching without the knowledge
or construction of any and
they arc afterwards sorry
for it; and for the protection of those who are about
to purchase a machine, should not be governed by
what agents tor other machines tell vnu that their
machine is the best. The Idea that this or that machine is the best is nothing to do w itU the tree merits of a sewing machine.
Therefore examine the
new productions of the Wheeler & Wilson Maimfaeturing Company and then you will be convinced
which is the best sewing machine
The work runs
either way on these machines. They use anv kind
of thread and sews from the finest muslin to hea\ v
leather ; it Fells, Hems, liraids,Cords, Tucks, Hinds,
and makes beautiful Hem Stitching and
Ruffing.
Machines set up on trial on application at this office.
Machines’ sold on easy monthly installments, oi l
machines taken in part payment for new ones. I
keep on hand needles and attachments for all kind of
machines.
1 keep a superior quantity of needles, which I sell
at 50 cts. per dozen. Orders for needles filled
by
mail when the cash accompanies,^the order. All
goods warranted to be the best quality, or mone\
returned.
Call on or address

BEFORE

ve

•*

are

Competent judges of the various machines agree that
the new Wheeler & "Wilson Sewing Machines are
superior to all others now in use. Remember they
take the Lock Stitch and use no shuttle, thus obviate
the use of a clattering shuttle, ami does away the

| CALL

lower pi

even

; kiiowlton Y

WHEELER & WILSON

superseding all others in he market, and
revolutionizing the whole sewing machine trade.

and

Probate ( ourt le ld
1
oliniy o! Waldo,
January, A. I >. I>7**.
a

til,"

m-l.ituiv ot Maine,

Exchange Street,

*.

!

....

!.

\i:

I• 11:>-«i :

D1A LI NNKI.s. Administratrix
ef CJ tat*- of Mutmt-I A tin in i>. late
k •.
in said County, deceased, n-p, ctiuMy n j.ri ei i>
that the g«*ods, chatties and credits
a
-aid <h
ceased am md sii!!ieient to an-'.M
hi- ,u-; dt 111
mil
charge- ot Administration, hy the sin.i ot two Inin
died dollar-: that -aid d*
a-e. | nil 1 -ei/i d of *.
tain real e-iat*-. -ituate in -aid Stockton, and km,4' n
a- the hom-tend of -aid .iecej-ed
that in
-ah
any entire portion ot said bomc-t.-nd, tin- r. -idi:«
would In- depreciated in value
Will i; i.i "i:i. your petit i..m
non L*,.in.r t
grant her a licen-e to -<!1 and convey tin v. a
ot said Homestead, including lIn- rever■-ion
he
Wi low’s li.nn
!■ :.
thereon, a- will -at,-tv hi
and incidental charge-, and clrargi
ot Admlni-tia
lion, at public or private-ah*.
I.VIMA LI NNKl.C

i.nv

a

v

HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW

Sewing Machine

Advertised in this paper. nt

i

■;!'
JS*> AVi! ims [he nam*
to ii- extraordinary merit-

for sale by all Druggists, price one dollar per
bottle, l.iberal discount to the trade.
pikrc:-; i»R<n ili:u>.
Manufacturers and Proprietors,
Gin22
Bangor, Maine.

Sewing

!

of Sa

r\I.

N

Hi

■

GOODS

DRY

l‘.«- !:r

m»‘:

v

IV

ILLS Ui

tin-

.1

Keeping

■

1

Can lie Found nil the

.Iff

.11.

Sale

PrtOBATE NOTICFS.

-Matin \vs Bros.* Stcura Mill, < <><-. «>i <’ro-s
and Miller M*., Belfast, MI .it

NO 5, Pluenix Row,

'I

l

Before purchasing vour goods.
There vou will
tind General 11 A LI>W A KM, 1'A I \ Is. / » I I
and V A L N I Sll K>,
NAILS, (,I.A'\ and
PALM LIPS I'OllLS, constant !v ot. hand a ml
for sale at LoWT.-T TUM’LS.
1»- n’t t
:
toe place. ANCI hit's. No. 1 Pbenix Lou.
tt l -*
April JO, lsr.'n

-o-

AT

I'H i:

return

Practical and Analytical (’herui't-.
by all Druggist' and Dealers in Medina*-.

Belfast Hardware

SHOP!

I'll A I

healt li

in

oi:

Wt>BK that is usually di>n«-in a !ir-t class
machine shop promptly attended t«..

> 1»

>

OAALL

F. A. HOWARD, Proprietor,

S1!

departure
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DR. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.,
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DENTAL ENGINE!
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Particular attention given t •> ranking and inserting
a-Hficinl teeth.
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AXD
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and tedious than by !h< old met hods, Teeth inserted in Huhber or Celluloid Ba>< as persons prefer.
He has the country right for the use of
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Of the late William J’>. Astor it is said HIGH
STREET
that he used no tobacco and little wine,
(Next door to dray & Patterson’*,)
he
when
in
health, formerly,
though
gave Where he will
keep a complete stock of
quiet pleasant dinners. lie was seldom
out late, did not attend theatres, did not
Smoked, Dry, Salt and Fresh Fish.
ttm&l*
get excited or indulge in profane language, ffa Nice Oysters and ( lams a specialty.
sported not with dogs arid guns (nor ilo
the two sons, who are his principal heirs),
never kept a fast horse, never gambled.
His whole life was simple and orderly. He
never oouid be induced to “take the chair”
or enter into politics, and had small reR'AA Bugs of Meal and Cracked Corn ground
.I" r\_f from Old Yellow Corn, for sale at Lane’s
spect for or confidence in the “great man” ♦Whurf
0. LANF.
of the period. He minded his own business
.1 uu. 12, 1876.—3w28
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Lruptimi'

CO.,

lorl,:
LSox. 4iBO

! SOLICITOR

Agent.

N. !».—<'atai:i:lr, Si 1:01c\r. and I'nioNic 1 >i
K\si;s, with 1 hose peculiar to '-VeMAN and (.'mi.,
will receive his s>ma iai. A rni.vriox.
Kue riaeifY u-vd in all its lbrius—win r< this
valuable agent i- indicated.
4^-lle will \ jsit i’A t hints at l lnir houses, who
ar>* unable to call at his rooms.
O'.'M'1: Horns—From 10 A. M. until 1 1’. M.
From : 1*. M. until
1*. Ai.p ami troiu 7 i'. M. until
U'.M.
tl.;:!
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prevalent and alUictiiifr.

Fare for Passengers $1.00.
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Hi-H:i.-t, Si j.t. ‘.nil, 1-: v.
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FHit ITFlIlilM, THE

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
May -til! lie fount! .;t t he ohl .-taut! of
Dr. Moore, corner ol‘ Church ami

1 hos.
ly rij»s he
this city and (.'an er's 11 arhor, on
1
1 and after Thursday, Sej.it. «»tii, I''.'.'*,
Country j»rodure of all kinds will he
market
'vho
wish to disbought
prices.
People
May
pose of the same will do well to give us a call.
he seen at the store of Winds, Mathew-,
Haker,
oron board tin* schooner, at Hurudeu'' \\ half, where
she may be found when in port.
t w
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&
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TON: t»r» Uni'." Square. NEW Y*.*itK;
lillLADU.
Adams oi.,

DENTISTRY!

Fewi.ton, Danville Junction and (irand Trunk
Railway, and via Fastern and Boston Sc Maine Kailroads, arriving in Boston at 7:55pm
Leave Belfast 3:30
p. m connecting to Dexter
which would be as effective as Castmi: < •:
witiiout
and Bangor, and with night Pullman Train, for
its unpleasan' taste or recoil.
Portland and Boston, arriving at 6.15 a. m.
j
The reputation of his experiment extendi d. PhyPAYSON TUCKER, Supt.
sicians and nurses rapidly adopted his re-edy, to
tfal
Portland. June 22, W73.

Belfast

*■'?

1

Commcncinp, Oct. 25, 1875,
T'rains leave Belfast at 8:00 a. m. connecting direct to Bangor, In xter. skovv legun, Farmington,

which he gave the name of CA*ST< >111 A.
CASTORIA is as pleasant to take as honey, regulates the stomach and bowels, and does not gripe.

ivi.i

i.m.

OH AS. J. C. KLINE &

m

-5

Maine Central Railroad.

produce sickness.
Castoria will assimilate the food. e\j <) worms,
and correct ull these thing>. For twenty years Pi
Pitcher experimented in his prixa'e jiraetK-e t
produce an effective Cathartic and stomach regulator

rented

or

'• m:

i:

CATALOGUES
HAMIdN n|;(iAN

Late from

enjoy health,

and

makes In
tin* fastest selling hook ever
published. I< contains over 400 tine historical en'.mio
an.I
gravings
pages, with a full aecout of the ap
preaching grand Centennial celebration. Send for a
lull «h*'<*ription and our extra terms to Agents.
NATION VI. PI HUSHING CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

>

rrm: >1 f. vmi.k katahiux, r«j»t. k< >;
win
JL make one trip per week to Boston, leaving Be!
last, Tuesdays at 2 o’clock, P Mand Boston Fridays at \ o’clock, P. M., arriving at Belfast Saturday morning. Freight taken a- usual.
I >. J.A N
A gent.
Jan. St !

i;! colic, sour
Worms, feverishne ss, te ething,
stomach and undigested Joed mak'- < hildren ero

payments;

HOMER,

an<l Surgeon.
ISosion.

Sei;»er5»
<!«»*$£ »»•

l*'»r Sale in ISelbmt b\

Office, 58 Main St., over store of
Sleeper & Son, BELFAST, ME.

Steamship Company,

the

at

Cross, sickly babies anil children may
and mothers have rest, if they will u>e

l:;sTonyoFTHEU.s.
ii-

Sanford

JOHN

Physician

a

Pro Bono Publico.

ANTED FOR THE

DR.

little less than marvels.

can

quisiic combination of tin

Bank.

Savings

iu \\

PIANO-HARP CABINET ORGAN
EASY PAYMENTS.

k j:i:.

<

Sloji*-.

I£tirgere und othc: 4'itses

and

FBKiOifT TAKF.N AT FA Mi B All" !
Wassou, Agl., Brooksville Hooper & Mienherd. Ajjtts., Castine. Beiij. By-hi Airt., Isles boro;
Howard Conaiit, Agl., Beli -'t.
Belfast, Hi-.*. 11, W.V).

CASTORIA.
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Jleto ^bbcrttscmcnts.

£1.00

Wm.

describing cures
.vil, Big Head, and

twenty
Sold everywhere, but prepared only
•If* 1>ky

Beturn.

*■

times its cost.

Ltfteratory of

Tac.

! nun Castine X Islesboro, Monday & Thursday. £l.o0
s-l.’-'h
For the Bound Trip front Brooksville,

Liniment, which any dav may

prove worth

1 riUiant--

report.

Founders, which

owner

Castine

Islesboro ft

to

NEWamiSTYLES
foiiibiimtion

Solo

AVK bl.3I<>\ F.D to 11m ir m \v Banking boom
in Custom House Square, are prepared to re
dive deposit**, placing the same on ir.terot on the
lir.'t days ol' .June, .July, August and -M ptemher, and
December, .January, February and .March, interest
being computed on same, the rir>t Mondays id June
and December.
\ce]>t on Sundays and
Deposits received daily,
Legal Holiday s, from ‘J to JJ A. 3L, ami J to -1 1’. 31.
noon.
Saturihn s Bank close-; at
A A FAl'M F, Brest.
John I.’. (VM im nv, 1 tea-.
tt‘
Belfast, Juno Stli 1-11.

FABli FOB Till'. BOl XI) TBIT

:

Prepared at the Laboratory' of J. 1L Rose
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B. F. Ti
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Belfast

-f A n 1-;-

neighborhood a

Sprains, Kicks, Calls,

< ->\e

HsieL

Coaches to convey passengers ;>* and from the ear*
and boats.
Sample boom*; tree }■> gue.-f
Livery and boarding Mable connected with the
lion e.
is:;..—tfi;
jp-ifa-t, sept.

at v 1> A. MA. M
at
each way.

i-lay

Brooksville

It is

X'kw YoiiK.Jan. 10. The Herald's .Maillid special reports that the Spanish < lovermnent has sent out a diplomatic note in CIO a
Agents wanted, Outlitand
(lay a; home.
* *“
i-Tins iV- e.
I Kl V. Si Co., Augusta, Maine.
reply to the American circular on Cuban v
all'airs. 'I'he reply is quite belligerent in
agents. Canvassers should setone, ami takes high ground on all the WANTED
*
cur-' territory at once lor 1 lie Life and Public
questions raised by the United States. The Services of Henry Wilson, by Key. Klias Nason,
note declares that the commerce between I '■! I -Tin-, address tin* PublLli- r, li. H. HL'SSKLL,
Cornhill, P.oston, Mass.
Cuba and the United States lias not suffered to any appreciable extent by the insur* ,,r M caP<* Of Cough, Cold or Asthma
rection. instead of having diminished, it
that ADAMSON S U. C. HALSAM will
had really increased and is constantly-in- nm n 1 ''ot owe. sold by Druggists at :C> cts.
UULU
circular flee. Ad-Ires.- Dt:. P. W. KINS
creasing so that the ( nited Stales Govern- MAX, Augusta, Maine.
ment has no occasion lor complaint and no
tenable ground lor its proposed action or
No Charges for obtaining
Patents unless successful.
interference in the affairs or troubles, exTO INVENTORS Pamphlet/ree. C. A.Shaw,
110 Tremont Street, Boston.
isting in Cuba. Attention is also called to
tiie tact that man.1, citizens have established themselves in business on the Island,
HEB BHQ rlA: WKl.K (UAKAXTHFD to
M
wL
M Agents, Male anil Female,in their
and being unmolested by the Spanish (.ov^.lll jS M own locality. Term* and Outfit
en ment have
M
individual
forMr
free. Address 1*. o. YICKKttY &
gained large
tunes. The fortunes have not added to I'D., Augusta, .Maine.
the material wealth of the Island, being
C£
£90 l"‘r (l:,v :U l'ouie. Samples worth $1
iU vP£.v? fn.0. Stinson &
entirely in foreign hands. The territory QU in
Co., Portland, Me.
ot the United States is a constant refuge
l'or Cuban outlaws, who are permitted
M > P F \ 1) 1 X( i, PS Y CIIO M A X c Y, FA.SC 1 X A
there to hatch conspiracy to the detriment MI TIOX, Soul Charming,
Mesmerism, and Marand in jury of the Spanish (lovernment. In riage Ouide, showing howr cither -ex may fascinate
gain the love and afl'ection of any person they
this tho laws ot nations are outraged. All and
choose instant ly.
lOo pages. Ity mail 5u ct*. Hunt
just and equitable claims between the Uni- \ »'o., i:t>* s. :tii St., Philadelphia.
ted States and Cuba have been amicably
and tally satisfied or are in the courts for
adjustment; therefore there can be no
cause for complaint on that score.
The
Spanish note i< believed to be the work of —
>
Senor .Jovellar.
The

our

J. D. Ti:«

and after

on

of

number of teamsters arc
They pronounce it
using the Centaur Liniment.
superior to anything they have ever used. We 'i ll
as high
as four to live dozen bottles per mouth to
owners of horses and mules.”
“In

follows,
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ak\>\\him

1 >i,e. !.*»ih

.Monday, Tue-da v, Thursday ,X Fi
Castine
I ouch in,y at I-lesboro Byder’<

1.vil,

ad and Roll
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Co., Drug gists, cor. Mini and

Sts., Cincinnati, (>., say

Front

even

vegetable distillation, entirely unlike evnodical compound ever prepared lor the

ery (in
treatment of this disease.

severe cases

-i

111515 I

Main Street, Belfast, Me.

Leave Brooksville for Belfast,

little less than marvellous.
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than any amount of
attendance. When physi-

Its effects upon
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TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors

FOR CASTINE AND BROOKSVILLE,
at
o'clock 1*. M.
On Monday' and Thursdays.
at 0 o’clock > .M
On 'Wednesday.' and Saturdays,
for
Boston
h--.it
lu
o’clock
until
May lay

tougii skin, muscles and flesh of the

to the

AIWA VC
ALl? AlO
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Belfast, Sanford Wharf,

Leave

they frequently use thi> Liniment,
chaii.e several prices for it.

animal creation.

noth'-•

ii fur! her

run uni

Wednesday,

Wt have volumes of testimonials
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=

Will

The Yellow Centaur Liniment

of

tliis I desire to say a word in relation
1 have been
to Sanhvd's Radical Cure for Catarrh.
much surprised at its large and ready sale in this
It is comparatively
city for the following reasons
a
new preparatioir, and the trade is flooded with socalled r< medies for this rapidly increasing loathone di.-ea-e, 1 at from inquiries and voluntary testimony received in its favor, I find its effect is the
I know of chronic cases in
cause ’< « r.s popularity.
which all other medicines of the kind have been
n i !,n\< failed to benefit, when Sanford’s Radtrieo
ical < :ir«* has, by the use of two bottles, entirely
cured.
Incipient cast's experience relief, and in
many in-tanees an cured, by using one bottle.
Knowing of what I write, I have no hesitation in
-aying that '-antord's Radical Cun* for Catarrh is
tin most reliable pn-partition of tin* kind I have
A. \Y1UU1AM>.
ever sold.
Yourti'.,
Vw touville, May t-'O.

Apropos

course

V American Organs ever awarded any in-d l
e\tr*<e.,i
ll! Europe, or which prc*'-nt su« a
as t* command a wide salt* the: *.
excellence
nary
awarded highest premium* at Ii dn-itrial Expositions, In American* well on
Europe. Out of hundreds there have not I.-m *
all where* any other organs have been prcieri\ i.
Musician*. in DUt
nroj Declared by Eminent
liiH liali d
hemispheres, to b.
TESTIMONY f.A I Cl KUULA.K, with ••pmi*a.-. f
than Oise Thousand (--nt :r-.
Do i:> t
lASCICT 0,1 having a Mn*on N- Hamlin.
take any «*:hcr. J tenters get L.vtaw
and
r
funs,
j\n
missions for belling
,'■
something
reason often tru very Kurd to t-
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How Lost, Huw Restored!

Mantel:

.iti-t published, a l.HV edit ion Of I>r.
I % **» w
f c f+*I»8mi «*<l ►**
-..
MM.V "ii the rut/iiul curr without
medicine
of .-1*1 :;\!a r«»Ji»tlT*>• a
or
>» luinal \\ eakne-.-. Involuntary M iniual Losses,
*
! i
i.n■ v, .Menial and Physical Incapacity, lm
Consumption
j
t'ii.i
-v and 1-d r>, induced 1*v sell
|
indulgence or
>e;\i-;il extravagance. ,\c.
Price, in a -••ah .i ii> h.pe. only .-ix cents,
;
i
*ebd.Tuted autleir. in this admirable L.-.-ay,
clea: !\ dem.»nstrat<
t'r on a thirty years’ successful
tl.a
the aianuiu- cmi.-equeuets ol sell
pra; ::
.,r\
c-pii,
i,
i w it bout the dangt rou-*
j a be
u-ot ieievi.at medicine 111 the npplication ot the
kei"
point inp out a mode of cure at once simple,
j and li• ft ■:
of which m ery -ulferer, no
*y m*
j matter what hi- condition may be, may cure himself
ruilnuilu.
and
cheaply, privately,
r
t his Led lire dnubd I
in the hands of every
yfrtith and even man in ;! e land.
>enl under -eal, in a plain envelope, t" any ad
dri*s- pas* /><//</, on n-( i-iptof six cents, or two po-t
age <tamps.
A id re
the Pub! her-.

UilLl

Sail* math* and repaired at short notice.
Lob on
& siblev’> wharf, foot of Main streei.
JOHN b
lit03115-.
t.i o.
o>i;oi;m
1*7-V—nmoSi
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S
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not Peruvian JJatk.
.Sold by all
dealers generally.
A
t,
a
treatise
on iron
containing
p::..'pl»h
age
as a medical aged and ot her \ aluable paper?, ten.
timunials ... ingul.-ln d physicians, clergymen
and others, will b**
to any address.
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Vow l.K \ sONs. l’rojirieiors, .-u HurrUou
Avenue. Poston.
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burns, &e.
lifty cents, invested in<'eiitaur
Liniment will be within reach when ail accident oc-
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Messrs. J. McClure* &

Having tin* past three months had an unusual demand for catarrh remedies,-1 have found that Sanford's Radical Cure is the leading article in every
.- use of t lie word, my sales being for it one dozen
to one bottie ot unv other remedy.
II. S. BARTUKTT,
March 1

it

mm:

an

dollar,

Su,

Tj
on

«fc

THUMBS

•>

indisputable fact that the Centaur Lini
performing cures never before elfected by
any preparation in existence,—like Chronic Rheumatism of thiity years' standing, straightening lingers
and joints which had been stiff for -dx years, taking

are
a

Kockluiid, Camden, Belfast, Sear;port, Buck*port, t 'aBtine, Deer isle, Sedgwick, So. W. Harbor,
Alt. Desert. A1 illbridg--, ,1 oiO '-port and Muehiasport.
IS turning will h-ave Machiasport every Monday
o’clock, touching at tlie above named
morning at
landing', (except IJuokspoi t. arming in Portland
mine night.
Will take passenger* and freight for Bangor, con
net ting with the railroad at Bncksport.
( A BPS PATlKKSoN. Agent.

IVniule * iini|)lain(«. Ac.
Thousands have been changed by the use of this
remedy from wetfk, sickly, suffering creature?, to
strong, healthy, happy men and women; and invalid- cannot n-a-ona !y he.-itate to give it a trial.
sui
you git the "pl.lt I VI*

'4-

s O *

in

j

1-or

her relief is Centaur I inimeni. I am re
say this has cured her.
W. 11. RING, Postmaster.”

soreness

2,
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ments are
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CABINET ORGANS.

1

commencing Dee.

Thursday Eve.,

given

the

R AT

MASON&HAMLIN

!

V. e are prepared to do SHIP and HOUSE
PAINTING in all its braneht*' -botl* plain and j
ornamental—-at prices that will suit the time*.
Our Ion" experience iu the business, and our j-a-t j
labors with the citizens of Belfast, will, we think,
j
be a sufficient guaranty that woik entrusted to us
will be fuithl'.dly done. Consult us before ^roiu"
elsewhere.
Shop ov> r. the Marble WorKS, Hi-rh I!
Street.
.JOHN' 11. lJOOB.
Beirut. March IS, H7'. tf \IA I f WKLSH.

Hail road Wharf, Portland

poison from bites and will cure burns and scalds
a scar.
The following is but a -ample of a
thousand similar testimonial1. I'; L
“A NTH m'II, H.!.., 1
My wife lias, lor a long time, b«-en a terrible .sufferer from Rheumatism. She ha-- tried many physi1 he only thing which
cians amt many remedies.
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curs, and will do
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From

will

Vitalizes and Enriches
the Blood, Tones up the
System, Builds up the
Cures
Broken down,
l>
Belillit.v. It »'«»|»* v. Chilli
and i oTern,Ci)ronii'
lii.»ra Iiom
Herv*
«mii
A Ifectiooi.
Bolls, II u in o w
l»:«eai*vi of the 14 hi
and Kiutldcr

HAMDEN BUCK, Belfast, He.

r a in

juiced

Woonsocket, R. I., Oct. 13.
a

they
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Boyle.

business entrusted to him will receive
roiupt attention.

WHITE CHX 1 AI K LINEMEN 1 is particularly adapted to all cases ot Rheumatism, Lumbago
Neuralgia, Erysipelas, Itch. Sprains, Chilblains,
Cuts, Bruises, Stings, Poisons, Scalds, Sciatica.
Weak Back, Pain- in the sub
Wounds, Weeping
Sinews, Burns, Frosted Feet, Palsy, Ear-ache,Toothache, Head-ache, Fleers, Old Sores, Broken Breast**,
Sore Nipples, Sore Throat. Croup, Dipl heria, etc.
The most of these complaint- the Centaur Liniment
will cure; all of them it will benefit. It will extract

Druggist, Broadway, South Boston,
And Examiner of Drugs, B. C. 11.

From

say

TIIB.PKRIVIAN.SYBUP

WALLACE,

Attorney

W F. K K !

I’Ei;

the

The

y >u;.i essful in tin treatment of Catarrh that I now
recommend it exclusively, and consider it far superior to hnv preparation e\ er before prepared lor this
diseu
ISAAC T. CAMPBELL,

use.

T li I ]’

ONE

tal condition.

From the Drug Examiner of the Boston Custom HouseS \m oni.1- 11 adhalCire has proved so uniform-

i

A Long ani> I’ehieois Voyage.

II

K. J\.

BLOuD.

THE

IX

at Law!

formerly occupied by

GEO. E.

Penobscot. Mt. Desert & Machias

arising from flesh, hone or muscle derangements. We do/not pretend that they will
mend abroken leg or e\termuiate boils, hut even in
such cases they will reduce the inflammation and
stop the pain. Nor can we guarantee the proper results where the body is poisoned by whiskey. Temperance is as neeessarv to a proper physical, as men-

Sanford's Radical Cure for
Catarrh as the best and

its

are

confidently

we can

any

country

What tho Dons say about Cuba anti
Undo Sam

Office

THE

recipe.* of these wonder
ful pain-soothing and healing Centaur Liniments,
nearly perfect

So

Druggists Recommend

Eastern

January.

haptcr I. It was Now Year's morning. .-Lip Itasca, of Bath, which was for a long
He had been thinking
deeply tor a day or time supposed to have been lost at sea. artwo, and there was a Spartan look on his rived at San Francisco Jan. 2 as before
lace as lie sat down to breakfast.
He was reported. The vessel was 25:! days makunusually quiet, though he said he never irg the passage from Baltimore, and the
lelt better in his life.
privations suffered by the officers and crew
Chapter II. Rising from the table he have been simply horrifying. The Itasca

drew iorth his tobacco-box and said to his
wife:
“Hannah, I'm going to quit the weed!”
“No !"
“I os, I am. .I've been a slave to the
disgusting habit for hi years, but now 1
am done with it! Come
here, Hannah.”
.She followed him to tiie door, and he
the
box tar out into the back
flung
yard.
Chapter HI. Four days had passed.
Dried pumpkin, cloves,
spices, gum and
dried heel had been chewed in
place
et the accustomed
quid. The family eat
had been kicked out of
the
doers;
dog had
lied; the hired girl’s nose yvas
up; every
in
town
came
to
pedler
the door.
“I xviil or die !” he
replied.
Chapter East. ’Twas dark. Man sneakaround the* house—on his knees on the
grass—pawed around— lingers clutched
an
object till flew open—moved his ri1 rht
hand to his mouth—“Yum,
yum ! what a
fool I was !”
Moral. Don’t chew.

Liniments!

IIIOX

MAIN STREET, BELFAST.

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE.
FOR

SOT GENERIS.

JOHNSON,

E.

Attorney
14
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of Beer-Drinking.

The worst results lrom accidents in the
Tendon Hospitals are said to be draymen.
Though they are apparently models ol
health and strength yet it one of them reteives a serious injury it is nearly always
necessary to amputate in order to give
him the most distant eliane. of life,
the
draymen have the unlimited privilege of
the brewery cellar. Sir Aslley Cooper was
once called to a drayman, who was
powerful, fresh colored, healthy looking
man, and hud suffered an injury in his
finger from a small splinter oi a stave.
The wound, though trifling, suppurated.
He opened the small abscess with hi- lancet. lie found, on retiring, he had lei'L his
lancet, lieturning for it he found the man
in a dying condition. The man died in a
file moshort time. Hr. Cordon says,
ment beer-drinkers are attacked
with
acute diseases they are not able to hear
depletion, and die. Dr. Edward says ot
beer-drinkers. “Their diseases are always
of a dangerous ohe ranter, and in case of
accident they can never undergo even the
most trifling operation with the security
id' the temperate.
They most invariably
die under it." l)r Buchan says. “Malt
liquors render the blood sizy and unfit for
circulation ; hence proceeds obstructions
and inflammation ol the lungs. There are
few great beer drinker who are pot phthisical, brought on by the glutinous and indigestible nature of ale and porter.
These liquors inflame the blood and tear
the tender vessels of the lungs to pieces."
Dr. Maxon says, “Intoxicating drinks,
whether taken in the lorm ot fermented or
distilled liquors, are a very trequent predisposing cause of disease." 1 he ! lospitals
ot New York show an equally unfavorable
record ol the intemperate, and private
practitioners everywhere have the same

Centaur

little girl of Phineas Steward of Hko}vbegan was dangerously burned last week by its
clothes taking lire from a stove. It was in a
room alone at the time.
There* is but little
hope of its recovery.

G.

STEAMBOAT

A

little remarkable that even among
his warmest friends Blaine has lew apologists. His speech, it must he said, had
a powerful effect for a time,
lie possess- !
es great personal magnetism, and is adroit
in the use of it, and for a time it seemed
as though he was carrying with him his
side of the House. It was only when the I
opposition began to show the. oilier side I
ol the story that men began to shake themselves free from tin1 influence ol Blaine's
eloquence, and by the time they had an j
hour or two for cool reflection they eon- :
gratulated themselves upon their escape j
Irom an error that would have been lamentable. It a vote had been taken at i
otiee
Blaine's speech was finished. Inwould undoubtedly have been sustained
by a majority ol his party, but an hour afterwards a serious split was developed.
As to Blaine himself, lie lias acted like a
lie lias lost,
man utterly beyond himself
his accustomed coolnes- and nerve, and
such judgment as he ever possessed, and
has exhibited an utter lack of self-control.
He lias gone into tiiis tiling premediately, alter many days’ deliberation, and with
all the vehemence and energy of his vehement and energetic nature, win or lose,
lie risks al! upon his play, and it lie is
beaten, he knows that Ins assets will bare- j
ly suffice to do no more than present his j
name in the National Convention for the
office that he so eagerly seeks. Blaine's
great opportunity came witli this Congress,
lie stood fairly, to put it comparatively,
and there was no reason why he should
not, by shrewd management, place himself foremost in the ranks of Presidential
candidates of his parly, lie could have
readied this point if he had Imt been true
to himself,
ili.s mistake lias always been
in permitting himself to abandon his conviction to act upon his ideas ol policy,
and with the single exception ol Morton,
Biaiue can make more mistakes as to policy in one year than any oilier public man
in Amerieif
That it was policy which actuated Mr
Blaine there is no room to doubt, lie
thought he saw a tine opportune.;, to throw
the majority in the House, otf their balance, and n j ion this he staked everything.
Effects

a

( tO(1.

a

Bail

conducting

vigorous crusade against life insurance,
which it stigmatizes as gambling against

follows:
It is

Tor all that cold and famine saw
Scarce ran the happy hearts believe
How sweet the bread of every day.
How glad the tires of every eve.

I:

A South Tarolina paper is

Within the hearth is warm and light.
Yet none of all the group about
Knows what a glory strikes the night
W here one poor wanderer stands without.

Administrator's Sale cf Real Estate.
A XT to
license from the lion. Judge of
Probate for the County of Waldo, 1 shall soil at
PULSE
auction
the
11th
of
a

public

on

twi

day

February

next,

ten o’clock A. M., on the premises of the late
Daniel Plummer of Montville, so much of the real
estate ot the said Daub-1 as will produce the sum of
four hundred and fifty dollars; said estate being subject to the widow’s right of dower.
ALI'.LIM M. PLFMMFJL Admr.
Montville, Jan.ls?ii.
:;w>
at

Commissioners’

Notice.

LARGE ASSORTMENT WE
—OF—

CHRISTMAS GOODS
TO BE FOUND AT

Cor. Main and High Sts.

the subscribers, having been appointed b\
the lion. Wm. M. Rust, to receive and exam
ine the claims of creditors to the estate of Furber
Young, late of Palermo, deceased, represented in
solvent, do hereby give notice that six months are
allowed to said creditors to bring in and prove their
claims; and that we shall attend that service at the
dwelling house of Fred Y’oung. the administrator, in
said Palermo, on the fourth Saturdays of March and
June next, at 10 o'clock A. M.
JOHN' GREEDY,
hiram r. it lack,
JOHN L*. PERKINS.

SssS^vsmL
KIDDER’S PASTILLES, by mail. Stowi*ll A Co.
jCbarte:>tcwi, .Mass.

\lr

s>.--Taken on execution in favor ot
l.evi l amer against .Janie* M Evans, amt
'vi11 be sold at public auction, to the highest bidder,
"ii
the .'aili day of February, A. l>. 1870, at one
o'clock P. M., at the -tore of A. B. Longfellow, In
Palermo, in .-aid County, all the right which said
Evans has of redeeming a r« r.ain parcel of land >it
nate in said Palermo, hounded and described as fol
land of Henry Carr; eastN o 11 he 1 v I
lows, viz
erly by land el .1- el Bow hr and Nathan Hallow ill,
southerly by land «d -aid llalluwell, and westerly b\
land of .Joshua tiomlwin and the town road; said
premises being suiject to a mortgage given by said
Evans to Martha Brown, dated M*ptcinber
recorded in tin- Wald EYgistry. Book 100, page-h'.o,
to secure the payment
f two iiundred ami fifty dol
Et ipay able in one, two and three years, with inter
est

annually.

NAMl'I E (}. NORTON. l'eputy
Hated this 1,‘dh of.lauuary, WO. 1 iiiv.

Sheriff.

For Clirlstmas-

Slipper

Patterns!

From G2 cents up.
At li. F. WELLS'.

G-eraian Canaries.
KIES
VIEW
tf to

MOKE HARTZ MOUNTAIN CANA
each.
hand,and selling rapidly at

on

U. M. THURLOW,
POST OFFICE.

